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CHAPTER ONE- STUDY BACKGROUND
introduction to the ProblemlOpportunity
This Major Project is centred upon the growing trend indicating that there are fewer and
fewer teachers interested in becorning principals and vice-principals. This is evidenced
by the number of applications received for administrative positions has been declining in

many school districts and educationaljurisdictions. This trend, combined with

demographics that indicate an ageuig administrativeand teaching force not only in the
Yukon Territory but also in the rest of Canada. does not bode weii for the h u r e qudity

of leadership in public schools.
For example. a research report conducted by the British Columbia Teachers' Fedention
titied "Who Are The Teachers of British Columbia" (May 1999) indicates an average age
of teachea and administraton to be 43 years. with haKoCai1 teachers being 45 or older.

The most cornmon age amonga administrators and teachea is 50 years.
The impact of the problern is, unfortunateLy, h a d y being feIt in some jurisdictions.
Directly stated, the impact of this situation, if not addressed, wiU be the degradation of

the quaiity of leadership and by extension the quaiity of education that chiidren receive in
schools. From a systems perspective, our schooIs wiil become Iess enjoyable pIaces to
work, thereby creating a feedback Loop that spirals downwards causing fewer prospective
leaders to choose careers in school administration- The opporturüties created here are
sipifIcant ones in the sense that administrators play a cruciai leadership role in their

respective schoois and the Iarger communities that their schooIs serve.
Not simply an educational leader, a principal aiso acts as a teacher, motivator, manager of
resources, rnediator, coach, advocate, bridge between different cultures and

organkations, to building manager or custodian! The s H s requited to be an effective

educationd leader do not come easily through the pursuit of a post-graduate degree, but
instead through l e h g by experience over the.
The very nature of a teaching position and that of a principal are quite different. We

accept that teachers need up to tive years oftraining to achieve protèssional status and

then requk more experience in the classroorn to hone their skills and develop a pesonal
philosophy of education. M y then is it considered reasonable practice that a teacher c m
move into the chaiienging and stress-laden position of school administntor without any
development at ail? This is a key point. At one t h e , the role of leadership as a principal
or vice-principal was asp~edto, though it now appears to be an occupation that fewer and
fewer educators view with a sense of yeamuig. The chasm between Iack of leadership
opportunities and the rigours of the job has widened. Hence, fewer teachers are willing to
take the step into administration, as indicated by the emerging literature regarding the

nature of school leadership.

The Nationai Association of E l e m e n t q School Principals (NAESP) 1998 Tm-Year
S ~ d indicated
y
that die typicd Kindergarten-Grade 8 principal in 1998 was a "50-year
old white male who became a principal at age %"(p. .)L

The study highlights the fact

that the average principal works 10 hours a day, devotes up to 8 additional hours a week
on school-related activities, is eligible to retire at age 57 and probably will, and is also
concerned about the abiiity of public education to attract quaiity people to replace him
and other retirees (NAESP, 1998). This demographic profle is an accurate

representation of that which currentiy exists ui the Yukon.
Closer to home, the 1999 Leadership Study undertaken by the Canadian Association of
Principals indicates %ere does not appear to be a clamouring by teachers to become
schooI administrators, even though the positions are readily avdable" (p. 10). The study
indicates that the job of a school admùùstrator has changed fkom that of instructional
leader to building manager, and that the position cornes mith so many "bosses" that it is

an impossible task to satisfy the many contrary demands that corne with being an
admFnldmFnlstrato
r.

Finaily, at a t k e where a shortage of administrators has mïved, the training of

prospective administraton is ad hoc at best. Somejurisdictions appear to put a lot of
innovative effort into the training of hture leaders whiie others do nothing, and stiiI
others expect that vice-principals wili somehow pick up the necessary skius to become an
et'fective educationd leader. Experts in pedagogy, we appear to know Littie about
designing and irnplementing leadership development strategies that can meet that can
meet both present and future needs.

This problem provides the opportunity for the reasons why the number of teachers
wishing to enter positions of school Leadership is declining. The identification of'
deterrents that may hinder teachea from pursuing such a cmeer need to be erplored. In
doing so, leadership development strategies can be created and implemented. Taking a
systems view of this problem, solutions or opportunities will not b r genented s b p l y by
one group or organization, but through a study of the i n t e d o n s between the goups that
contribute to the problem. The value-added benet3 of employing a systems approach to
address problems occurs when the structure of the system itself is dtered. A resdtmt
change of behaviour occurs that produces sustainable and positive growth for
organizations (O'Connor and McDermott, 1997). The present situation creates a
vuinerabiiity to look for the nearest and quickea recipe for short-terni success, though
experience proves that quick management techniques have an unfortunate track record

(Fullan, 1998).

Instead, every effort wiil be made in this snidy to Iook for integrated approaches Leading
to the creation of leaming opporhmitiesfor the recniitment and training of prospective
candidates. As Fullan (1998)suggests, t h e and energy can be wasted Iooking for

extemai solutions, rather than sustainable ones that cari be generated wahin. Rather than
search for a "magic builet", the purpose of this Major Project is to Iook critkalIy at what

has been done, ifanything, and craft a new way of "do@

business" as it relates to

administrator deveiopment and replacement in the Yukon. In effect, the hirùig approach

of "if we post it, they wiIl corne" is no longer nifncient to meet the present and hture
leadership requirements of educational Organizations.
From a personal perspective, Yukon Education currently employs a large number of
administrators who will likely retire over the next five years. Our workforce is an ageing
one not uniike others in Canada. For those relatively few which do choose to pursue a
career in schooI administration there is Iittle means in which to access and share
organizational knowledge. Considering that this shortage is being felt nation-wide. the
Yukon (a remote location with a unique lifestyle) must compete with southern
jurisdictions over a declining pool of potentid candidates. The Yukon must find
potenUal candidates, but once found, must dso attract and convince them to experience

the ngours and rewards of a IiIe in the North. In light of these challenges, a new
approach wodd be to develop talent already within the organization. thereby decreasing
the reliance on cesources beyond our ability to control.

In closing, I believe that making the shift to becoming more of a leaming organization
(Senge, 1990) where the shaiuig of tacit knowledge is nurtured will bnng us one k i n g

and sustainable step closer to solving the administrative shortage which bas already
amved. Solutions to this probIem wiI1 not be tound by the typical approaches of
increased salaries, recruitment drives, or advertking. Looking dinerently at the changing
role of the school admuiistrator and providing Ieaming oppomuiities that prepare fùture

leaders for the nature of the enterprise wiil serve to generate sustainable solutions.
Research Questions
AddressÎng this organizational pro bIem requires asking the right questions. For example,
what factors discourage and deter teachers fiom pursuhg a career in school
C

*

administration? Ls the nature of the role of school adminrstratorsuch that it needs to be
modified to make the position more attractive to prospective candidates? How can

Iearning opportunities be designed and implemented in such a way that the career
transition fiom teacher to admfnistratoc is more easüy made? Accepting that the average

age of school administrators is increas@ and fewer teachen are interested in entering the

administrative ranks, how can the qudity of leadership in our schools not o d y be
maintahed but enhanced? Addressing this f i i n a l question will be key to the qudity of our
schools, and more importantly, the kinds of educationd experiences our students wiLi
receive in them.

The Organization
The organization being studied in this report is the Yukon Department of Education,
though more irnponantiy tocuses on the pool of teachers and administrators in the Yukon.
The Public Schools Branch is the organization responsible for public education h m
Kindergarten to Grade 12 in the Yukon. Large urban schools and isolated rurai schools
across the Temtory make for a diverse range of needs and a wide variety of tdented
individuds to deliver prognms to meet the needs of students. Educationd leadership in
the Yukon demands not only that individuals make a career professional choice, but also

a personal choice to Live in a mai, isolated area with a harsh climate and Limited access.

Frorn a broader perspective, it appears to the mearcher that a multitude of schooi
jtrisdictions, as well as governmentai and private organizations are being impacted by

the same factors that wiII apparently affect the Yukon Department OFEducation. Not
wishing to solely focus upon educationai systems, the effects of demographics, ernerging
trends, and the need for Leadership development and training as they relate to many
organizations will be included within the breadth of this study.
Yukon Education consists of a centrai department, Iocated in Whitehorse, which uicludes
the folIowing:

The Minister of Education

The Deputy Minister of Education
Three Assistant Deputy Ministem of Education
Four Superintendents

Approximately 43 school-based administrators

Approxhnately 458 FTE professionai staff
There are 28 schook in the Yukon providing a broad range of educational opportunities
to approxhately 6000 -dents.

The nature of --doingbusiness'' in the Yukon is a

challenge due to the wide range of student and community needs. For example, only 14

of the 28 schools are in the urban Whitehose area. The remsining 14 are Located in rural
Yukon cornmunities, with one school having fly-in access ody. EnroIIments v w
greatiy with 5 students (K-8) enrolled in Kiume Lake School in Destruction Bay to 1000

students (8-12) at F.H. Coilins Secondary SchooI in Whitehorse. Secondary students in
community schools that do not have high school grades can [ive in residence and attend

F.H.Collins Secondq School.
From a demographic perspective. the Department of Education in August of 1999
provided the following statistics:

Average Age of Yukon School Administrators and Teachers
Table 1.1
Personnel
I
1 Yukon administrators

1 Femde administrators

1 Male administrators
1 Yukon vice-p~cipais

I
I
I
I
1

51.61 yean

I
l

52.55 years

I

5 L .O0 years

I

45.76 years

1

45.85 years

FernaIe vice-principals

1 Male vice-principals

Average Age

1

45.67yeass

Yukon teachers

43.16 years

Femaie teachers

43-62years

Male teachers

42.65 years

1

The Yukon Department of Education is ody one department nested in the larger
organization calied the Govenunent of Yukon. At the direction of Cabinet, a committee
was fomed to study management and human resource issues facing the Yukon

Government. This commkte is compnsed of Deputy Ministers, the Public Service
Commissioner. and senior Public Service Commission staff.
It is predicted that within the next 5 years, 50% of senior managea within the
Government of Yukon will be eligible to retire (Van Blnricom, Public Service
Commission communication, 1999). Other provincial and federai governrnents are dso
tàcing the same issues, and this will lead to increased cornpetition for skiiled leaders in

ail areas of govemment. In order to address this trend, the Yukon Govemment

Leadership Forum has been developed and is to nin frorn Jmuary 1000 until June 200 1.

The two key aspects of this program are the enhancement of personal Ieadership and
discussion regarding issues which public sector leaders face. Candidates who are willing
to work towards senior organizationd levels are encouraged to apply.
The Department of Education will not be participating in the Yukon Government

Leadership Fonun. Reasons for this include the fact that it would require candidates to
be out of their positions in schools for a large number ofdays (approximately 28) in order
to attend. This prognm also does not mesh with the academic yearly schedde upon
which schools funftion. Through participation in the Yukon Government Leadership

Forum, other departments are taking a proactive approach to ensure that there wiIl be a
nrpply of trained leaders in order to address funire needs. RecogniMg that there wilI be
a Large retirement of administrators within the next five years and beyond, the
Department of Education is currentiy taking no steps to develop their own mode1 of
leadership training and development.

The need for leadership development, not ody in educationai organizations, is cIeariy
apparent. This may not be soIeIy based upon demographic reasons. A stuciy of
orgmkationaI documents, as well as the solicitation of input fkom stakehoIders includhg
teachers, administrators, and superktendentsshouid serve to broaden the scope and

understanding of the problern under study and Iead to some proposed solutions. This
be the focus of the rernaining chapters in this report.

CHAPTER TWO-REVIEW OF SUPPORTING LITERATURE
Review of Organizational Documents
A review of key organizational documents will serve to give a better understanding of the

nature of Yukon Education and the context(s) in which it currentiy exists. From the
perspective of searching for factors that discourage and deter tachers from pursuing
careen in administration, a review of organizationai documents (and the poIicies that
they may contain) may serve to shed some light. Accepting this, the Yukon Education

Act requires closer scniuny. Another factor to consider is the amount of b d h g
currentiy devoted to the professionai development of school administrators by the
Department of Education. This amount may serve as an uidicator of the Deparunent of
Education's current cornmitment to the development of administrators within the system.
The Yukon Education Act
A key ~ r g ~ z a t i o ndocument
al
both in this study and the overd operation of the

Department of Education is the Yukon Education Act. Proclaimed in 1990. the Act is
currentiy undergoing a 2-year review process. The subtitie "Partners in Education"
serves to underscore the key intent of the Act which is to enlin the input of parents in the
development of the 'whole child" inchding the physicd, socid, emotional, cuiturai, and

aesthetic potentiai of ail students.
in order to achieve the hput of parents, the Act Bords the formation of School Councils

for schools in the Yukon. School CounciIs have broad powea and the mandate to advise
the Minister on areas ranghg from school budgets, teachùig and stsiffing requirements,

and school programS.

A power afforded School Councils by the Act is Section 113 (I)(c) which states:

"A Cozincil shall participare in the selection procedures for persons to be

intentiewedfor the position of principal and selecffor appointmenf a principal':
Another power of School Councils is Section I I3(2)(i) that states:
"-4 Cor weil n t c y rem rnmend to the superintendent the dismissnI. transfert

discipline or dernorion o f a reacher, principul, or other rmployee in the school
r m i provide rerrsonsfor rhe recornmencia~iun'1
These two sections of the Act, as supported by the research activity, are considered
problematic by teachea, administraton, and superintendents in the sense that the
Department of Education hm relinquished controI to School Councils regarding the
choice and quality of educationat leadership in schools. Regardless of the developmentd
activities undertaken by an individuai, or if the desire on the pnrt of the Department of
Education is to develop a pool of prospective leadership candidates, School Councils
dtimately have the power to hire for their school whom they choose and have no
obligation whatsoever to take into consideration broader system priorities. In effect,
School Councils may hire whomever they prefer, regardless of experience and education.
As hdicated by the research fmdings,this is viewed by administraton and

superintendents as a major legislationd barrier to Leadership development.

The Education Act does not stipulate training or inservicing for SchooI Council members,
nor is there an evaiuative process in place to monitor and determine the effectiveness of
SchooI Councils as they relate to student learnuig or achievement.

Professional Development Funding
The Department of Education conmiutes to tiïe professionai deveIopment (PD) of school
administrators. The Department contniutes to the PD tùnd that may be accessed both

teachers and admuiiktraton. Employee contributions are rnatched up to a maximum of
$73,000, pIus $17,000 to CO-fundthe position of PD Coordinator. A portion amounting
to $12,000 is targeted annuaily for administrators. The Department also funds PD
activity as it relates to curricular changes/implementation, thou& the arnount that codd
be attributed specifically to administrators is not tracked. The Department also

contributes a share to the annual Spring and Fdl Administraton' Conferences.

Taking the $ L23OO amount directed to the professional development of administrators
and dividing this sum by the aumber of administraton (43), the Department of Education
contributes approximately $279/year towards the professiond development of each
administrator. This figure, although quite small, is considerable when compared to the
arnount budgeted towards the training of prospective administrators. Other than the
amounts mentioned above, there is no tiuiding specifically targeted by the Department of
Education towards die Ieadership training of administrators. This is signiilcant and is a
contributing factor to br considered within the context of the probIem/oppominity.
Through devoting Little. if any resources to Leadership development. the Department of
Education now Ends itself fachg a looming leadership shortage with no foundation in
place to nippon such development.

The nature of the administrative role has changeed in the Yukon due to the proclamation
of the Education Act. No longer is a school administrator soIeiy an agent of a board or
educationai organizatiotion. hstead, an administrator needs to balance the immense and
diverse demands placed upon them by the Department of Education, School Councils,

parents, teachers, and students. At a time where the nature of administration has changed
in the Yukon lÏom that of instructionai leader to Chief Educationai Officer, no Yukon-

specific training on how to be an effective administrator exists. No Leadership training
for administrators appears to be under developmeu&thereby exacerbating the probIem.

Review of Supporting Literature
The review of nipporting fiterature for this study wiis broken into 4 key domains:
Leadership Development, AduIt Leamin& Systems Thinkingmieory,and Organizational
Culture. These four areas were chosen for their direct relation to both the
problern/opportunity, as well as for their value in generating possible solutions.
The Leadership Development literature domain will examine the nature of leadership

itself, the factors that discourage present leaders, and how some organizations are taking

active steps to address the leadership shortages they are facing. It is simply not enough to
Say that a leadership program should be developed. Central to the success of any

Ieadership program are the types ofactivities and h e w o r k that shapes it.

Understanding the nature of adult leaming and developing a program that caten to the
optimum leaming styles of adults is required, in order to enswe maximum benetlt for
both individuals and their respective organizations.
Developing some form of program only goes part way to addressing the problem and
creating lasting solutions. It is also vital to consider the nature of organizationai learning
and the qui site organizational culture for any such program to be supponed and
numired. If an organization is formed by the sum of many parts, developing an effective
p r o g m that addresses specïfïc ~ r g ~ z a t i o nproblems
ai
requires a systems approach.
Systems thinking is necessary to heighten awareness and understanding of the
interactions between stakeholder groups. The development and suaainability of my
leadership program requires support and involvement on the part of ail organizations
impacted by the problem.

Leadership Development
"Ourqcrnliîy of life depends on the qtrality of orrr leaders. And since no one else seems to
be volunteering, ii 's ctp a y o r ~Ifyorr 've rvw hnd dreams of leudership. now is the t h .

this is the place, and yozr i e it "(p.2).

Warren Bennis,
Leaming to Lead (L997)

Introduction
The topic of leadership is cenval to both the pro blem and potentid oppo-ties
discussed within this Major Project. F b t , one key issue will be how to address the

diminishing pool of prospective leaden aspiring to leadership positions within
organkations. Second, the future success oforganizations will be determined by the
quality oftheir leaders. Finally, recognihg these two areas, what is required of leaders
in the firture?and how can the greatea resource of organizations-the human capitalbe nurtured to meet the changing needs of the fütue?
What is Leadership?
As often stated and reaiized in practice, leadership is a subject that volumes have been

written upon, yet the essence of wkch stiU appears to dude us. Leadership has been
defmed in a wide variety of ways, which serves as testament to the nebulous nature of the
concept itseff. Fominateiy, a study of these definitions does provide the opporttrnity for
dominant threads of what constinites leadership to be àmwn out.

For ÏUustrative purposes, some definitions of leadership are as follows:
Leaders make hnppen rhrir in ivhichyotl believe ivhile workhg with ail in a commztniîy of
learners(p.l 17)

Roland Barth (1990)
LeacIership is the cupacity ujù human commziniry ro shapr itsfirttcre, und sustain the
significctnt processes of change reqruki ro do so (p. 16)

Peter Senge ( 1999)
The basic tctsk ofleadership is ru increasr fhe standard of living and rhe quality of lifefor

al1 stakeholdrrs (p.218).
Stephen Covey ( 1989)
Leadership is cibout innovchg ctnd iniriating. Management is rrbuut copying, a60r rt
munaging the sruttts quo. Leadership is creative, adoptive, and agile. Leadership lookr
ctt the horizon, notjrtsr rhe botrom line (p.4).

Warren Bennis and Joan GoIdsmÏth (1997)
Leadership is besr rrnderstood as afield of interaction It is not so much personof as
interpersonal (p.14).
Warren BIank (in Boyett and Boyetr, 1998)

Leadership reqtiires [ove. The besr leaders are servanls. You leud by giving to others
(p.16)-

Joseph Boyett and Jimmie Boyett (1998)
These defuiitions serve to highlight the divenity of views regarding leadership.
Although each is different, dominant threads emerge as to what the purpose or the role of

the leader is. Synthesizing these and other dehitions. a leader appears to be one who:
Works with others towards a common purpose
Mobilizes and encourages individuais or organizations to move torward together
Buiids a cornmtinity of learners
Builds upon strengths and sees weaknesses as oppomuiities

Is a purveyor of hope and inspiration
There are mmy descriptors and definitions of leaders and Leadership, and al1 are equaIIy
applicable to the majority of orgmizations. Some authors have gone beyond the exercise
of detïuiing leadership itself and have focused more on the pinpointhg of traits or
practices of effective leaders. In addition, leadership experts have dso considered what
constituents expect of leaders in defuiing that which leaders should do.
Kouzes and Posner (1995) take the approach o f d e f ~ effective
g
leadership practices in

addition to what is expected of leaders. For example, they highiight £ivepractices of
exempIary leadership:
Challenging the process
Inspûing a shared vision

Enabling others to act
Modehg the way

Encouragement of the hart

Bennis and GoIdsmith (1997) compared and contrast leaders and managers by stating, "A
good manager does things right. A leader does the right thingsy'(p. IO). They highlight
the profound difference between managers and leaders with the following examples:
Table 2.1- Contnsting Management and Leadership

1 Management

1 Leadership

1s about eEciency

1s about effectiveness

IS doing things right

1s doing the right thing

IS about maintainhg the status quo

1s about Uiitiating and innovating

Is about how

Is about whût and why

1s about policies and procedures

1s about trust in people

Is about a short-term view

1s havïng a Long terrn vision

Manfred FR. Kets de Vries (in Boyen and Boyen, L998)summarizes that it is difficult to
amowly focus on a few select attributes but Rates that most researchers would agree that
traits such as conscientiousness. energy, intelLigence, dominance, self-confidence,
sociability, openness to experience, task-relevant knowledge, and emotional stability are
important. Perhaps the discussion of a i t s and behaviours misses the key issue raised by

BIank Ui Boyett in Boyett (1998). The key factor that differentiates leaders from nonIeaders in ai1 cases is that leaders have wiiling tolIowen. This underscores the vital need
for leadership iforganizations are to be successful, grow, and tackie funue challenges.

The Need for Leaders
Do we need to create leaders? Overwhelmingly, research eqlored in this section
Ïndicates a growing need to develop leadership talent. In some cases the Iack of
Ieadenhip potentid, and a range of candidates to choose fiom, is reaching crisis
proportÏons. This is not simply the case in educationai circles7but in private business and
the public sector alike, as Ïndicated by the activiùes of many organizations to develop

Leadership talent fiom within. The recognition on the part of organizatÎons of the need to

1

develop succession plans is just one indicator that points to the need to address the
dernographic shift that has lead to increased retirements. This is occurring at a time where
the growth of Leadership taIent has not kept poce with both present and forecasted needs.

Why are leaders important? Bermis and Goldsmith (1997) outline three basic reasons

why leaders are Mpoaant. Fi&, they are responsible for the effectiveness of
organizations. The success or failure of any organization rests upon the perceived quality
at the top. Secondly, the rapid change and upheaval in the worId has increased the need
for some sort of mm tab which guides us towards a purpose. Leaders are needed to do

this. Lady, Bennis and Goldsmith highlight the concems regardhg the loss of integrity
in many ofour organizations today. With the advent of electronic technology, it is dso
easier to not get involved, to cocoon, and not get accept the changes which are happening
around us in our world. Bermis and Goldsmith (1997) refers to this phenomenon as
'ierminal egocentricity"(p.43).

One view of what leadership orgdzations will look iike (Jones, in Caudron, 1999) in the
hture is "part technology based, part customer-service oriented, and part adult

schooihouse" (p.75). The principlr of learning-based leadership wiIl become more
important as organizations that do not form a culture of continuous leaming compete over

a decreasing pool of talented candidates. As we become a more knowledge-based
society, the need to devote more to our intellecniai assets-peopIe-

wiII increase.

Bennis and Goldsmith (1997) dso underscore the need for a leader to f e m more about
how they learn. Active rkk-taking?(for example, pursukg an activity that you thought
you could never do) followed by thoughtfd reflection is just one example of leaniingbased leadership.

From a fiancial perspective, evidence exists that savings are UltimateIy incurred by
addressing Leadership needs through the deveIopment of internd talent. Hiring taient

fkom ihe cornpetition" is no longer an option, and is an expensive practice, especidy
when studies conducted by the Center for Creative Leadership (in Caudron, 1999)reveal
that a staggering 66% of senior managers hired ttom the outside usually fair w i t h the

fint 18 months. In addition, younger executives are cetirhg earlier due money gained

through stock options and investments (Caudron, 1999).
Not only do we need to create leaders, there is an apparent growing need to create teams
of leaders. No one person c m ded effectively with each situation(Rosen, in Caudron,
1999), and recognizing this "the most successful organizations develop a strong, diverse

tearn nt the top" (p.73). In an increasingly cornpiex world where change occurs swifkiy,
successful organizations will not sirnpIy need to develop leaders, but also to develop a

culture of leadership that permeates ail levels of the orgnnization. To do so will be a
major Human Resources challenge now and in the years to corne.
Below are a few examples ofthe need for leadership as they relate directiy to educational
systems. These exmples are shown not soiely to hi@ight the problem but underscore
the magnitude of the need for leadership development now and to meet future demands:
The average age of a Yukon School adminimator is 52 years (Yukon Department of
Educatîon figures). Of this group of administrators, 25% indicate that they wiil retire

in 1 to 3 years, and 36% indicate that they will retire in 1 to 6 years.
Within the next 13 years, 90% of the principals and 80% of the vice-principals in

Alberta will have reached the age of 55 and may be eligible for retirement (Aiberta
Education Information Services).

in Alberta, 94.6% of 37 schooljurisdictions responding strongIy agreed or agreed that
there is a decrease of applicants for srnail schools and 9 1.9% for large schooIs.
School jurisdictions dso strongly agreed that the quality of appiicants is also

decreasing (75% for smaii schoois and 77.1% for large schoois. (Eckstmm, 1997)
As of February I999, Ottawa-Carlton District School Board #25, there were 22

schools without vice-principals (CAP JoumaI, 1999).

The National Association of School Principals, an Amencan orgatization, indicates
that without regard to region or a district's socioeconomic level, the pool of qualified
applicants for prÏncipals9positions is rapidiy evaporating, an issue reaching cnsis
nage for educationai leaders nationwide (CAP Journal, 1999).
"More than 10,000 of the country's 53.000 headteachen are due to retire over the

next 1O years...."(Sem. I997)
These data serve to show that this is not simply a local problem, but an organizational
one of immense proportion. Retirement in of itself is not a concem. but when combined
with a lack of planning, a lack of rneaningful training, and a lack of people, a severe

shortage of leaders occurs.

This phenomenon will require school jurisdictions to hire a large nurnber of novice
school-based administrators". (CAPlotmal, p.6) In theory, this m&es sense, but what

occurs when there is not even a pool of novices that are wiiiing to rise to the challenge?
Factors That Discourage Present Leaders
RegardIess of the det-kition of leadership to which one subscribes. the deillution becomes
secondary if there are not nifficient candidates willing to experience and puMe the kind

of leadership needed for organizationai sustainabiiïty and growth.
The challenges that leaders face are many and varied in nature. Bernis (1989) Ui Whv
Leaders Can't Lead indicates that there is an unconscious conspiracy that discourages

and suppresses genuine Ieadership. It is a widespread and unspoken fear of the
potentiaiiy negative consequences of creative leadership. The conspiracy, as BennÏs

refers to it, lds us into contbrmÏtyZcompfacency, cynicisrn, and inaction. It is the fear of

taking rÏsks.

Another factor that discourages those who rnay be interested in the pursuit of leadership
roles is the lack of sunicient opportmity to deveIop the s H s Mt to be necessary for the
successfuI completion of the job. From an educationai leadership perspective, Anderson
(1991) points dut that *-the f o m d prepantion of school principals is usually comprised of
thirty credits of postbaccalaureate work at a univenity"(p.5). This type of training is

LargeIy theoretical, and does not provide the aecessary training to ded with the job. Even
ifknowledge is Iearned, suficient practice rnay not occur to equate that knowledge into
successtiil practice. This rnay serve to explain why a Masters-level qualification alone
mny not be sufficient in preparation of school leaders.

The rnethods that humans naninlly employ to gather and build knowledge are largely
unsupported by traditional classroom practice (Shank and Clenve. in Abbot, 2000). Ifwe
assume that leadership can be learned. would prospective administraton be better
equipped to Ieam these skiIIs by operathg within the administrative environment, nther

than attending lectures on it, reading about it, or studying organizational models of
leadership?

Can Leadership Be Leamed?
Given the vast array of skills. talents, and attitude required to be a leader, how does one
acquire al1 that is required to become a leader?
At the base of thÏs question is another question: C m Ieadership be Iearned at dl? For the
purposes of this project, the writer nates cleariy that he believes that leadership can be
learned, but aiso believes that we have been taught for so long that leadership is not
Leamable, many now beiieve that this is actuaiiy the case. This hypothesis wouId explain

why organizations have traditiondy not focused on the development of leadership
amongst employees, though now are willing to devote Iarge sums of money to it.
Historically, the supply of candidates has been abie to meet the demand. Employers

have had the luxury of hiring fiom a Iarger pool of Ieadership prospects and h h g a
candidate with the requisite SWLS without having to invest in inteiiectuai capitd to get

thern. This is no longer the case: and is compounded by the fact that research indicates
there are fewer interested candidates, coupled with a dearth of developmental leadership
oppominities. Working hand in hand, this has s e ~ e to
d M e r broaden the gap between
the leaders needed now and the skilIs leaders require for the fiture.

Bennis and Goldsmith ( 1997) highlight three old tenets of leadership which serve to
discourage leadership development today,
l.

Leaders are Born and Not Made

The "silver-spoo n" theory of leadership speaks to the view that the effective leader had
the correct look, personaiity, power, authority, and Lineage.
2.

Good Management Makes Succesfil Organizations

Eficient, short-term resufts, brought about by sueamlinhg is a 191h Century pandigm
which is stiH adhered to by some organjzations and leaders.

3,

F d w 1s To Be Avoided at Ail Costs

This is a product of out u p b ~ g h g .Mistakes are not to be acknowledged and learned
from, but hidden or even passed on to others. This leadership paradigm highlights the
organkationai behaviour in which fear abounds and risks are to be avoided at ail costs.

Boyett and Boyett (1998) ask the question, "If leadership camot be learned, then why do
nearIy three-founhs of American companies send people to leadership classes every

yearY(p.2). Most business schook offer executive education that teaches leadership
theory. But a distinction must be made here. TheorÏes can be studied and mastered, but

they cannot teach us the other eiements of leadership: feelings, intuition, emotion,
subtieties, desices, caring?empathy, exhilaration-thepassion for leadership- that Boyett

and Boyett feel distinguish the true leader fiom the poIished nonleader.

How then, can one Ieam leadership once the old par;tdigms are renounced? CIosely tied
to the belief that leadership can be leamed is that it must also be experienced. Kouzes
and Posner (1995) underscore the fact that ifwe view leadership as a non-lemable set of

skiiis and talents, then we create a seif-fulfiihg prophecy that dooms us to only have a
few good leaders. Leadership, rather, is about a set of skills that are developed through
actual 1ear-g

experiences, not solely workshops and courses. Congruent with this view

is Senge (1999)who believes that leadership development, whiIe suppocted by traditional
leamhg activities such as cIassroom training. is best enhanced through leamhg which

occurs in the context of day-to-day Iife, chalIenges Faced, responses we brhg forth, and
the aspirations we pursue. Senge ooffen die quote tiom a great science teacher which

States, There is a world of difference between studying what a ce11 is, and studying how

a ceII functions" (p. L O).
Through the analysis of thousands of responses from Leaders Li their respective fields,
Kouzes and Posner (1995) identiQ three major opportunities for learning to lead. Listed
in order of importance they are:

Trid and error
Observation of others
Education

in their book The Leadershio Challenge, Kouzes and Pomer ( 1995) found that other
studies concurred with the tindings listed above. A six-year research program conducted
by Honeywell Corporation to leam more about how managers Ieam to manage resulted in

three categones:
Job experience and assignments
Relationships

Formai trauling and education

From al1 of their study, Kouzes and Posner found that whether rnanaging or Ieading is the
focus, experience is by far the most important oppomrnity for leamhg.

Learning by doing is key to developing leadership skills. Seeing and seekuig challenges
is a cruciai etement of leadership development The ability to saetch skills and test
yourself is important, especially because it contains the element of personal challenge.

From a personai perspective, Kouzes and Posner indicate thût we must ail broaden our
base ofexperience in order to become better leaders. They suggest this be done through
the volunteenng for leadership coles. the active seeking of leadership opportunities and

new project assignments about every 2 yem, as well as volunteenng for tougher
assignments that are benefcial to development. Reaecting upon these experiences is also
key to leanüng. As Kouzes and Posner point out "Athletic tearns make extensive use of
post-garne review. Why not LeadersT(p.329)
The New Leader
Having discussed the shonage of leaden at a time where the need seems to be forever
increasing, what do we want and need fiom today's leaders?

BeMis and Goldsmith ( 1997) point to four key elements which constituents increasingly
require of their leaders.
1.

Purpose. Direction, and Meaning

These elements speak to the significanceof a strong determuiation to achieve a goal.
DefTning reality, and gaivanizhg, energizing, and enthraihg peopIe so that the reaiity is
one they fie1 belongs to them serves to CI*

purpose. Not ody is it important to have

direction, but aiso to cornmunicate it so that ownership is created in every aspect of the
organization.

2,

Trust

The leader mua generate and sustain trust. Without this element of Leadership, ail else
becomes meaningiess. The old command and control style of leadership does not help
foster trust.
3

Optirnism

A leader needs to be a pweyor ofhope. This optimism m u t be grounded in reality, and

must not be phony or built upon delusions. Enoa are seen as opportunities for growth,
leamlng, and change. nie optimism of the leader stems from a clear vision of the Future.
4.

Action and Results

Wayne Gretzky has been quoted as sayhg, "You miss 100% of the shots you clon 'r take".
Leaders must have the capacity to convert purpose and vision into action. As Bennis and
Goldsmith ( 1997) state, *mon leaders are prugmaric dreamers and practicrrl
idealists9'(p.xvi).

How Can The Need Be Addressed?
Organizations are sLowIy coming to the realization that they themselves have a
responsibility to nurture leadership talent. This in itseifis iÎkeIy the f m key step towards
addressing the need: the redization of the problem. This is due to the increasing trend
that there are shply not enough taiented and nained leaders in existence to rneet the

increased demands of an increasingly cornplex workpIace. In the pst, organitations
could adveaise or search for talent when a larger pool of candidates was avdabie. No

longer is this the case.

Human Resource management that focuses on the foffowing key points is a step towards
meethg demands:
Forecasting leadership needs
Generating a List of leadership cornpetencies
Assess interna1 talent and gaps
Provide developmental oppominities
Hold people accountable for their own development

Make succession planning an integrai part of business planning (Caudron, 1999)
Developmentd techniques can dso facilitate the l e h g of leadership skills that are
ceLevant to the organization. YukI(1998)outlines eight planned techniques which. when
combined with hfbrrnd coaching by a boss or a CO-worker,can assist in ski11
deveiop ment.

Special assignments
Job rotation
Action Ieaming
Mentoring
Multisource kedback workshops
Developmentd assessrnent centers
Outdoor chailenge programs
Personal gowth programs
These developmentd techniques cm be implemented at the orgûnizational level, and bear
serious thought when considering the leadership enhancement ofemployees currently

within tbe organization. How organizations are implementing techniques such as these

wilI be studied in the fobowing section.

How Are Sorne Organizations Attempting to Prepare TomorrowssLeaders?
While Yukl(1998) refers to leadership development initiatives that couid be adopted by

any organization, Anderson (1991) focuses on specific sûategies relevant to a public
educationai system.
Organizations that have taken an active approach to leadership development have done so

in a wide variety of ways. The recognition of the need to take an active role in the
nu&g

of leadership talent has been made by some organizations. Baitzell and

DentIer (in Anderson, 1991) state that exemplary training programs are costly, though
dso point out, -the extent to which the school system invests in the preparation of
principals is an index to other aspects of system qudityW(p.19). If school districts do not
generate the financiai and ernotional support of senior administrators and school boards.
the prospect for "growinga heaithy crop" of new principals that can meet the needs of
schools in the future is highly uniikely (Anderson, 1991).

Anderson (199 1) makes the tollo~vingrecornmendations for the training of future leaders:
Develop Preservice Training Activities

This should be done as a coIIaborative effort between universities, school districts, and
school administrator associations. Activities highlighted shouid include, at a minimum9
effective instructional practices, effective communication and penonai s M s , conflict
management skiIis, change strategies, school cdture and chnate, budgeting, staff
supervision and evaiuation, to name a few.
Design Numerous Practica Expenences

The performance of signincant projects within a schoot, and not simpIy near the end of a
training perÏod. This d o w s the 'testhg of the waters", and is a powerful ienming

experience when coupled with on-gohg, constructive feedback

Pmvide hiI-time intemships
Intemships need to be from six months to up to one to two years in duration. This is
adequate to provide candidates with a redistic view of what occurs in a Ieadership
position. A well-designed working agreement must be formed between school district,
the intern, field supervisor, and univesity supervisor.

Facilitate Retlective Seminars

These c m be held on a monthiy or semi-monthly bais, bringing dl those hvolved with
the intems' development together. Reflection, problem solvuig, and the developrnent of

new leaming experïences, as well as the formation of support networks should be
encouraged.
Some Practical Examples

The examples below highlight not oniy what educationai systeems have undertaken but
also businesses and other organizations in order to address the need for skiiied and
effective Ieaders of the mure.
1. The Administrators for Tomorrow Program, deveIoped by Wildrose School Division

#66 in Alberta. HigliIights of this two-year program include:

Letter of application and enrobent in an MEd. program

Year I program with attendance at the Western Canadian Educationd
Administrators' Conference
A maximum of 10% of t h e out of cIassroom in the fkst year
A maximum of 25% of t h e out of classroom in the second year

Foundations components including Literature review and professiond readings
(School Act, District Policy Handbook)

Leadership Seminar Series (PR, evduations, conflict resolution, etc.)
Mentorship Activities
Participation in the annual Admini~ators'retreat.
Applied Practicd Component, including attendance at Board meetings and
Administrators meetings, visitations to other schools in the district. and case study
reviews
A cenificate is issued upon successful completion of the program

KPMG's Leadership 2000 Executive Development Program
This pro-

grew out of the question that James G. Brocksmith. deputy chair and chief

operathg officer of KPMG asked himself: **Whatifwe had to p a s the bnton to someone

today? Would they be any better prepared than we were?" (Brocksmith, 1997). Out of
this question grew a pro-

meant to recognize and challenge the f i ' s people with the

highest potentiai.
The implementation plan includes four basic elements:

Involving participants in d e t e r d g the senior leadership atuibutes most relevant to

them and the F i
Facilitakg participants' development in the senior Ieadership attributes, primarÏuily
through challenging on-the-job activities
Exposing participants to world-class thnicers
Passihg on to the group as much as possible what had been leamed fiom and

experienced by the tWm'sleaders.
Growing out of this expenence in executive development is the redization that the red

Ieaming occurs on the job, and cIassroorn time is wasted if it dues not get red on-the-job
reinforcement.

Leadership development is not achieved by a series of ad hoc, unrelated events, nor are
leaders created in classrooms, workshops, or executive development serninars.
Leadership development must be addressed in a systematic, integrated rnanner that
combines training and education, a wide and varied measure of experientid oppominity,

as weii as opportunities to reflect upon practice in a safe and meaningful way.
Unfominately, most organizations do not make job assignments that provide
developmental opportunities and a logical progression of leanllng. A key to successful
leadership development WEI be the htegration of formal training, developrnental
experïences, career counseIIing, and succession planning (Yu.1998).

Summary: Leadership Development

The need for leadership development in organizations is immense. As Peter Drucker
(1989) points Our, we are Living in an unprecedented period in history. On the eve of a

new century and millenaium where such protound changes are taking place, we need to
reinvent not only our organizations. but aiso ourseives as leaders. How can we achieve
that which Drucker states is so important? A study of the culture ~ f o r g ~ z a t i oand
n s its
impact and role on learning is required. How organizations cm support the development
of their human resources? Snidying how organizations cm take their measure of

owneahip in creating what Senge (1990) refea to as a "Iearning organization" will ofièr
insight into how leadership and Iearning cm meet the needs of both employees and
employers dike.

Finaily, the image of the lone, solitnry Ieader at the top no longer appears effective in
deding with the complex probierns that individuais and organizations face today.
Leadership of today and of the funire,as globdization increases, wiu require Ieaden that
exhibit more empathy, diplomacy, and cdturai sensnivin/ (Yuki, 1998). A skiIl-set that
inchdes cognitive skills such as systems thinking, cognitive compIexity, and behaviourai
flexibitity will be required as Ieaders attempt to impternent change, plan strategically, and
b d d Iearning organizations, In addition, Argyris (in Yukl, 1998) points out that a Ieader

will need to be 9ell'-learning"and "Iearnhow to Ieam'(p.257). These themes wiii be
explored M e r in the next section.

Adult Learning
Introduction

In order to create eKective leadership leaming oppomuiities. an understanding oi
adults approach Leaming is key to creating a program that meets the needs of adult
Leamers. Brookf~eld(1995) discusses four major areas of cesearch on adult leaming.
These areas are not to be considered separate of each other; rather each may significantiy
overlap the other three. These are: Self-Directed Leaming, Critical Retlection,

Experiential Learning, and Lemming to Learn. Each is ofien proposed "*asrepresenting
unique and exclusive adult processes-, as well as -a uniquely aduk form of
practice"(p. 1). Together, these areas of research combine to tom an espoused theory that
uiforms how a great many aduit educators approach adult teaching and leaming

(Brookfield, I995). For the purpose of this literature review, these four areas or "subdomains" will be explored in furdier detail

Experiential Learning
rl man who carries n cat by the fail l e a m something he can leurn in no orher ~vuy(p.
140)

Mark Twain
(Oxford Dictionary of Phrase, Saying, and Quotation)
Erperirnce is not whctt happens to u man, it is what a m m does with what hcrppens to hirn
@. 160).

Aidous HUXtey
(Odord Dictionary of Phrase, Saying, and Quotation)

The purpose of these two quotes are not intended to make iight of experience. Instead,
they underscore that experience itseif', whiIe imposant, is far less powerful and
meaningful than what grows fiom the active reflection upon the experiences we ded with

every day. The two strands of experience and reflective practice are two powerful
aspects of the philosophy of adult Ieaniing,
Kouzes and Posner (1995) discuss the importance oftaking nsks as part of the experience

of the leaming leader. In order to l e m and master change, leaders need to experïence
FaiIure and mistakes as they play a key roIe in the attainment of success (p.68).
"Proceedhg from observations based on experience to prlnciples and application- that is,
inductive leaming- is a far bener process for learning leadership than beginning with an a
priori tnith. Not simply being a nsk taker or pursuing new experiences, a learning

Ieader needs to take the extra sep to reflect upon what has occurred. -Failures c m be as
instructive as successes. if we take the tirne to reflect upon them?'(p.329). Not only c m
our own Iearning experiences teach us, but dso those shared by and with peea, mentors,

and supervison.
In today's hi&

performance oqanizations. workers must be prepared for contuiuous on

the job growth and development. Given the increased age, variety of experiences, and
diverse lifestyles and cuitures of the working population, it is undentandable that aduIt
education practices must move beyond the traditionai knowledge of teachea as pweyors
of knowledge and leamers as passive recipients. Methods and techniques that draw upon
workers' previous experiences, LUik concepts and practices, and encourage reflection and
the transfer of knowledge tmom one situation or another are vital to the leamùig process

(Lankard, 1995). Lankard considers experientid leamhg to be divided into three distinct
categories. These are: Action Leaming, Situated Leamuig, and Incidental Leaming.
Action leaming is leaming by doing. Emphasis is placed upon the development of

cognitive and interpersonal sWs, not simply on technical knowledge (Y&, 1998). The

desired outcome is learning9not problem solvin& though Learning wilI occur through the
pursuit of solving problems. The Leaming is based on solWig reaI problems, occurs with

and from othea, and Iearnea are responsible for solving their own problems. There is the

focus on implementation of actions, not simply analysis and reflection. Action Ieaming
involves members in an organization working in group situations, and is an approach that
mixes individuai and organizationai learning, Leaming occurs through the group helpiny
to assess individuai problems and supporting individuais to fmd solutions to iheir
problerns. Of note is the fact that the Chinese symbol for learning is a combination of
hvo symbols: one is for study, the other is For practice (Gibbons, 1999).
The siniated leamiog approach underscores that what is being taught will be in the
contes of red-life situations. This sntegy underscores that knowledge is not
independent of but is fùndamentally situated in the culture in which it is developed.. In

the theory of situated learning, knowledge is viewed as CO-producedby the leamer and

the situation; engagement of the leamer in the situation is critical (Damûrin, 1993).
Incidental learnhg differs from action and situated Ieaming in the sense that it involves
little or no reflection. --Incidentai leaniing is defined as a spontmeous action or
transactionTthe intention of which is task accomplishment, but which serendipitously
increases particular knowledge, skills, or understanding. Incidentai Iearning (RossGordon and Dowiing, 1995) then, includes such things as "Ieaming from mistakes.

leaming by doing, leaming througli networking, Ieaming Gom a series of interpersonal
experiments?' (p.306).

Classroom instruction aione, as apptied to the aduit Ieaming situation, ody goes partway
to addressing the knowledge, skiils, and attitudes that adult Iearners may bring to a

leamhg opportunity. Learner-centered instruction, or an mdragogicai model which
addresses the needs of aduit leamers through the recognition that they bring valuable
expenence to the learning situation, is cons-dered the m o a effective way to teach addts
(Imel, 1994). Understanding the nature of aduit leanUng, and the different situations

which leamuig occurs is required ifthe creation of Ieamllig oppoaMities for addts is a
goal for organizatioos.

Critical Reflection
As hightighted above?experience is the best teacher, but di leadership experts underscore
the necessary importance of the opportunity to engage oneseIf in an on-going process of

critical reflection or reflective practice and in the process Ieam more about ourselves and
how we l e m .

The notion of the power of critical refiection is not a new one. Constructivist learning, or

the field of epistemological psychology that describes how people construct their reaiity
and make sense of their worid, is rooted in classicd snidy (Lambert and Waiker. 1995).
"Its application to the field of education suggests that bsdents make their own meaning
and is based in part on Platoœscontention that knowledge is formed within the learner and

is brought to the surthce by a skilled teacher through processes of inquiry and Socratic
dialogue"(p.16).

Dewey furthered this view of knowledge creation through leamhg and

rneaning earlier in this century, though did not directly employ the tenn
"constructivist'*(p. 16)+

Lambert and Walker, ( 1995) use the following descriptors to distinguish conmuctivist
learning theory:
Knowiedge and beliefs are forrned withim the learner

Leamers personaIIy imbue erperiences 6th meaning
Learning activities shouId cause leamers to gain access to their experiences,
knowledge, and beiiefs
Leaming is a social activity that is enhanced by shared inquiry

Reflection and metacognition are essentid aspects of constructivist knowIedge and
meaning

Leamen play a criticai role in assessuig their own l e d g

The outcornes of the ieaming process are varÎedand o h unpredictable

Schon (1983) highlights the tàct that, aithough reflection is key to growth and
development, the idea of self-reflection appears to be at odds with prevaïiing practice.
Yet studies of both tesichers and Leamers have demonstrated thstt ~ e ~ r e f l e c t i oisnvital
leaming and performance and leads to continued growth over thne (Schon, 1983).
Extemal controls have worked counter to the developrnent of administrative talent in
Light of the increased demands ofthe job. Through not promoting and enhancing
oppominities for reflective practice both individuai.

and organizationdly, as these

demands have increased, the gap between the cigours of the job and the collective
knowledge base has widened.
Morgan ( 1997) goes somewhat iiirther and ernploys the term " i m a ~ t i o n "when
discussing reflective pnctice. Imaginization views reflective pnctice as an opportunity
to reframe situations in order to see them in different wriys. in rhis marner, new insights

and knowledge rnay be generated, as welI as the ability to "become cornfortable with the
paradox that the same situation c m mean many things at the s m e the" (p.387). Morgan
suggests that there is no uuth. or one right way, as so often we are programmed to view

things from a mechanistic, cause and effect, standpoint. [nstead, through reff ection and
imaginization, we leam that there c m be multiple truths and significant insights to be
gieaned fiom an experience.
Udortunately, as Argyris (I998)points out, the quest of contùiuous improvement that so

many professionais have embarked upon can often become the biggest obstacIe to
success. Stated sÎmpIy, self-reflection can hurt. "They (professionais) were threatened

by the prospect of criticaily examining their own role in the organization?' ($36). The

hi& aspiration for success is unfortunately coupIed with a propensity to fear sharne or
guiit when they do fail to meet their high standards. Mistakes are to be avoided. Argyris
dso highiights that the abiiity to reason with oneseif and others Tan be emotiond-even
painfuI. But the pay-off is great" (p. 104). The success that many educated professionds

have experienced c m often be the Iargest impediment to leamkg and highlight the

reasons why they have problems with leaming. There is Iess inchation to reflect
criticalIy when all appears so weil.

in summation, the purpose of criticai reflection is to create new knowledge out of our
own experiences and the experiences of othen. It serves as a tool to remind us,
continually causing us to look within. To cease reminding ourselves is to cease Ieamùig
and re-inventing ourselves as we strive to create new knowledge and meaning. As
Morgan ( 1997) states, 'zhe chailenge is to f i d new images and visions that can help us
deal with the new realities" ( p.270).

Self-Directed Learning
Selfdirected learning first requires that the attitude of the prospective leamer be predisposed to learning. Untbmuiately, as Senge ( 1990) indicates. one of the barriers to
self-directed lesirning is the tendency on the part of people to *assumeaway any need for
leming because they already know everything they need to know"( p.4 19). The branch
of study relating to selfdirected leaming is titied metacognition, and relates to the unique

human capacity to think about one's own thinking (Zemke, t 998).
Selfairected learning (SDL)focuses on the processes by which aduits take control of
their own leaming, in particdm how they set th& own leaming goals. Iocate appropriate
resources, decide on which leaming methods to use and evduate their progress

(Brooktield, L 995). Severai issues have emerged regardhg seK-directed learning, the furt
being that aduits are nanuaIly selIidirected.

The rePlity ex& that addt ceactions to and capability for SDL Vary widely. SDL is not

an aiL or nothhg concept. EIements of the continuum may indude the degree of choice
over goais, objective, type of participation, content, method, and assessrnent (Kerka,
1994). SDL does not imply that ienmllig occlrn in isolation. SDL,or the manner in

which we participate in it, cm alter over our lifetimes. This bears consideration when
developing or desigaing LearnÎng o~ortunitiesfor administrators that incorporate degrees

of SDL.

One exarnple of SDL as it relates to adult work situations would be the keeping of a
journal. The self-directedness of a journal means that it can take the d e r down many
avenues. For example, a joumal can take the form of a literature log, in whkh the writer
records their response to readings. A learningjournal is another form, providing the
opportunity for the collection of information and seKanaiysis, the degree of seK
direction being up to the leamer. Reflectivejoumais pmvide the author the oppominity
to speculate, question, disagree, and doubt, di in a satè place. A practical application of

this in remote areas wodd be the safe sharhg with a mentor or critical fiiend. by way of
the Intemet (Kerka, 1996). SelGdirected opportunities (such as an administrator or

teacher intemet discussion group) would have ment in jurisdictions such as the Yukon.
From an organizationd perspective, metacognition has benetits from the point of view
that it provides insight into how individuals select among problem-solving and leaming
strategies, monitor their leaming, and pIan their approaches to a given leamhg task.
Mditionaily, a key characteristic of a leamhg organization is the ability of its memben

to Iearn from any resource or situation and add that knowledge to the organizationd
knowledge that dready exists (Senge, 1990).

Learning to Learn

Brookfield (L995)States, "theabiIity ofaddts to l e m how to leam- to become skilled at
Ieaming in a range of dBerent situations and through a range of different styles- has
ofien been proposed as an overarching purpose for those educaton who work with
aduid'(p.4).

From an organizationd perspective, the business of assisting aduits to develop a greater
awareness of their individuai I e h g styies or "types" has been a major area of focus.

The use of Myers-Briggs persooaIity type uidicators and Hermann Brain Dominance
instruments has entered the workpIace with the uitent to assist aduits to better understand
theu preferred leaming and thinking styles. BrooffieId hiptirights the fact that thÏs form

of development shouid not be event-onented but offers, "Iearning to leam shodd be
considered a Lifelong leaming process"(p.5).
As rnentioned previousiy, metacognition refers to the unique human capacity to thuik

about one's own thinking-step back fiom the acts of leaming and problem solving, and
assess the effectiveness of the approaches you are applyhg. It is an effort with potential

for high payoff for both individuals and organizations. The mdy of metacognition and

how raising our self awareness as to how we Lem gives insight into how we select
among leaming and problem strategies. Some exarnples of how cognitive strategies and
leaming techniques may enhance leamhg ability include: elaboration, organization,
concept mapping/webbhg, and elaborative interrogation. (Zemke, 1998).

Leaming outside the conîines of nomal education and training prognms, Iearning on
one's own, is the way most adults go about acquirÏng new ideas, skills, and attitudes. Yet
educators of adults have often overlooked this context for Iearning or considered it less
important than lemming that takes place in formai settings under the direction of a teacher

or instructor (Caffarella and Merriam, 1991).
Summary: Adult Learning

In today's organizations, workers must be prepared for continued on the job growth and
development (Lankard, L995). To address this, not ody do individuais within an
organization need to bring their e.yeriences to die fore as rich sources of Ieaming. How

can organizations support the leaniing and growth of dieu employees? in the tollowing
section of the Literature Review, the reiationship between organizationd leaming and

organization cuIture wilI be studied in order to better understand how both organkations

and individuds cm work and Ieam together.

Organizational Learning and Culture
"'Aprince should show htr esteemfor d e n t , acrfvely encouraging able men, and

honoriring those ivho excd in their profssion "(p.1)
Nicolo Machiavelli

(in Weston. 1996)
"Ourbehaviour is tlriven by afiinclmntul tore belie?The desire. and the ability ofan
organizution to continzially h m f i . o m any source- und to convert this leuming into
action- is ifsultirnure cornpetitive advaniqp?(p.22).
Jack Welch, CEO, Genersil Electric

(in Senge. 1999)
Introduction

One aspect to consider when addressing the problem statement is the organization culture

and Lack of organizational Leaming that appears to be both a causai factor and an effect of
the problem/opportunity. Not only do organizations need to focus on the individud
Ieaming or its memben, but dso on how learning and knowledge-transfer occurs within

the organization. Leithwood (1996)points out that while schools liirgely strive for the
same outcornes, the collecave Ieaming within schools typicdly is minimal. The

successful organkations of the future wiil be those that promote a positive Iearning
culture and strive to match the Ieaming goaIs of the organization with those of the

individuals within it,

What is Organizational Culture?
Schein (1987) describes organizationai culture as the set of shared, taken-for granted

basic beiiefs that the organiclationassumes is the nght way to see, think,and feel about
how it operates. Cdture is the cognitive structure ofthe organrzittion. In individuais, we
caii this personality. In organhtions, we c d it culture.

Culture is the sum total of values, Wnies, and accepted behaviours (both good and not so
good) and the politicai environment of the Company ( B k , 1999). A desired

orgmkational culture and an actuai organizational culture are ofien worlds apart, and it is
important to understand how each are playing out in the workplace (Biiss, 1999).
Organizationai culture relates directiy to the problem statement fiom the point of view
that an organization's culture cm either hhder or promote leaming, as weil as set the
tone for the development of growth oppomuiities. The importance of organizationd

culturr to Iearning and leading will be discussed in this chapter.

The Importance of Understanding Organizational Culture
Organizationai culture, much like the topic of leadership, is nebuious and an aspect of an
organization that can be dificult to easily dehe. This vagueness may be a contributing
factor to the dEcuity faced when trying to change organizationd culture.
Organizationai culture may ofien be viewed as one of those -moW areas of an
organization, not directly tied to the financial bottom Iine. If we take a doser look at
some terms that can describe an organization's culture we begin to see just how important
an understanding of the culture is when try ing to promote change.

Tems that may assist us in understanding an organization3 culture better inchde:
Aggressive

Customer focused

Research driven
Technology dnven
Honest

Innovative
F a d y fnendiy
Process oriented

Consensus-based decision makuig
Hierarchicai
Laid-back
Bliss (1999) states that an organi7iition7sculture may aiso contradict itself. This rnay be
evidenced by the confusion created in a Company that States that its employees are
empowered yet uses a consensus approach to decision-making. Educational
organizations may have a contradicùng or disjointed culture if they excet at being an
educationai system yet are not dept at being a Ieaming system. This would involve
promoting not only the learning of students, but aiso that of the teachen and
administrators within the system. Undentandhg organizationd culture is crucial, and a
lack of understanding in this regard cm c o s thmciaity. It takes tirne and money to hire.

pay. and train a penon who after six months does not fit agree with. or follow the
organization's culture. Payroll costs are often the greatea expenditure; thus the impact of
cuiture on the bottom Iine is substantial.
For those who do not believe that organization culture is crucial to recognize and
understand, Senge (1999) provides a variety of examples that serve to highlight just how
ingnined our beliefs have become when considering organizational culture. How often
have we heafd such tnu'sms as:

Significant change ody occurs when driven fiom the top
Nothing wiii happen without top-management buy-in

There is no point gohg forward udess the CE0 is on board
Senge (1999) suggests that we have made out the Leader at the top as a culturai icon, and
we have become O bsessed with the view of "the hero-leadef'(p. 12). It Ïs in our
organizationai cuittue to put our faith in one person who can tum t h g s around,

eventuaIly Ieading to a vkious spiral of seeking a new hero-Ieader when times get tough.
A new hem emerges, and very h i e is ultimateIy Iearned. Senge fÏnds it difncuit to

beIieve that we stiii fd1 into this pattern of behaviour whiIe at the same tùne living in

what he c d s 'The Age of Empowement"@.I 1). PIacing our faith in one person or a
few peopIe at the top of the organization is a poor substitute for tme c o d t m e n t and the
creation of leaming opportunities. Chris Argyris (in Senge, 1999) adds that it is in our
organizational culture to believe that it is oniy the top that can drive change- Argyris
suggests that this then ailows us to hold the "top" accountable for change, whether it

happens or not. These examples serve to highlight just how important the need is to
understand ~rga~zational
culture when attempting to bruig about change through
leadership and Iearning.
What is Oiganizatlonal Leaming?
Today there is more emphasis being placed upon the creation of leaming organizations.

The success of any organization depends on the workforce and the ski& that they possess
(Buhler, 1999). Although the concept of becoming life-long Ieames and the
development of an organization that can leam is of key Unportance to maintaining
competitiveness, to operationalize this concept is dificult to do without wilIing and

capable ~ r g a ~ z a t i oand
n s employees. From the perspective of educationd organizations.
how much leaming occun between individual schools within an educational system?

Likely, the answer is very Little.
But what realIy is a leaniing organization, as distinct fiom organizationd learning? The
two are comected, though a Leamhg orgadtion is more of a cdturaf construct,

whereas organizational Ieaming describes activities that promote the me-long leamhg of
those within an organization. Peter Senge, in his groundbreaking book The Fi&

Discidine: The Art and Practice of the Leamine Organization, (1990) states that the
basic meaning of a Leaming orgaaizzttion is an organization which continuaily expands its
capacity to create its own friture* By this, Senge states that it is not solely adapùve, or

" s k v f l t IeaflUng that mus occirr, but "generativeLeaming, leaming that enhances our
capacity to create" (p. 14).

There are many benefits to organi;rations that commit to taking responsibility for the
training and development of its workforce, recogniziog that the people making the

organkation are the keys to success. The fist is a sense of increased loyaity on the
behaifof the employee to an organization that is willhg to invest in them. Secondly,
organizations that offer training and development oppominities attract high-quality
employees (Buhier, 1999). In addition, organizations that commit to their employees'
development in turn fiid that employees are wiliing to commit to them for longer
periods.

In the npidly changing and fast-paced world that we live in, the creation of a leaming
organization helps to maintain employability. Additiondly, Buhler (1999) also States
that, 'lhe training offered often prepares employees for promotion- developing higher
morde in an orgmzation that promotes Eom within"(p.3). Key to this concept is that
promotion must be accompanied by training,and failhg to do so may conversely result in
the demoralization of employees. For organizational l e M g to be vdued and numired,
a correspondhg organizational culture is required to support leaming activities.
Organiziitions that recopize the importance and need for a culture that promotes leamhg
will be better positioned to meet f'e challenges.

Human Resource Development
Edgar Schein, SIoan Fellows Professor of the Sloan School of Management at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology hhas long written about the importance of human
resource management as it relates to organizationai leaming, cultw, and change. Schein

(1977) has Iong believed that a shortcornhg of most organizations, particularly on the
part of Line managea in areas other than persomeI, is to recognize and give significant

attention to recogninng the importance of pIanning for and managing human resources.
Organizations have become more dependent upon people, as the economic, political, and
sociocuIturai environments in which we exin have become more cornplex. Tied ckectiy
to this, Schein points out that organizations wiii o d y be as strong as theu weakest

human resource link.

In his 1977 article, increasine. Organkational Effectiveness Through Better Human
Resource Plannine and Deveiooment, Schein points out 20 years ago that which has
become apparent today: in order to fùnction effectively over tirne, organizations must be
able to plan for, recmit, manage, develop, rneasure, dispose of, and replace human
resources. Of these tasks, Schein states that the planning phase is most important if the
other tasks are to occur with any meanire of success. The ideal HRDP system wodd be
one that matches the organization's needs for human resources with the individual's

needs for personal career growth and developrnent. Currently, many organizations
recniit, dispose of, and replace their human resources with littie emphasis given to what
occurs between these two distinct points.

Schein's last point relates directiy to the probledopportunity aatement and the research
undenaken within the scope of this Major Project. One root of the problem statement is
the discomectedness between the needs of cducationai organimtions and the scarcity of
relevant and meriningfùl training and development sought after by potentid
administraton. This emerges as a fiindamental gap, which requires bridging through
appropriate Human Resource Developrnent Planning. The dignment of both
organizationai and individual planning efforts appears to be a step towards the creation of

mutuaily beneticid leming oppomuùties.

Counselling to Create a Learning Organization
Tied to the recognition of the need for training is the Iack of career counseUing that

provides the oppominity for employees to leam more about themselves and the
opportuniries which may present themseives in the orgmïzation.
A Ieaming orgaaization can serve both its own and employees' needs by i d e n m g the

persond and professionai needs of employees and rnatching them 6 t h those of the
organization, Robert (1999) identifies a variety of learning strategies that organhtions

cm incorporate:

Using nandardized and self-report instnunents to determine work values, interests,
skills, and cornpetencies
Creation of a career development plan to help employees Leam and grow
Identi@inpand cdtivating mentors for personal career development

Linking employees with both intemal and externai educational resources
Working with senior management to iden@ the ~ r g ~ z a t i o key
n s cornpetencies and

communicating them to employees
Through the investment in the intellectuai capital ofemployee development.
orgmizations make a major step to retention ofthat capital in-house. At the same t h e .
both ernployees and organizations can discover those that aren't pehrniing well or do
not fit in and take appropriate action.

Succession Planning
Organhtions are becoming more and more dependent upon the quatity of the people
they employ and hire. As work environments become more complex in not only a
technologicai sense but dso in terms of the economic, political, and social factors at play,

an organization wilt only be as effective as the people it employs and develops.
What is succession planning? One defuiition provided by The Succession Manager Web

Site defines Succession Planning in the following m u e r :
"Succession PIannuig is a fomdized process that assists organizations in

managing growth and development to ensure individual organizationai success as
weiI as leadership continuity. In the &plest of te=,

an effective Succession

Ptan enables an organkation to i d e n e and prepare the nght people for the rÏght
positions at the needed tirne".

Succession planning therefore is one area in which an organization c m devote attention
to developing the strengths of its employees, with the key focus being the numiring of
capable taient by the organization, for the o r g k t i o n , before it is required. Succession
planning is a powertùl Human Resources tool, which can serve to meet the present and

Future needs of both the individuai and the organization.
Untortmately for many orgam*zations,succession planning is not an activity that is
readily undenaken. Weston cites that ;'the rnajority of chief information officers and
department managers are usuaily concemed with extending thek utiiity in their present
jobs to hrmulate a calculated exit plan" (p. 1). Weston (1996)points to othea that aiso

indicate that succession planning is rare mongst many organizations. "Most CIO's
don? want to be bothered with it"(p.2) nates Robert Wagner. former CIO of Pan Am and

Conrail. Mary Jane Range, a former CIO tumed executive searcher, asserts that
succession planning is, in a word, me. That's what keeps us in business", quips Range.

The merits of succession planning extend beyond having the right peson at the right
place at the nght t h e (Andrews. Ïn Weston, 1996). "If you've done some succession
planning, you've done serious thinking about values and management processes that you
believe are core to your organization. As a management pnctice, it's e.xtremeIy
vaiuable7'(p3).

Factors working against succession planning are job dissatisfaction resuiting in increased
turnover. One way to counter this is to let staffmembea know what may be avdable to

them in ternis of career opporninities. This ties in directly with career counseiiing. The

ffattening and downsizing of organizations has appeared to have a negative effect upon
those who seejob progression as a step up a Iadder, as these two effects have senred to
remove nuigs. This in tum serves to generate turnover through a perceived Iack of

opportunity, though succession pIanning wouId serve as an attempt to counter this by
acting as a means to nurture homegrown talent.

The Succession Manager site States

succession plannùlg is a means of ensuhg a conthity of talent:

"Estabtishing a pool of qualified employees to n1l positions not oniy ensures
continuity of talent, but also drives employee retention. This process aiso enabies
more effective recnliting efforts as well as just*

training and deveiopment

needst (p.2).
An additional factor that fias deterred organizations fiom succession planning is the

mystique of hiring someone new. From a business perspective, executives often hear the
success stories of the cornpetition while failing to recognize those occurrhg around hem
at home. To counter this problem, initiating a tomal mentoring process that toms p u t
of everyone's goals and objectives and moving people around so that they get a good m k
of assignments are two strategies (Stevenson, in Weston, 1996).
Succession Planning and Orgariizational Culture are directIy reIated through the link
created between organizationd values and employee development. This helps to ensure
solid Ieadership continuity. Effective succession planning digns corporate values with
the training and development and helps to ensure consistent leadership recognition and
growth. Succession Planning dso assists the organizaùon in avoiding cornplaints or
concems that decisions regarding stat.Tmg or promotion are reached on a subjective,

personal basis.
Weston States * ~ultimate
e
god for pro-succession strategists is to make your grand exit
aimost transparent to the organization"(p.4).

In itseif', having a pool of quafifed talent is

not a new idea. As Machiaveiii (in Weston, 1996) wrote, T h e fm opinion that is
formed of a der's intelligence is based on the quaiity of the men (and women) he has
around them"(p.4). Possibly, Machiavelli cm be considered as the f m me believer in
the importance of Succession PIannÏng.

The Need For Succession Planning
The avoidance of succession planning is a costiy time bomb that has been ticking steadily

for a decade or more (Byham, in Grossman, 1999). Experts are waming of a shnking
pool of available managers, escaiating costs in recruiting outside talent, and a startlùig
lack of attention to developing leaders from within (Grosman, 1999).
Downsizing and cost cutting has not assisted with developing a culture that hcludes
succession planning. At a tirne when cuts are being made, oganizations are not
prepuing themselves for growth. When the t h e to grow arrives (sometimes very
quickly), many organizations are il1-prepared due to the iàct that retirement and a c u l n g

of the middle management has leti no one behind. In effect, the organization is Iike a
professional team that has no farm club from which to draw tûlent. in hindsight, "a lot of
companies are realizing that middIe management ivas a lot more important than we
thought it wasF(p.37),states Tammie Snow, Manager of Training for CMUM Corporation
(in Grossman, 1999). The stripping away OFthe managerid middle layea in the name of
reducing costs and Uicreasuig productivity, whÎ1e a short-term fi,has serÏo~siyreduced
the number of prospective candidates, thereby creating a long-term problem.
Succession planning does not simply address the nred to have a body in a specitic job
position but goes beyond by creating the opportunity for an organization tu look both
behind and ahead. Succession planners can look at the competencies previously required
by leaders and forecast ahead to idente those Iikely needed in the future. Rick Mdoney,
Director of Organizationai Development at Sunoco states (in Grossman, 1999), 'Ten
years ago, you m l y heard about management competencies; the focus was on business

goals and objectives. Now we're focusing on behaviours that are needed-teamwork,
colIaboration, coaching, and development. Not specinc to business, these skilIs are
increasing important for educationd leaders of today to possess" (p.40).

Rather than a focus on technical cornpetencies, a SMtowards Ieadership skills that
focuses on basic human relations appears to have occurred It goes without sa*

that

employees who get promoted based on technical skills done dso require leadership skills

and ability. The same codd be said in educationai circles. For example, while the
principal of the past required the skiiis of an educational and currïcdar leader, the
principal of the hture (as sought for in the December 4,1999 Edmonton Journal by
Edmonton Public Schools) is one who first has expenence in (listed in order):
The establishment of collaborative relationships
Providing instructional leadership. excellence in teaching and continuous Ieaming,
retlective practice and pesonal growth planning
Change management and progress monitoring

Interestingly, the last competency tisted is **fiscaiand budgetary management".
Another aspect of organizational culture relatuig to Succession Planning deals with those
organizations t h , in light of al1 of the research data, do not have succession plans in
place. The demands of the present consume the energy required to engage in Succession
Planning. Another hindrance is simple hurnan natue (Avares. in Grossman. 1999).
When you ask top management tu discuss who wiIl replace them. it's a hard topic to
address. ItTsan uncomt5rtabIe thought and, of course, nobody c m possibly do the job
better than you can"(p.45).

This predisposition to short-term thinkùig appears to be an

aspect of organizationd culture that affects both the present and long-term development
of skilled leaders. Senior management may weIi be dohg a great disservice to their
organization if they do not engage in both stmtegic as well as operationai planning.
The relative scarcity of Literature on succession planning as it pertains to educational
organizations is interesthg to note. Littie published materid appears avdable even
when searchg using on-he research tooIs. Possibly this Iack of information, and the
Iack of succession planning in educationai organizationsserves to M e r underscore the
probIem/oppomuuty. Oniy one educational site that inchded succession planning was
identified. The National Association of Secondary School Principals (NASSP) provides
services to aid in succession pIanning, Including:

Identification of hi&-potentiai administrators
Assessrnent of friture administratorneeds
Pianning a targeted development program

Offering contemporary development programs
Assistance with pro-

evduation

Mentor and coaching assistance
Networking with university/industry (NASSP, 1999)
Growing Leaders to Create "Bench Strength"

One change in and amongst the organizational culture of many companies is the concept
of growing leaders. Directive, dictatorial-type leaders are not what are needed by the
organizations of the tiiture (Grossman, 1999). By growing leaders, compam*essuch as

Sun Microsystems are creating a f m team of h m e leaders, so that when an executive
moves or retires. a new person can sep-up, having received the training and coaching
needed to succeed. Even if a @en person is not promoted at a specific thne, the m

g

they've received helps them to do their current job better.

Evidence suggests that growing Ieaders intemaily is aiso a tiscdly sound stratea. For
example, Ernst and Young's Finance+Technology, and Administration division places
the cost of replacing their leadership with a 25% turnover rate at over $ I miliion a year

(Sitek, in Grossman. 1999). This direct COS, reinvested in employees, has the vaiueadded benefit of creating a pool of skilled employees that are aiready on-site and better
prepared to meet the fùture leadership needs of the Company. Cindy Hartiey (in
Grossman, 1999), Vice-President of Human Resources for Sunoco states that with a 20%
tum-over rate due to retirement, it is both c o d y and risky to go outside for replacements.
Instead, leadership deveIopment is tdored to address each manager's work assignment,
thek penond goals, the teams they interact with, and striving to ensure that these

dovetail together.

Summary: Organirational Learning and Culture
A shift appears to be o c c ~ ingthe culture of organizaùons. Whereas in the past,

organizations competed with each other over a pool of candidates, such is no longer the
case shouId an organization wish to remain both flexible to the needs of the hture and
cornpetitive. The kind of leader required by organizations has also changed, though the
training and numinng of the requisite sidis has not kept pace with the demnnd. Combine
this gap with the increased retirement rates that most organizations are experiencing, and
not oniy a leadership shortage emerges but aiso a shortage of the right kind of leader
becomes even more pronounced.

The culture of the organizittion of the fùture is one that focuses on the development of the
employees within. A key development is the need to direct efforts towards creating a
learning organization, where knowIedge is genented, shared and built upon from within.
At present, some educationd organizations are not developing succession planning
strategies in order to meet both present and future needs, Fuaher compounding their
leadership shonage.

No longer c m organizations simply go outside for talent and be e n m d of finding it.
Even if they do, there are no guacantees that they wiII End the Ieader with the required
skills and abilities to succeed in the job. In the past, the "ifwe post it they wilI corne"
approach was a sufficient Human Resource strategy, but no Ionger is this the case.

The organization ot'the future wiIi become ultimately responsible for the growing of the
talent that it needs in order to meet the challenges of the fitture head-on. One approach to
effect nich a change is through the use of Systems Thinking when looking for both root
causes to pmblems and sustainable solutions to them. The foiiowing section of the
Literature Review wiii address Systems Thinking as a means to solve problems and
generate new and exciting oppodties.

Systems Thinking
Introduction

The problem/opporninity addressed in this project is a cornplex one. Addressing one
aspect or element and changing it wiI1 not simply solve the problern. Doing so has the
potential of making the probIem even worse. When focushg on making long-term,
sustainable change, a systems approach shouid be used as a rneans to address the whole
system that has Iead to the problem or opportunity in the fint place. As the famous
quote by Einstein states above, a different level of thought is required to solve problems
and generate solutions.

In the contes of the problem/oppomuiity, the different level of thought proposed is one
that focuses on the interaction and structure of component systems, rather than simply
focusing on their addition or removd from the current constnict. If the old paradigms

won? work, then a new one is needed. A pandigm that illuminates the whole, not jus<
the parts; one that is synthetic, rather than analytic, one that inteptes, rather than
differentiates would be better suited to the task. This new paradigm is Systems Thinking
(Betts, 1992). in this section, Ievels of thinking that may be employed to solve problems,
systemic thinking, and mental models of educationd organizations will be snidied as they

pertain to enhancing leadership development.

What is a System and Systems Thinking?
A system is an entity that maintains its existence and hctions as a whole through the

interaction of its parts. Systems thinking Iooks at the whoIe and the parts, and the
connections between the parts, studying the whoIe to understand the parts (O'Connor and
McDermott, 1997). Systems thinking is the opposite ofreductionism, t6e idea that
something is simply the sum of its parts. Systems theory is about a way of thinking and is
a method that we c m use to approach probiems and soIve them. Due to the compIexity

of Iife and the compIexity of the probiems we face, systems thinking gives us the ability

to look at the whole, rather than the collection of parts. "A collection of parts that do not
connect is not a system. It is a heap" (p.2).
Dohny ( 1999) gives the straightforward analogy of an automobile as a system. It is a
collection of parts that work independently to achieve a common goal. The goal of the
engine is to have the carburetor, fuel pump, pistons, and spark plugs dl working together
to propel the vehicle Forward. Separntely they are useless, and must be somehow
connected to one another properly for the entire system to FulfilI its purpose. Much the
same way, organizations are systems. They are composed of people, policies, fàcilities,

programs. and other cornponents that we rnust connect together in some fàshion to fulfill
the specified objective. If any of the parts aren't working properly in the organization,
then it will inevitably experience some form of breakdown or multiple breakdowns. It is
Gom the synergy of the parts which foward motion is created. This same view c m be
applied to the leadership development required within organizations.
When attempting to use systems thinking in an organization, Dohny ( 1999) suggests that
there are three levels of thinking that we tend to use when attempting to solve an
organization's problems. It is important that we examine F m where we stand when
examining the problem. The three levels of thinkllig are:
Events IeveI thinking

This is where we notice the symptoms to problems. "Symptoms" is the term to focus on
here, as ofien what we do is focus solutions on the symptoms and in the process may
exacerbate the underlying problem. The short-term approach, whiie generating a quick

fix that might Look effective, avoids addressing the tmderlying, longer-term problems.
PracticaiIy speakuig, o r g ~ t i o nthat
s address rapid turnover with more rapid recruiting
activity provide a cIear exampIe where the treating of symptoms, and not undermg

probIem(s), cornes fm.

Patterns level thinking

If we view an event as a point on a graph, then comecting the dots on the graph kdicates
a trend. When this occurs, D o h y (1999) suggests that we may ask specifc questions as:

How long has this been occurring?
Are other departrnents or organi-/.ationsexperiencing this problem?
Are there other events that appear to have triggered this problem? If so, what are

they ?
We can then step back and then look for patterns that rnay help us to better understand
the problem. The *mp"
is to stop there. We then need to gather more USormation to

determine why the patterns look as they do, and how we c m reverse the troublesorne
trends.
Systemic thinking
SystemÏcthinking is what is used once we've identified what is wroag. We c m then
look at the trends associated with the problem, and stop and ask ourseives Why?". If we
continue to ask ~ h y ? " we
. get to the core issues, much Iike peeling away the Iayea of

an onion. For exampie, one couid pay teachea more in order to entice them to become
school administraton, and some wodd LikeIy be attracted to the job for the increased
remuneration. Such a seemingly straightforward approach woufd not indicate the

fundamentai issues as to why fewer are interested, nor solve them. hstead we need to
look beyond the events and patterns to discover what, in the system itself, is causing the
problems. When you work on the system, the probIems work themselves out (Dohny,
1999).

Cunent approaches to solving probhms in education are the same ones used by
generations of educators and are stoutiy defended as haWig worked in the pst (Betts,
1992). Systemic change is dways cded for, and the word "system" has been

popdarized without a cIear understanding of what it means. Everything is referred to as
a system, but is not treted as one. Public education systems have traditiondiy been a

source of stabiiity and control in our society. Patterns of behaviour are maintained and
reinforced, and staying &%thin the systemy'is encounged. To not do so is relinquishing
some measure of control. This serves to explain why many creative initiatives, while

seemingiy good ideas, end up spinning their wheels. They are rarely approached in a
systematic way.

Examples of non-systems thinking approaches
A non-systems approach to the problem under study would be to begin with the

observation that there are soon going to be fewer principais in many organizations due to
impending retirements. The dearest, simplest, and in theory, most straightforward choice
wodd be to advertise for replacements. But what ifwe asked the question, '%hy are we
having so many retirernents at this the"? Looking below the surface may expose the

fact that there are few oppo-ties

for p ~ c i p d to
s grow, interact, and move around

within the system. This h a h g been the case for a period of years, we now have a cadre

of older administrators that are v e q near to the end of their careen. Over this period of
t h e , few oppominities have existed for newer, potentially younger people to explore and

move into the roIe, thereby compounding the situation,
Looking still deeper, we may see that the career paths of teachea that become
adnunistrators and then work until retirernent is quite a iïnear progression. If one of the
principles of syaems thinking is working in a circle or Loop, at what point does this lhear
progression bop back to where experienced administrators get to share what they've
leamed with a new generation of prospective candidates? There is no facility for this to
occur, even in the form of something reIativeIy straighnorward as an exit i n t e ~ e w .

Such a simple and enrichhg action wodd d o w knawIedge gained fiom many years of
experience to be fed back uito the organkation, at iittie or no cost!

Unfomuiately, when a long-term pruicipai retires, even if their vice-principal assumes
their position, a large gap is Iefc where a new person cornes in and has to "learn fiom
scratch". A school is a complex system, nested into the greater system of the commtlnity
that it exists, and the educational orgmization bat operates it. This Iack of a systerns
approach to l e d g and leadership succession can make the job of the new principal ali
the more challenging.
What orgnnizationally-supportedOpportunities do teachers have to interact with

administration before becoming an admhistrator? Often, the frst real interaction that a
teacher might have with a School Couneil (other thûn attending a meeting at their own
choice) is when rhey are a new administrator and are required to attend the monthiy
meeting.

me same may be said when it comes to meeting and interacting with other

administrators. Of criticai importance to an administrator is the abiiity to make sense of
the systems within which a school interacts. It is difncuit to accept that a teacher can
successfully assume the task of the administrator of such a cornpiex system without
having first developed a systerns thinking approach.
From a larger perspective, what happens when it is ail supposed to corne together, as
implied by the Education Act in the Yukon? Tided "Pamiers in Education", David
(1995) offers an interesthg perspective to what often occurs when panicipatory decision
making is utilized in schools:
Tonsider what happens when any group is formed by b ~ g l l i together
g
people
who have never worked as a group, who may have no experience hcollaborative
decision making, and who may in fact have a history of being adversaries (parents

and teachers, for example). To make matters worse, some members may be
mbject to evaiuation by other members. Why wodd such a group be expected to

hprove student Ieaming?"@g. 6)

This f o m of site-based management, whiIe a politicai reform initiated to broaden the
decision-making base, carrÏes with it no guarantees that it wiU resuit in improved

interaction of stakeholders, Ieading to enhanced learning of a i l participants, From a
systems perspective, the whole is not strengthened due to inclusion, ifthe participation

and interaction between the stakeholders is not of highest pnonty.
The Tragedy of aie Commons
Peter Senge in his groundbreaking book titled The F i f i Discidine: The Practice of the

Leamine Oramization (1990) discusses a systems archetype titled 'The Tragedy of the
Commons". This archetype outlines a system that cari be applied to understanding one
aspect of the reduction of candidates for administrative positions. Educationai systerns
recruit fiom a Limited pool of administrators or prospective candidates. At one t h e , the
resource was plentifùl. As the nature of the position has changed, coupled with increased
retirements, the resource has become depleted. One may hear symptomatic staternents

such as, " W e w d to get 8 or 9 applicants at a tirne. Now we onfy get 2 or 3. We'll have
to increase our advertising and recruiting activities."
This symptom is the result of the underly ing -'pro blem". Individuai educationd
organizations have competed over the pool of prospective candidates without giving any
thing back to the pool. As Senge States, They tail to see ho w their individual

(recruithg) rictivity will eventuaily reduce everyone's gain per (recmiting)
activity"(p.296). The focus is on attracting and gening more of the available resource,
without a conespondig action to sustain and numue that resource.
A response to the Tragedy of the Commons is to manage the resource for the short t e m

by encouraping new, younger people into the job without training. The r e d t is Iowered

performance and Ïncreased turnover. The mental mode1 to be chalienged in this specific
' i lis that good teachen can move into the ranks of administration, and be equalIy as
good at it, simpIy based on their prior cIassroom performance. Based on theH

experknce, they need no prior exposure to the nature of thejob of an administrator. The
research undertaken within the scope of this project draws into serious question the

mental mode1 of "poa and i5.W without the incorporation of developmentai activities that
assist in sensitizing and sociaiïzing administrative candidates, prepiiring them as Ieaders.
Senge (1990) not oniy advocates ushg systems thinking to anaiyze problems, but also to

develop sustainable solutions. One example is leverage, where we look to see where
actions and changes in structure c m lead to sÏgnificant, enduring improvements.
Levenge is based on the principie that the best renilts come tiom smdl, well-focused
actions instead of large scaie, expensive efforts. Avo iding short-terni, relativeiy
s as increased recruiting and advertising, increasing salaries, and
expensive f ~ e such
payhg relocation costs to new hires wïii be the key to success. In order to address the

problem/opportunity, longer-tem thinkiag that involves investing in employees is
required.
Senge (1990) dso puts forward the notion of the lemming organization. A learning

organization is one that "is continualiy expanding its capacity to create its fitture"(p.l4).

Senge beIieves that much of the lelming done by organizations is of two types: sunrival

leaming and adaptive leaniing. WhiIe both are importam they are not the only l e d g
to be done by an ~rga~zation.
Generative learning, which enhances our capacity to

create, must dso exkt Ui order for organizations to be successful.
Is your Educational System a Learning Orgrnization?
Can educationai systems become Ieaming organizations? The mental modeis that have
fomed the constructs ofthe educationd systems today have been nrmly entrenched for
many years. This is why,especidly in education, no matter how much we try harder to
do the same thuigs, the quaüty of the system does not measurably improve (Senge, 1999).
We become more entrenched and cesistant to change even ifit appears to be the right

change to rnake.
Senge desmies four core disciplines that enhance the creation of a leamhg
organization: personai mastery, mental models, s h d vision, and team Iearning. The

f a and most important key to change, is systems thinking. Ifsystems thinking is not
applied when a system is changed, individual behaviours wiIi not change and the same
resdts wül continue to be produced.
Penonal mastery is evidenced by those people who continually expand their abilities to
grow and create, resulting in the organization also leaming. The cornmitment to the
truth, describing reality accmtely, a strong personal vision, combined with the desire to

be continuously leaming, is necessary both at the individual and the organimtional Ievel.

Mental models are those beliefs that we subconsciousIy take for granted that limit our

view as to how the world works. We cling to them for security and stability. An
example of a mental mode1 would be that the majority of training that educatoa should
receive shouid be fiont-loaded. Eam your degree, receive your certificate, and you are
now trained for the remainder of your career. Viewing teaching and Ieaming as the mere
acquisition of knowledge wodd be another outmoded mental model. Recently. mental
models of leadership have undergone change, mostiy from the transactional hero-leader
to the concept of a more shared and transformational leadership style. Srnge suggests
that we need to question, discuss, and create new mental models as a means to m e r
both individual and organizationai mastery.

Team leaniing (Senge, in Isaacson and Bamburg, 1992) is rarely apparent in today7s
schools. Although the literature of the day may indicate that decisions are best made and
carried out by mal1work teams, very Little of a school's time is dedicated to educating
groups of addts to work more productiveIy together. ïsaacson and Bamburg (1992) go

one step m e r : ieiiming is an individuai phenornenon ui schooIs. and most schools

"uiclude neither the time, structurai arrangements, culturai noms, nor language to
promote team leaming and most staEdevelopment programs o d y support the Ieaming of
individuals"(p3). From a decision-making perspective. o d y a hction of those made in
schools are made by teams of people. This has a direct impact on the nature of
instruction in schools. ifaduits caonot work productively as teams, why wodd we
expect the same of students?

fsaacson and Bamburg (1992) highlight that dthough Senge advocates the Mportance of
shared vision and visionary leaders, the assumption is that one individuai- the
supe~tendentor the principal- is responsible for the vision and then assurhg that
everyone buy into it. Senge suggests that me vision for an orgauization can never be
imposed, and when it is. resistance and cynicism resdts.
Leadership itself can be viewed as a living system with many relationships and dynamic,
changing elements (Smith, 1997). Ushg a systems approach to leadership, the dynamic

interplay between the Merent human resources and other resources becomes apparent.

Taking courses is one aspect of leadership training or development, but does not address
leadership development in a systemic manner, to the ultimate loss of both the individual

and the organization. nie development of an overall leadeahip system within the
organization would be a systemic approach to nurturing fùhm school leadership from
tvithin.
Summary: Systems Thinking

Systems thinking is an approach which endeavors to look at the whole system and the
interaction of its parts, rather than breakhg down the system and anaiyzing each
component Systems thinking involves focushg less on events and more on patterns and
the underlying reasons why a problem exists. It is a way of Iooking for root causes,

rather than treating symptoms.
Focusing on the forest, rather than addressing a few specific trees, is a metaphor of the

systems approach that wouid pmduce longer-term sustainable solutions to address a key
aspect of the problem: Why are teachers not interested in purstüng careers in
adminkation? The Tragedy of the Commons archetype Zustrates why a process of

increased recruitrnent oniy serves to treat the symptorn. This mental mode1 is a shortterm f~that does not c o n t n i e to the nrnRning and deveiopmentof tdent fkom within,
to the detriment of the system as a whoIe.

lncorporating a systems view or a systems approach to Ieadership development wouid be
a move closer to makhg educationd systems learning orgztlzizations. Not oniy wouid a
deveiopmental prognm which ïncorponted a systems thinking approach assist in
numiring the nefi generation of school leaders, it would be a leap towards the creation of

a new administrative and educationd reality.

Bringing It All Together
The four research areas serve to form a f'oundation of what the current Literature indicates

as necessq when attempting to address the emerghg leadership shortage with potential
solutions. The Leadership Development section focused on the need to create Ieadea and
provided examples of how some organizations are attempting to do just that in Iight of

the current and fùture shortage of Leaders. Adult Learning addressed the key concepts of

how adults leam, often in a highly experientid conte= Adults, as Iearners, aiso bnng a
vast amount of knowledge to situations based on their pas e.xperience. When

considering the development of any leadership program, the specific nature of how adults
Iearn m u t be considered in order to ensure maximum benetit.

In order to support adult leaming, an organizationai culture that nurtures both adult and
organizationd Ieamuig on a Iarger scale is required. Many organizations are recopgrilzing
that their funne success is enhanced through the devehpment of a leaming ~ r g ~ z a t i o n

(Senge, 1990) which generates knowledge and is adaptive rather than reactive. When
tackiing org~zationalproblems, utifizing a systems thÎdÜng approach studies the
interactions between different eIements of the problem as a means to generate lasting
solutions, Systerns are detked by the fact that their eIements have a common purpose
(Roberts and Kleiner, in Senge, 1999) and to lead change, an intense understanding of the

systems within which we exist is necessary.
As a means to better undentand the systems relathg to this study, the research activity

conducted wiIl focus on three key groups: teachers, schoo1administrators, and

superintendents. A clearer understanding of the interactions of these three stakehoider
groups may provide a basis for systemic solutions to ernerge.

CHAPTER THREE- CONDUCT OF RESEARCH STUDY
Research Methods
The focus of this project is to detemllne which factors discourage and deter teachers from
purniing a career in school administration. The god of this research activity is not ody
the determination of problems or barriers that teachers may face, but aiso to encourage
the generation of solutions that wili create leaming opportunities for prospective
administrative candidates.
The research rnethodology of this project is founded in the principles of action research.

Action research has a wide variety of defrnitions and interpretations, though research
itself can include the following elements (Stringer, 1996):
A problem to be investigated

A process of inquj.

Explmations that enable individu& to understand the nature of the problem (p.5).

Action research is a beneficial research approach to use when working with human
subjects (Stringer, 1996). "Teachers, heaith workers, and human service pnctitionen
often End that the theoreticd knowledge of the academic world has Iimited relevame to
the exacting demands of their everyday professionai Lives"(p.6). The appiication of the
more traditionai scientific method, which invoIves a precise and strict fomuiation of
description, observation, and explmation is Iess effective when appiied to human events.

This was of key importance to consider if the generation of workable solutions was the
intended outcome of this research activity.
In this Light, action research focuses Iess on the expIanation of events and more on the

observation of events, reflection upon those events, with the generation of knowledge
being the end product in terms of this research actiMty, the generation of workable

solutions is the intended outcorne. This approach to inqujr and basic routine can be
simplined with the terms -look, think, actY7@.
L 6).
Specific phases reIating to 9 g I ~ ~ think,
k , act" occurred even before developing this
research project Initidly, the researcher was stnick by the fact that, at 30 years of age.

he was one of the youngest school administrators in the Yukon. Few other young
administrators existed, nor did there appear to be young teachen interested in pursuing a

career in administration. This was of concem, considering that the initial perception
(Iater borne out by research) was that many administrators in the Yukon appeared to be
close to retirement.

The thinking stage occurred through rrflection on the researcher's own administrative
experience in a mal and isolated environment. Questions arose through this active
reflection, and included:
Am I redly prepared for this job?

Why are there k w young school administrators Iike me?
Why do we not readily communicate and share ideas at an organizationd level?
The nature of teaching and administration is so different. Why is there no uaining?
What did what I do work last time. but blow up this tirne?

How do I know if what I am doing is right?
Where do I go for assistance and is it okay to ask for it?
Why does "help" o d y seem available once the= is a "problem'??

How can I ever become a more knowIedgeabIe administrator?
W Ï things ever improve in this area?

The *'thinking" stage seemed to naturally Iead to the emergence of some ideas as to how

my own experience (and reabtion that it may aIso be shared by others) codd be a
foundation from which to generate solutions. Thioking in and of itseIfwouid not create

the change required, whatever those changes might be. Some fomr of action was

required to solid@ my observations and thoughts. This occurred while participating in

Royai Roads University's Masters of Arts ui Leadership and Training program.
RecogniWig that a serious cornmitment to addressing these problems would be required,
the "act" stage was crystaiiized through the development of this research project. My
own suppositions, I realized, would not be sacient

to generate and mobiIize the

organizational impetus which would be required to produce sustained change. The
conclusions of this research activity embody the **acty7
stage of the process, where a
clearly articulated problem is addressed with solutions bosed on a solidly resenrched
toundation. In order to constnict this foundation, the processes used to gather data are
described in the following section.
Data Gathering Tools.

The process of inquiry conducted with teachers and administraton was done through the
use of a survey. Surveys were selected as one research tooI based on the following
strengths:

They offer anonymity where sensitive issues are concemed, and allow respondents to
be tnrthful without fear of cecrimination. This was important to consider when
employees may be making specific reference to the orgmization that empIoys them.

They are an inexpensive was to gather a large amount of data quickly. They are COSeffective, and Funding for research activities is not abundant.
A heterogeneous sample can be obtahed. Tais was important when tryùig to obtain

the broadest range of views possibIe (Paiys, 1997).
Used alone, s m e y s do have disadvantages and limitations. These limitations include the

risk of misinterpretation and ambiguity, with no opportunity for clarification. As welI,
the responses are often Limited to what is wrinen on the paper. No opportunity exists for
pursuhg a given topic finther (Paiyg 1997). For this reason, a focus group was aIso

used to gather data.

Pdys (1997) refen to a focus group as bessentiallya group version of the face to face
interview" @. 156). Benetits to using focus groups include:
The production of UisightFul information

The generation of a wide variety of views
The placing of opinions in open where they c m be discussed
Participants are Ulvited based on their relationship or relevance to the probIem under
study, and in a focus group setting rnay provide Uiteresting and thoughtful information.
Not ody is the focus group limited to exploratory research, and this was found to be the
case in this research activity. **Aftera piece of research is completed, and the researcher
has analyzed and interpreted the data, this Somation might be imparted to additionai
focus groups for discussion. Such discussions may help the researcher gather alternative
interpretations for M e r considention and generate additionai hypotheses andor
questions to be addressed in subsequent research" (p.157). This process was used in the
research activity, where w e y data was used to form the context which formed focus
group questions.
Resencch data was interpreted and discussed at n focus group session conducted with
supe~tendents. This funnehg approach was used due to the fact that the numbers of
teachers and administrators is quite large relative to the number of superintendents.
Surveys contained three main sections. These include:
S w e y of demogmphic information

Quantitative data gathering section
Qualitative data gathering section
Of importance fiom a quantitative perspective was to gather demographic data To date,
it appears that data of this type and depth has not been coiIected to date on a body of

Yukon educatoa. A variety of questions relating to views on educationd Leadership were
also posed, using a 5-point Likert Scaie. The survey then ended with an open-ended
qualitative section. Considering that the project is founded upon the p ~ c i p l e of
s action
research, this h d section was a very rich source of information. Teachers and
administrators appeared to welcome the oppominity to share their views, given the
thoughtfûl nature of the feedback received.
Superintendents were asked for their input and readily gave it during a 2 h o u focusgroup session. The session was lead by an 8-question survey e-mded to the
supecintendents in advance. The discussion that flowed out of this session was recorded,
transcribed, and gathered hto sections representativeof key points or issues. The
summarized data was then submitted to the superintendents for clarification or additional
input.
Research was also conducted to address the four key Litemture Review domains. These
are: Aduit Leaming, Leadership, Organizational Leaming and Culture, and Systems

Thinking. Material used in the research ranged from published journais, joumiil articles

on the Internet, textbooks fiom the MA (Leadership and Training)Program, and
newspaper articles. Emphasis was placed upon using up-to-date materiais, representative
of current events, topics, and trends in both educationai and corporate circIes.
Study Conduct

Prior to this study being conducted, a Ietter of permission to nuvey was submitted to the
Assistant Deputy Minister of Public SchooIs stating the purpose, goais?and prospective

outcornes of the snuty conduct. As a comtesy, the President of the Yukon Teachers
Association and the President of the Association of Yukon School Administrators were
dso contacted once permission to conduct research activities with employees was
received from the Department of Education. In alI cases, the research activity was

considered to be a very worthwhiie one, with each stakehofder group asking to receive a
copy of the compieted report.

A questionnaire was e-mded to the four Yukon Depamnent of Education

Superintendents and the Superintendent of SchooIs of School District #87 (Stikine) which
is directly south of the Yukon in northern British Columbia (the supe~tendentfrom
British Columbia was not asked to comment on issues specific to the Yukon system). in
response to the questionnaire, the Yukon superintendents invited the researcher to a focus
group session to discuss the issues covered in the major project in greater detail.
Teacher surveys were initidy piloted with four teachers. This was done to provide
survey exposure to teachea at different levels (primary, intermediate, high school, and
special education pnctitionen). Adminimator surveys modeled many of the same
questions as the teacher surveys, and were piloted with an experienced school
administrator whose school prognmming included elementary, secondary, and distance
education deiivery systems. Input provided by both teachen and administrators who
agreed to pilot the surveys was considered, and surveys modified accordingly.
Surveys were checked for erros or problems before being subrnitted to a larger audience.
Yukon school administraton were surveyed fust at a Depamnent oPEducation business
meeting for administrators in September of 1999. Of 40 suveys issued, 28 surveys were
returned for a response rate of70%. Surveys were distributed amongst both principals

and vice-principals.
Administratocs were surveyed in order to determine the perceived level of development
oppornmities for both new and experienced administrators. nie prospective retirement

rate amongst them wodd aiso serve to validate the depth of the problern/opportunity.
Additiondly, it was feIt that the perceptions held by administrators wodd contain rich
data as to the chaiIenges, rewards, and rigours of the profession from an organizationai
perspective. Findly, the attitude of administrators towards such issues as succession
planning, intemet discussion groups, and mentorhg was feIt to be signincant, especiaiIy

when takllig a solution-focused approach A copy of the survey instrument used is
inchded in the Appendix.

Surveys were mailed or delivered to 100 out of approximately 450 teachers in the Yukon.

TOprovide as baianced a samphg as possible, urban and niral schools of various sizes at
both the Primary and Secondary Levels given the opportunity to participate. Of the 100
surveys distributed, 30 were retumed? for a response rate of 30%.
Teacher surveys covered a wide range of topics and issues, and bllowed much the same
format as the Administrator nirveys. Questions within the survey related specXcally to
the perceptions that teachers may have of the administrative role and factors that may

discourage and deter them from pursuhg such a career path. Additionally, s w e y s
attempted to research other factors. For example, of interest wouid be the amount of
teachers with previous administrative experience. The reasons why they no longer were
administratocs, if stated, wouid provide important data to be used in proposing solutions
or developing leaming oppomuiities.
When surveys were renimed. the data was gathered and orgiuiized (Kirby and McKema,
1989). "Makiking sense of the data, or anaiysis, is crucial to the overail ability OPthe

researcher ro descnie and explain what is being studied" (p. 128). Quantitative data
was tabuiated and graphed according to number of responses. Qualitative data for each

m e n question was recorded, then a m e r s were grouped in order to generate specific
and generai patterns. This was doue by cornparhg data items with other data items, until
sections that comprised of dominant themes emerged. These groups of data then fomed
categones which codd be identified and Iocated together (Kirby and McKema, 1989).

in this way, data, regardless of the source, couid be divided hto portions that were
manageable, thereby m a h g andysis of data a more coherent and organized process.
Once categories of data were formed out of the data presented by each m e y group
(teachers, administrators, and superintendents), they couid then be cross-referenced
between each group as a means of andyPng data. Through usHig common surveys

between teachers and administrators, cornmon words codd be puped hto common

categories. The data tiom these cornmon questions couid then be funneled, making
cross-referencing of points a clearer task (Paiys, 1997).
This data was then brought to a focus group session with superintendents. In this way,
problems highiighted by teachen and administrators could be discussed with Department

of Education senior management. Superintendentswere lead through a discussion by
eight questions that arose from the research fmdings from teachers and administrators,
before being shown the actual survey results from these two groups. In this way,
superintendents were not pre-conditioned in terms of their responses. This approach was
taken to ensure the genention of authentic and unbiased responses on their behdf.

The strength of this approach Iay in the fact that the problems discussed were far more
tangible for superintendents once they were able to view the data after the focus group.
This dso served to rernove doubt that the fidings were based on suppositions of the
researcher. In many cases, their responses digned with those given by teachea and
administrators, both in terms of the problem and the generation of solutions. Had the
results of the teacher and administrator m e y s been shown to the superintendents Fust,
discussion hthe focus group may have centered more on those findings, rather than
solicituig the genuine thoughts, ideas, and perceptions of the superintendents. The
uItÎmate gain from this approach wodd be to fmd dignment between the three survey
groups where, in effect, the same problems and solutions were expressed by each group.
Each research step was a sîgnifcant one in terms of the data that it produced. in the case
of the surveys for teachers and administrators, impomt demographic information was
gathered, especiaily in terms of the ages of administrators and their views on retuing.
For example, surveying teachers provided insight as to their current views of school
leadership and served to gauge their interest in pursuing a career in administration under

the current conditions. From an administrative perspective, the views that administrators

have of thek role, the chalIenges they face, how they feeI they have b e a Iearned theu
administrative craft, and their leveI of wilhgness to pdcipate in the nrrrttrring of new
acixninistratoa is important data Findy, interviewhg supe~tendents,the senior

managers in the Deparmient of Education, verifed that the Department of Education
recognizes that is has a senous organizational problem to address, but may be currently
unaware of what steps to take in order address the probIern.

The study fhdings, and the resdts that emerge frorn them should hold important

information as to how the problern/opportunity c m be addressed. In the next chapter, the
research study results fkom teachers, adminimators, and supe~tendentss h d be
addressed in detail as a means of generating possible solutions.

-

CHAPTER FOUR RESEARCH STUDY RESULTS
Study Findings
The purpose of this research activity is to determine the factors which discounge and
deter teachers from pursuing a career in school admuiistration. In the process, models o f
leadership leaming opportunities for administrative candidates will hopefully be
generated. These solutions should serve to address the current leadership shonage that
Yukon Education and other orgS1ILizations are facing. Additionally, the study fuidugs
will provide important data for Yukon Education in other areas. This data wilI include
information on leveIs of professional ualliùig withùi the organization, the wilhgness on

the part of teachers to pursue careers in administration, challenges which administrators
face in the job, and the role that the teachers and administraton feel Yukon Education can
play to improve the current situation.
Study fmdings will be grouped into the following areas:
Findings arising from Administrators' S w e y s
Findings arising tZom Teachers' Surveys
Findings arising frorn Focus Group with Superintendents

Findings arising from Administrators' Surveys
Administrator Demographics
Surveys c o b e d what the demographics provided by the Department of Education

appeared to indicate: that the administrativeforce in the Yukon is an aged one. The
average age of 5 51 -6 years is supported by research responses that indicate that out of 28

respondents, 7 wiiI be c o n s i d e ~ gretirement in 1-3 years (25%), and 10 respondents will

be considering retirement in 1-6 years (36%). Of the surveys returned, 22 were from
principals (78.5%) and 6 were from vice-principals (21.4%).

The current compliment of Yukon administraton is a weU-educated one. This would be
expected, considering the long years of experience evident in Yukon administrators. Of
the 28 responses, 16 indicated the attainrnent of a Masters degree (57%) and 9 responses
indicated a post-secondary educational level of either 5 or 6 years (32%). Two
respondents indicated an educational level of 4 years, and one indicated education of
Doctorate aatus. In terms of administrative experience, 15% indicated experience in the
11-20 year range.

65% of Yukon administrators surveyed fulfi~lla teaching assignment in addition to their
administrative duties. The teaching Load is so broad that it ranges fiom 6-95% of the

hstructional day. If an administrator does have a teaching assignment, on average it is
for 47.8% of the day. Of the administrators m e y e d , 59% agreed or strongiy agreed
that having a teaching assignment detncts nom their overdl effectiveness as an
administrator, while 29.6% disagreed or strongly disagreed that this was the case.

Survey data indicales a large proportion of Yukon administrators are considering
retirement. Responses indicate that:

25% WU be considerkg retirement in 1 3 years
36% wül be considering retirement in 1-6 years

This data serves to undencore the need for relevant training and l e d g oppominities, in
Iight of the hpending retirement and shortage of potential candidates in the Yukon and
other j~sdictions.

Current Administrators' Attitudes to School Leadership

The second section of the administraton' w e y s included 25 questions Iisted under the
heading "Current Attitudes". To respond to each question, a 5-point Likert scale was
used with the foliowing cues: Strongly Disagree ( I ), Disagree (3,
Neutrai (3), Agree (J),

and Strongly Agree (5). Please refer to the attached survey included in the Appendix for
refierence.
A summary of the resdts of Administrators Surveys is as foliows:

GeneraiIy, administrators feel supported in their career development, though 36% do not
agree that there are sufficient opportunities to enhance thek leadership skills as an
administrator. Additiondly, 43% disagree that training and professional development
opportunities exist for improvement as an administrator, while 32% agree that
opportunities exist. This may indicate that while adnünistratoa teel supported in their

growth, more oppomuiities for growth could be generated.
Administrators felt strongly that suficient oppo-ty

for networking and

communication with fellow colieagues existed, A breakdown between ninland urban
administrators was not conducted, though from a geognphical perspective. this may
account for the 21% of admini-strators who felt that d c i e n t opportunity did not exkt for
communicatÎon and networking.
From a human-resource management perspective, retirement rates are important data. As
mentioned previously, the Yukon administrative force is, on average, an aged one. When

asked whether they wouid take the fht opportunity to retire, 36% ofadministrators
uidicated that they wotdd, while 36% indicated that they wouid not A large proportion
of administrators responded neutdy (29%), possibly Uidicating that the rÏght conditions
wouid need to be present for them to consider retirement at the nrst opportunity.

In terms of the nature of the job itself, the vast majonty of administrators do not feel that
the job is becoming easier. Over 85% o f respondents indicated that the job is not
becoming easier, with 67% strongly disagreeing that this was the case. Conversely, 81%

are of the opinion that the job is becoming more dEcuit, with 70% of that group
strongly agreeing that such is the case. These findings are supported by the broad range
of litenture that fomed the basis of the research used to scope out the

problem/opportunity in Chapter One. From an administntor's perspective. the additional
time required to be an adminismtor would be a key factor that would discourage teachers

fiom making such a career choice, with 75% agreeing that this would be the case.
The wide range of demands placed upon an adminimator is also seen as a factor that may
deter teachers from an administrative career. By t
a the majority of administrators (78%)
tek that this wns a deterrent for teachea. Administrators also feel that professiond
isolation is a reality that exists when assuming the role of leader. 64% OFadministrators
s m e y e d indicated that professiond isolation is part of the position.

Most administraton also have a definite view regarding the opportunities availabIe for
new or prospective administrators. 69% of those surveyed disagreed that adequate
opportuniùes exist for the numiring of prospective candidates, whÏIe ody 14% indicated
the a.Ermative.

In the same vein. it was tek by administrators that adequate training and

support does not e?cisr for tkst or second-yenr adarinistrators. 80% of respondents
disagreed that adequate support and tnining ex&, with onIy 8% agreeing and none
strongIy agreeing that this was the case.

Survey responses as they related to School Councils aiso uidicated dominant trends.

M e n asked if it was feit that SchooI Councils were effective evaiuators of administrative
effectiveness, 82% of respondents disagreed, with 46% of that number strongiy
disagreeiag. Behg interviewed, hÏred and evaiuated by a School CounciI is seen as a

-.

deterrent for teachers wishing to apply for admuirstrativepositions by 43% of

administrators, Possibly, administrators felt that this question was difncult to answet
from a teacher' perspective, as 35% of responses to the question were neutral.

How does one become an effective anministrator? When asked this question,
administrators have mixed views. 50% of respondents felt that post-graduate training
prepares teachers to become effective administrators, though 25% disagree to this point
and 25% scored a neutral response. Practical expenence is by fa.considered the most

effective method of increasing and improving one's skiils. 86% of admllùstraton felt
that there was experience was the greatest of teachers. Interestingly, when asked if being

a vice-principal was considered adequate preparation, 46% scored a neutrd response and
25% indicated that they did not kel that being a vice-principal was adequate
development for the principalship.
From the aspect of developing raient, mentorships and intemships were snongly
supported as steps that wouid help to prepare teachen to become effective administrators.
with 96% of those surveyed agreeing. Al1 administrators in this study (100%) responded

that leadership development shouid be ongoing throughout an administrators' career.
Convenely, it was not the dominant opinion that superintendents were effective in the
n d n g and developrnent of administntive talent, with o d y a 2 1% response rate to the
affkmative. 50% of respondents disagreed that superintendents are effective in the area

of leadership development.
Administrators generally indicate a willingness to participate in an intemet discussion

group as a means of keeping in touch with each other, sharing organizationai knowledge,
and helping to pro blem-sotve. On some surveys retumed, respondents penciled in
comments that the lirniting iàctor to this wodd be not having enough thne to do so. This

is supponed by survey resuits that indicate that the wide variety of demands placed upon
an administrator is a Limiting factor. At the same t h e , the majority of cunent
administrators (70%) indicated that they wouid consider acting as a mentor or leader in
order to assist in the ieadeahip development of future administrative candidates.

Lady, administraton agreed (71%) that the development ofa Human Resources strategy
such as Succession PIanaing wouid assin in the timeIy training and placement of
administrators,

Summary of key points arising from the quantitative data:
Adminimators feel that leadership development should be onjgoing, and feel
supported in this, but do not feel that the oppominities currentiy exist.
There is not adequate training and support for Grst and second-year administrators.

In the absence of training/leadenhip development opportunities, being a viceprincipal appears to be the oniy o p p o d t y to improve skiiis. Yet, aimost 50% of
principals do not feel that being a vice-principal is adequate training for the position
of principal.

In the absence of a HR plan, Succession Planning would assist in meeting trainhg
needs and help to address increasing retirement numbers.
Mentoahip/intemships are viewed as effective, and experieaced administrators are
willing to participate in them.

School Councils are viewed as problematic. They are not tek to be effective
evaluatoa of administrative effectiveness, and may be seen as a deterrent by some
administrators

The job is becoming tuugher. There is too littie t h e to meet the wide-nnging
demands placed upon administrators. Administrators believe that teachers view this
as a deterrent to pursuhg a career in administration.
Qualitative Data Provided By Administrators
Administraton were asked to respond to three short-answer questions in Part 2 of the

survey. The questions, and summary/grouping of theù answers is as follows:
mat do yoa consider the top 3 chamcrcteristics ofan effective school administrator?
A very wide m g e of answers was received to this question. As discussed nithe Conduct

of Research Study section, data entries compared with each oher and then were grouped
into categories where dominant themes couid then ernerge. This aIIowed for data to be
divided into manageable portions that couid be anaiyzed ha more coherent and

organized process (KVby and McKenna, 1989). The dominant themes are discussed in

the following paragraphs. (Key words wiM be presented in bold).

Interpersonal s

W were viewed as an important characteristic. Working with a wide

range of people and employing a wide range of effective skiils and abilities in human
relations was viewed as necessary. The abiiity to be empathie, including good Iistening
skills and the ability to receive and reflect upon advice was also mentioned. The
involvement of many people (hidents, staff, parents, Department, School Council) and a
love and care for children, teachers, and parents was included.
A wide range of personal qualities were also listed. Integrity, energy, patience.

flexibiiity, common sense, open-mindedness, courage and calm, were o d y a few of the
terms used to describe the effective administrator. The need for a sense of humour was
dso highlighted! A personal quaiity mentioned many tirnes wns the need for a Iike and
love of chiIdren.
Moving to skills of a more technical nature, the effective administrator is one that
possesses strong organizational skills. A cornmitment to work iu a rnanner that shows a
good use of time management skills is important. Effective communication fiom both a

listening and mediation viewpoint is very important. Being a probtem solver is also one

haIlmark of an effective administrator.

The somewhat nebdous term leadership was offered many times. An effective leader,
research indicated, is one that has a sense of vision, a clear educationd vision for their
schooi. One respondent used the term "big-picture thinking". Creativity and the abiIity
to take risks, as weL as professionalism, diplomacy, political astutenes, and mord
leadership were just a few of the descriptors provided. One administrator dso offered
that a Ieader was one who aiso "let others Lead"- A varied and rich

curricularlpedagogicaI background and expertise in program delivery and methodoIogy
was aiso feIt to be important.

To end this question, respondents were given the opporninity to List "additional
characteristics". This provoked some very interesthg responses! For example, an
effective administrator m u t have:
No fear
A sense of perspective and humour

Teflon skin

The a b i Q to manage stress
A heaithy dose of cornmon sense

The ûbility to be flexible

The wiiiingness to be a '@utton for punishment"
Intuition
Patience, with a thick skin
A strong sense of community

A sense of fairness

These responses serve to underscore just how broad the skills required by an
administrator are in order to be viewed as -'effective",
Administrators were then asked the following question:

.7

What woiddyou consider the best ~ a y f oar teacher considering a career in

administraiion to acqttire. pructice, und s h q e n the characteristics mentioned in
the ubove question?

By far, the majonty of responses indicated that these skills are acquired, practiced, and
sharpened through direct experience* Administraton feel it is important experience to
teach in a wide variety of situations. Not soIeIy experience m teaching, but aiso gainiag
exposure to Ieaduig cornmittees, taking on respoosibiiities, getting invohed in broader
b~hole-schooi"activities was feIt to be beneficid* These kinds of "whole-school

activities wouid inchde:

Attendhg school counciI meetings

Teaching at different levels
Senring on Accreditation teams

Taking part in acting-principal duties
Taking a lead in cominittee work
Deding with stresshl situations in front of groups of people

One survey comment seemed to sum up this segment of responses with the following
statemeat:
"Get imrolved! Yori either have what it takes or yori don 't. You willfinri O ut rvhat yo ta
strengths and weaknesses cm und then you wifl know ivhut yotl need to work on to
strengthrn these chc~rc~cmirrics".

From a trainhg perspective, mentoring or a mentorship program was a response
generated many times. Not ody a method in which to gain experience, mentoahip was

viewed a means to Fùid out whether a teacher is suïted to the profession or not. This kind
of knowledge would be mutuaily beneficiai both to an educationd organization and the
candidate considering a move fiom teaching to administration. Suggestions uicluded an
in-school mentorship, where observation opportunities would be provided so that a
candidate could Ieam the responsibilities of an administrator and compare bis to their

personai skill-set Working closely with a warm, experienced, and successN
administntor was offered as a means for prospective candidates to "test the waters".
Judgllig by the response fiom administrators, professional development activities are

viewed to be key in the development of administrative s M s and tdent. Extensive
professionai development oppominities are recommended, including opportunities for

criticai didogue, reflective practice, and the development of constructive relationships
with other school administrators.

in addition to having a strong educationd background respondents indicated the need for

school administrators to have "strong public reIations skills". The ability to relate well
with others appears to be a trait worthy of an effective administrator, as does the fostering

of staffdevelopment, managing crises' evaiuation and assessment, and program
imptementation.

FinalIy, some comments did not fit into a specific are%though nonetheless were rich
sources of information and insight. Fust, the view that good principals are bom, not
raised, was mentioned. Secoadiy, the need for the identification ofpotential leaders was
highlighted, where candidates would be encounged to "test the waters", prove their own
willingness to hvest in their career, and then be given the opportunity for a viceprincipalship d e , if still interested. As one adminrtstratorexpressed, there is no -magie
bullet" that will rnake one an effective leader:
"The choracteristics mentionet! shotdd bc prc~cticedon a d d y basis by teachers: ~hereis
no secrer to bbehg un udminis~rator-a common sense, doivn-tu-eurth utritude ivith u

healthy sprinkk of creativity is dl it rnkes. "
Open-ended Questions

The followhg three open-ended questions were included in the m e y as an attempt to
eIicit the me feelings of administrators in terms of the challenges facing those in the
profession7those teachea who may be interested entering into the profession, and ideas

as to how ieaming opportunities codd be created.

The fkst question asked the foilowing:

In your opinion, whut are the fhree greutest challengesfdng school adminisirarors
iodcy?

Once again, it was dficult to group ansvers to indicate one key challenge that stood out
amongst ai1 othen. This may speak to the complexity of the job itself, as well as the
intercon.nectedness of school issues and challenges. The following challenges are
presented in random order.
Public challenges were an area of concem for administrators. Responses spoke to the

diminishing respect for schools, teachea, and the system as a whole. The education
system appears to be to bIame for many ofsociety's problems, and is held accountable
for ihis in the eyes orsorne school administrators. A concem was the view that parents
want to run schook at the same thne as a Iack of respect for the professional has emerged.
The wider responsibility in tems of social issues, not solely educational ones, was also
mentioned,
Societal issues were mentioned Nfficiently to be included in their own category. Many

administrators expressed concem with the changes in society that they felt had ted to an
erosion of a 'Tommon set of societal expectations of snidents and schools". Societd
issues included:

The increasing number of special needs nidents (social-ernotioad, behavioural)
The greater number of "home problems" entering the school
The breakdown of the f d y
A generai Iack of f a d y values such as pride and integrity, and a deche in standards
The diversity of needs/issues in a cornmunity attemptedlexpected to be addressed by
schooIs

One adminisûator expressed hstration in the followùig marner:
"Beingrrsponsiblefor an Nistittition that is atternpted to maintain the statzis pio, and
e-xpectedto be a change agent by a sociey thut itselfdoesn 't cope wefl with change or
understand if."

The fnistration experienced with societai issues was expressed by another adminisrrator

in ternis of the divenity of needs and the diffictiity created by tesichers not wiiiing to
adapt:

T@ng to work with a divers@ oj'needs and sttidemsfiorn dLfferent backgron~nds,and
teachers ivho SV, T v e done it this wu-yfor 20 years :'

Many responses indicated that organizational challenges were at the forefiont of
administrators' minds. Organizational challenges included:
Too many masten to answer to, including the Deputment of Education, SchooI
Councils, parents, politicinns, Fim Nations
Too much control by the Department of Education at the same time that site-based
management is encouraged
nie "baiancing act" generated by having roo many masters, as weU as
accommodation of an increasing number of stakeholders
The need to be "politicdy correctyT
whiie performing the **balancingact".

The lack of authority to deai with school issues
The rigidity of the "system'?in an ever-changing world

Trying to meet the ever-uicreasing demands placed upon schools by an everincreasing number of groups and agencies

StaEiing issues- a Iack of good candidates when a poation becomes open
Working with teachers that are resistant to change at the same t h e that the diversity
of student needs is mcreasing

Budgetary constrain&

Time is a commodity which administrators feel that is in too short a supply. The
diversity of tirne-consuming issues that may not be directiy related to leaming is seen as a
hstrating challenge. Administrators mention the difficulties generated by holding both a
teaching and administrative assignment. .4lthough the contact time with children is
valued and felt as very important, it conflicts with the demands of being the
administrator. Many '-outside" demands placed upon the school are aiso a concem. and
an effective administrator needs to ais0 be an effective time manager. There are no c1ea.r

parameters placed upon t h e , therefore administrators feel that a vast amount of t h e is
required to get a wide m g e of tasks completed. Some administrators also mentioned the
concern related to being able to keep current, given the demonds placed upon t h e .
Closely related to the issue of t h e (and lack of it) is the challenge posed by curriculum.
Administrators are constantly chdlenged to keep current with the rapid and constant

change with cwricula, programs, and materials. This too is expected in the face of
increasing demands and decreasing t h e .

The second question semed to address the issues relathg to those wishing to pursue a
career in administration and read as foliows:

In yow opinion, whm c m rhe 3 greatest chuUengrsfncing unyone ivishing to pzrrnte u
career in schooL admink~afion?
As indicated by the responses below, administraton found it dificuit to Iimit themselves

to three challenges. Administrators indicated that Time demands and tirne constraints are
a challenge. The bdance that needs to be stnrck between fàmily and work, as welI as the

desire on the part of an administrator to commit themselves to the increased time
demands was aiso highlighted, As one respondent expressed, time is an issue especialIy

if one is a woman bdsu1cing a career with children. Other respondents spoke to the time
constraints that make it problematic to do a job, have time for fjimily, and take classes at
the same time. E s issue is m e r compiicated if one Lves in a remote area. The nature

of the job itseff, and being able to "do LOO1 t b g s at once" undescore the sentiment that
there arejust too many tasks to be undertaken in too short a tirne.

Administrators mention the Iack of training opportunities that exists for a potentid
candidate to get the necessary exposure to prepare themseIves for the challenges of
administration. There is a perceived lack of oppoctunities to gain pmctical experience
with a knowledgeable administrator, as well as a lack of continuai professional

developrnent oppomuiities.
Experienced administraton pointed out the fear that new candidates mziy experience due
what they Feel is a lack of qualifications or expertise on their pm. Possibly, this is based
on their own recoliections as new administntors. . Lack of on-the-job support and

training in order to obtain education is a concern, as well as hadequate technology to

take advantage of new models of training delivery. Combined with training, experience
is pinpointed. Comments ranged from the necessity to having the politicai experience in

order to survive in the position, having a beiief in one's capabilities, and the need to have

a clear understanding of the adminisuaton' roie and where it ends.
Organizational concerns were an issue mentioned by administrators as being a

challenge. Lack of support (both hanciai and educationai) from schoo1 boards or the
Department of Education was highlighted dong with the concem that School Councils

hVe the principal in the Yukon. It was fek by one respondent that SchooI Councils need
guidance and trainhg in principaI selection, and rnay be predisposed to "have an axe to
grinci" if a local peaoo appües for an administrative position. A Iack of coiIegiai
interaction, the burden of extra responsibiüv, and the perceived expendability of the
administntor were also mentioned as Limiting factors.
School councüs are viewed to be probIematic, from the perspective that administrators

feel that thek personai agendas and the power that they have is a chdienge to be faced.

The fact that School CounciIs bot6 hire evaiuate the principal are repeated concerns.

Lack of movement within the system,and the papenvork and --redtape" which hinders
the real work of the school are considered organizationai challenges.
Once again experience is mentioned, but from the perspective that prospective

ariministratoa r e d y doa't know what to expect in the position until once they are in it.
Not oniy is there the need for a personai cornmitment required to gain the experience, but
as one administrator pointed out, there dso the need for "the major adjusment in

thinking- the me to we pandigm shift".

The f m d open-ended question focused on how administraton aiready within the system
tek that learning opponunities could be generared, in iight of the factors which appear as
deterrents. The fud question read:
Research indicatm an irtmeczsing shortuge of administrators is an emerging trend across
.lorth America. How do yonjéef that karning opportz~niries
for rhe training of
prospective cundidutes corild br creured?

By far, the largest nurnber ofresponses indicated the need for the creation of mentoring
opportunities for prospective candidates. Not oniy highlightuig the concept of

mentoring itself, respondents gave a wide range of ideas as to what mentorhg might look

Iike. Ideas proposed by administntoa included:
Opportunities for teachers to job-shadow administrators

Diaioguing with experienced administrators
MentorshÏp programs sponsored by the Department of Education
AIlottuig to schooIs an extra 2 5 F E where a rnentoring opportunîty exists
Practica which wodd serve to bridge theory and practice, understandimg that
experience is a great teacher

The creation of study groups or action-research groups for learaing and assessing
whether a career in administration is what they anticipated

Administrators were quick to point out that the theory-cm be leamed in mivenities, and
that this theoretical knowledge does not prepare a candidate for the actud day to day
rigours of the job. It was aiso stated that leadership couid only be leamed in theory in
traditionai univeaities. As one administrator pohted out, leadership capability in an
administrator needs to be developed through cnticai dialogue with a veteran principal and
through relevant educational professional development oppoWties.
Interships and pmctica were felt to be valuable ways to numire administrative talent.

Rotationai vice-principal tenures. the development of training positions with timited
responsibility, the p a i ~ of
g post-secondary institutions and mid-late career
administraton resulting in administrative practica oppomuiities (like the practica that
teachers undergo) were thoughtfuI concepts offered by administrators. The pairing of
'~xperiencedones and new ones" was an idea presented.
Pubik relations and career information were felt to be important ways of letting

teachers know of the opportunities that may exist. The need to make teachea and the
public at large more aware of the administrative role and of the Mpending shortage of
administrators was feIt to be of absolute importance. Some administrators felt that career
counseiiing was needed in order to inform teachers what job opportwiities were out there.
A 'Tareer night" to provide an occasion for teachers to l e m what job oppomuiities there

may be was Feit to be benetTcid. Letting the public and teachen know more about the

WaIs and tribulations" of the position, combined with information about the loorning
shortage was seen as a positive step.

The creation of more accessible post-secondary opportunities was felt to be important.
Courses established and offered at the local level, nuiby existing admuiistraton was one

idea. Summer workshops, short courses for new and prospective candidates, the creation
of more opportunities for prospective candidates to access highqudity classes
throughout the year and in the nmimer were seen as needed The development of courses
through Yukon Coiiege that wouid be home-based and meet the needs of Iearners Ï n our

enviIoment, as weiI as the importation of programs or courses made avaüable

electronicdy or on-site was aiso offered. in order to as& in this, it was also felt that
fuiancial supports dso have to be in place for those in pursuit of professional
development in the administrative area.

R e d e f î i o n of the role of the administrator was felt to be another strategy. Some
administrators feel that leamkg opportunities are in abundauce, though also pointed out
that cornmitment is needed on the part of politicians and the Department of Education to
address the issues that make it dificuit for administrators to provide effective educationai
leadership. Rather than focushg on the creation of Ieaniing opportunities, focushg on
what creates the lack ot'attmctiveness of the admuiistrators' position was felt to be more
beneficiai.
Politicd wiIl, and the abiIity of the *powenthat bey'to recognize die emergïng trend and

then in partneahip (the Govemment, the Yukon Teachea' Association, and the
Department of Education) putting the necessary tiinding in place to crente a viable,
constructive training program was viewed as necessary by admlliistrators.
Summary: Qualitative Data Provided by Administrators

Dominant themes emerge fiom the qualitative data provided by Yukon administrators.
Current administraton feeI that interpersonai skills are key to being successfùi in the role.
Energy, common sense, integrity, and patience courage are just a few of the hallmarks of
a successful administrator. From a technicd viewpoint, today's admllüstrator must
possess organilational skills, be an effective cornmunicator7a problem-solver, and a
leader. Current administrators feel that the best way for one to become an administrator
is through direct experience. Mentoring, uiteming, engaghg in criticd dialogue, and ongoing professionai development are suggested means in which to gain the requisite
experience.
Current administrators hel that they face many chdenges in their role. These include

public chdenges, coping with societd change and the degradation of f a d y values, and

the organizationd challenge of having to constantty engage ùia bdancing act between

School CounciIs, Department of Education, parents and public. Administrators do not
feel that there is adequate time to do the job. Training o p p o d t i e s that would assist in
meeting the changing mle are also cousidered to be in short supply.
All of the concerns described do not corne \vithout suggestions for improvement and

ideas for growth. Administraton feel that rnentorship and inteming opportunities,
coupled with a theoretical underpinning, would help to prepare fiiture administrators. In
addition, career counselling, accessible post-secondary leaming oppomuiities, and
fianciai supports would deveIop the nen generation of school administrators. To enable
this to occur the politicai will must exist. A redefüiition ofthe role wodd dso serve to
entice prospective candidates and encourage those currently in administration to remain

there.
The data provided by administrators, aithough uisightful, wodd be incomplete unless
input from Yukon teachers was included. As with administrators, the demognphic
structure of the teaching hrce, combined with teachers' awareness, perceptions, and
attitudes regarding school leadership shouId hold clues that underscore the nature of the
problem. As important. the genention of potentid solutions wodd be a toolhardy task
without the knowledge and Uisight of Yukon teachea.

Teacher Demographics

The data provided by the teachers involved in the survey indicated that the largest group
in terms of experience with Yukon Education was in the 6-IO year category (3 1%)).The
two next Iargest groups of teachers respondhg were in the 11-70 and 21-25 yean of

experience category (22% respectively). This appears to uidicate a fairIy high number of

Yukon teachers are in mid to Iate career. This is aiso supported by the Department of
Education data indicahg the average age of a Yukon teacher to be 43-16 years. The total
number of years completed teachuig experience that Yukon teachers have gained
supports these numben. The Iargest nlnnben of respondents were in the 11-20 year

range of expenence (38%). Given the average age of teachers and thek years of

experience, this wouid concur with the findings that 60% of those surveyed wouid be
considering retirement in 10 or more years.
Yukon teachers have v k e d levels of professional training. Of those surveyed only one
person had less than 4 years of professional training (3% of the sample). 28% of teachen
had 4 years of professional training, as did 28% of those surveyed have 5 years. L 9% of
teachers held six years of professionai training, and 22%possessed masters-IeveI
qualifications.

Of those surveyed, a rather high proportion indicated that they had previous experience as

an administrator. This expenence came in the f o m of either serving as principaldesignate in the event of an absence of the principal or vice-principal, or through actudiy

havhg held an administmtive post atone tirne. 28% of respondents indicated that they
had previous experience as an adminimator.

Quantitative Data Provided by Teachers
Of the teachers that responded to the survey, the Iargest number of respondents were
those who had been with Yukon Education for 6 to 10 years (3 1%). The next Iargest
experience groups were those with I l to 20 and 21 to 23 years (22% each). This would
indicate that a work force of reasonable expenence exists in the Yukon.

This data correlates with the total nurnber of years of teaching experience. The Iargest
numbers of respondents were those mid-career teachers with t 1 to 20 years' experience
(38%). 65% of respondents were fernale, 35% were male, and the rnajo~tyof those

(41%) held Intermediate-level positions. ReIatively few respondents indicated that they
wouid be considering retirement in 1-3 years (3%), and the major-ity (60%) stated that

they would contider retirement in 10 or more years.

Ofinterest is that 28% of those who responded answered that they had previous
experience as an administrator. 70% have considered, at some point in their career,
pursuhg a career in administration, and ody 4% indicated that they were currentiy

considering a career in administration.
Teachers generaily feel that they have a clear understanding of the duties that
administrators perform. This number would Likely be uifluenced by the Fact that 28%
have had previous experience as an administratore 88% agreed oc mongly agreed that

they understood the nature of duties that administrators perform.
A somewhat mked response was given in regards to the support that teachen felt that

they would receive tiom their employer should they wish to pursue a career as an
administrator. Interestingly. 32% responded neutrally, whiie just over half (52%) Fdt that
they would be supponed. 16% indicated that they would not feel supported by their

employer to pursue a career as an administrator.

32% of teachers indicated a neund response when asked whether oppomuiities currently
existed for them to pursue a career in administration with their employer. 38% indicated
that they did not agree that oppomuiities currentiy existed, white 38% agreed that
opportwijties currently exist.
At a time where an administrative shortage Iooms, 55% of responding teachers agreed or

strongiy agreed that training and professional development opportunities exist for hem,
shouid they wish to pursue a career in administration. Conversely, 35% disagreed that
this was the case. Answea seemed quite divided in this question, with IO% Uidicaùng a

neutrai response.
Answers were evenly split regarding the question as to whether the employer provided
oppommities for the pinsuit of a career ùiadministration. The Iargest number of
responses was in rhe neutrai category (29%). Teachers were divided on their responses to
this question, with 35% disagreeing or strongiy disagreeing that the ernpioyer provides

opportunities, and 35% indicatùig that they agreed or strongly agreed. Combining the
responses of the two questions above, it would appear that just over half of the teachers
responding feel that training and PD opportunities exist, but the majority of teachers do
not know or do not agree that the employer provides them.
A very strong response was given in regards to the nature of the administrative role.

None of the respondents indicated diat they felt that the administrativejob was getting
easier. 94% ofteachers disagreed that the job was getting any easier. with 77% strongly
disagreeing that this was the case. Considering that rnany of the respondents are teachers
with a depth of experience and tirne in the profession. it would be a 1ogica.i conclusion

that they wodd have a "longer view'' based upon their experience when responding to

this question. Convenely. 94% responded that they felt that the job of a school
administrator was becoming more complex or dificuit.
Teachen were generdly divided as a group when asked whether they felt that
administrators were adequately compensated for their duties. The wide variety of
responses given seem to indicated that the topic of remuneration is a IargeIy persond one.
and for those who o tTered a neutrai response. that it is a to pic to which not much direct
thought has been &en.

Given the wide range of responses. tkanciai compensation does

not appear to be a factor d e t e d g teachers from pursuing a career Ïn administration.

In general. it does not appear that contractuai concems are a deterrent to the pursuit of a
career in administration. A h s t half(48%) disagreed in some manner that this factor
was a detenent. At the same h e , there appears to be some ambiguity on the part of

some teachers whether contractuai concems may be a deterrent. 29% registered a neutrai
response in this area 23% of teachers agreed that contractual concems wodd be a
deterrent to thern.

Correlating d u e d y with the qualitative data, t6e additionai Eune requùed to be an
administrator is a deterrent to 59% of respondents. Of this 59%, halfstrongiy agreed that

the additionai t h e was a deterrent. This is certainly a factor to be considered when

discussing factors that are seen as deterrents.

The wide range of dernands placed on an admlliistrator detea teachers fiom considering a
career in administration. 83% of those surveyed indicated that they agreed that this was
case for them. Of the 83%, 41% strongiy agreed that they felt the wide range of demands

placed upon an administrator was a deterrent to them. Again, this corresponds directiy
with the qualitative data provided, and could be considered dong with the data regarding

tirne constraints acting as a deterrent when considering an administrative career.
When asked if being interviewed and hired by a School Council or Parent Advisory

Group would b e a deterrent to applying €or an administrative position, a clear response
was given. 66% of teachers indicated they disagreed that having an interview with a
School Council or PAC was a deterrent. Of that number, 47% strongly disagreed.
Nonetheless, there does appear to be a number of teachen (28%) who feel that such an
interview would act as a deterrent.
Tied to this question was the aspect of being evaiuated by a School Council or PAC.
Once again, a dominant trend emerged which indicnies that those in the survey disagree
that an annual evduation by these groups is a deterrent (66%). Much like the question of

interview&, there are a number (28%) ofteachea who wouid view an annuai evduation
by a School Council as problematic for them.
Moving &om the topic of work related issues to those of trainkg, teachea were asked
whether they felt that post-graduate training would prepare them to becorne effective
administrators. The largest area of response was in the neutral category (35%). This was
folIowed by 32% indicating that they agreed and 32% indicating disagreement There

appears to be a clear spiit regarding the vdue and benefit of post-pduate training in the
development of an effective administrator, though it appears dear that ody 113 of those
surveyed see a comection between post-graduate training and effectiveness in the job.

Compared to post-graduate training, practicai experÏence was viewed as a far more
practicai and devant approach to becoming an effective administrator. 77% indicated
agreement that actuai experience in the role is effective preparation, while only 16%
disagreed with the statement.
Teachers were then asked their opinions regarding the effectiveness of mentorship or
internship programs in the preparation of an effective admllüstrator. There were no
responses that disagreed with this appmach. 76% of teachers viewed mentorship andor
intemship as beneticial, with 74% indicating a neutnl response.
Lastly, teachers were asked whether they wouid consider a career in school
administration ifoppominities existed for mentoring or interning with a skilled
administrator. 62% wodd consider a career change if these mechanisms for development
were in place, and of this group, 80% strongly agree that they wouid consider a move to
administration. Only 3% strongiy disagreed, and 24% disagreed, with 10% indicating a
neutral response. These figures seem to concur with the qualitative data that shows that
there are some teachers that will not consider a career in administration regardiess of the
uaining opportunities available. Considering the shortage of administrators due to

demographic factors, these figures hoId promise when considering solutions and the
creation of Iearning oppobties.
Current Attitudes of Teachers Towards SchooI Leadership

Much like the administraton' nnvey, teachers were asked to respond to 3 short answer
questions. The fun quedon posed to teachers read as fotiows:

Wïat do you consider the top three characteristics of an effective school administrutor?

Leadership skilb were viewed as important by teachers. Leadership was descded as
the abiIity to provide direction, work in an organized manner, being supportive, and

having a vision and the abiIity tu cornmimicate that vision, A team player with good tirne

management skilis, integrity, and an open-mùid perso&ed teachers' views of a leader.
hovation, a spirit of encouragement and support, coupled with the ability to make
decisions, mediate, and the ability to be diplornatic and stay calm in aiI situations were
dso mentioned as hdharks of a leader,

The ability to communicate effectively is viewed as an important skill. The ability to
listen, to maintain good relations with staff, students, parents, community, and the media,
as weM as strong interpersonal skills identi& an effective administrator.

Teachea identified specific persondity traits are chanctenstic of an effective
adniinismtor. Those traits inchde:
Behg open and receptive

Being supportive and sensitive
Possessing humility

Being fair and honest
Enthusiastic
Being available to -dents.

parents, teachea

The ability to do what7sbest for children and a strong belief ui them
Additionai chmcteristics or skiIIs inciuded:
Problem-solving skills
Consistency
Firmness

The possession OC discipline-related strategies

The abiIity to see the *.big picturey9
Having himghted the skilIs and character traits necessary in an effective administrator,
teachers were then asked what they feIt was the best way for a prospective administrator
to acquire or deveIop these skills.

individual's desire to assume leadership roles, to taik and k e n to students, parents, and
teachers, and the d i n g n e s s to gain experience through working with different groups
such as staff, parents, and School Council mernbers.
Teachen were asked two open-ended answer questions to conclude the survey. Once
again, it was felt that giving teachers the opportunity to express themselves in a safe.

confidentid, and unrestricted rnanner would provide fertile ground for deep and
meaningtùl thought and potentid solutions.

The fLrst open-ended question asked:

Teachers tek that lack of support from the Department of Education, coupled with a Iack
of adequate iùnding was a challenge. Specific details were kw, though examples given
included stat'fmg and fuiancid consaints. Teachers felt that with the same or decreasing
amounts of dollars. erpectations and demands were increasing. One response stated, 'rhe
Department of Education/schooI boards are suIl not Iistenuig to administrators on what it
takes to build/run an effective school re: staffmg and budget'?.

The demands of the job were a category that included many responses Eom teachers.
Teachen quite readily pointed out that the demand of the position on those in them was

of concern. Comments included such examples as:

The toiI on the personal Mie
The work load- the job has baIIooaed into a role one person cannot possibly
accommodate

Deaihg wÏth the public in the face of eroding support for schools
Trying to meet the multiple demands of various stakeholders wÏth respect to poIiticai,

cuihiral, thanciai, and educational matters

Bridging the gap between School Councils, the Department, teachers, and the
community
Not enough time to provide answers and fLu problems whiIe lending an ear
Juggling so many responsibilities without a lot of support

In the face of these concerns, it is still the adminimators' role to maintain the primary
function of intellecniai development. Teachea geoeraily feit that this was very difticult
to do in Iight of ail the "externai wants?'placed upon the school.
Societal issues are of concem to teachers. The general opinion is that society has a
negative view of the educational system, At the same time, there is an increased demand

placed upon schools due to social problems becoming more prevaient. Teaches indicate
that schooIs have gradudly been tasked to take on more and more roles that traditionaiiy

have been those of the church. the community. or business. In the process there has been

a decrease in the effectiveness in the primary role of education. Coupled with students
that amve at schools with heightened Ievels of dysfunction and tmubled families, being
"ail things to ail people'? becomes more difficdt, if not impossible.
Teachen feel that School Counciis are ofconcem fiom the point of view that it c m be

dificuit to baiance the wishes and concems of Councils with those of teachers, students.
and parents. Likely included in this would be the Department of Education, Some
teachers feit that School Councils were too controbg, and placed unrealistic
expectations upon the school administration.
Teachers indicated that teachers were a challenge that administraton faced, By this,
teachers pointed out that working with coiieagues that held a "me first" aninide was a
concem, Teachers mentioned that colIeagues can be hesitant to try new things, un-g
to adapt or adjust to new ctirricula, and ditF;cultto unite towards a school vinon.

FinaiIy, some additional challenges that administrators face did not fit into a specinc
grouping, but are worthy of mention nonetheless:
Dealing with a media that prefers to report the negative issues

Making the school a place that students want to be in
Inadequate resouces to meet the needs of special needs snidents
Encouraging change so that the school continues to move fornard

First Nations that may not work in partneship with the school

The second open-ended question attempted to address the challenges that teachers felt
that prospective candidates would tàce should they wish to pursue a career in
administration. The question was worded as follows:

In yozrr opinion, whctt ure the greatest challengesfacirtg arryone wishing to ptrrnre a
cureer in school ~[dministmiion?

The multipie demands placed upon adminidministrators
are one challenge. The multiple
demands appeared to be of concem on two fronts: at home and at work. The balance
between the Iifesty le of an administrator with that ofhaving a "normal" f i l y Iife is a
dificult one to d e . From a workplace perspective, a n s w e ~ gto many stakeholdea
(parents, -dents,

staff, care-givuig agencies, legislators, govemment Ministem) is a

continuing detractor for teachers. Being thrust into the politicai arena, especidly in a
jurisdiction mch as the Yukon where it is difficult to maintain personai privacy, was
considered problematic when tryuig to maintain physicd health, mental health, and

heaithy family relationships.
AIigning with muItipIe demands are the constraints placed on tirne. The thne required to

mentor, train, and prepare to become an administrator is a Iot of commitment and wodc.

The time constnùits to jugg[e all of this while being a teacher at the same time, appear to
be a dominant iimiting factor.

Financial comrnitments to undertake snidy and rnaintaining an income while becoming

an administrator are a further challenge. Reflecting upon the quantitative data, teachers
generally feIt that administrators were adequately compensated for their work. [t appears
that money is not an overarching concern Gom a remuneration perspective, but is fkom
the point of view of taking t h e out of a career to spend the money to acquire necessary
training. Coupled with time and costs, leaving the Yukon to pumie a Masters-level

program is of concem to teachen.
Many responses indicated that a lack of training and learning opportunities exacerbate

the problem. Teachers indicated that oppomullties to develop the requisite administrative
skills were not available. It was indicated that oppomuiities to **checkit out7', m e h g
that having the ability to look closer at an administrative career would be of benefit.

Teachers felt that opportunities need to be in place so that a prospective candidate can
develop the skills necessary to be successful. This meant being prepared for the
challenges that administrators may face when interacting with today's society (mediation.
negotiation, problem-solving, public relations, etc.). The Iack of opportunity appears to
generate concems that, even after pursuing tiuther education, one may not be adequateîy
trained to be an effective adrninistrator. In this vein, feu that one may get themselves

into something they are neither prepared for nor entirely understand exists. Fhding
strong leadership under which to a i n is a further issue for teachen.

Additional comments regarding the nature of school administration that did not appear to
fit under a succinct category included:

The abiIity to handie stresshi situations; the ability to put out maII fies before they
become large

The negativity that education receives in the media Why wouid anyone want to be in
charge of a schooI?
In mai1commmities, the Iack of training and a %reer Iadder".

Lack of leadership fiom supervisors

Taking responsibiIity for a whole school with EttIe in the way oftang'ble rewards

LOO

The fuiai open-ended question asked the foiiowing:

What îypes of changes to the present sitrration or opportrinities ivould huve tu be in place
for you to consider a career in administration, ifany?
A segment of responses indicated that, for some teaches, no change would allow them

to consider a career in administration. For some teachea, the job itself is not of interest,
and they are educaton who enjoy the classroom interactions f i and foremost. For

them, administration bas not been an aspiration, nor wiLi it Iikely become so in their
opinion.
Other teachen indicate that they wouid not consider administration because they place a
higher vdue on their mental, physicai, and family well being than on "career'. The tact
that being an administrator is viewed as a thankless job keeps othea from considering the

position. For those that may have considered administration at one point in their careers
but no longer do so, financial support for training, housing, and childcare to make it an
affordable pursuit would have needed to be in place in order for them to have done so.
As one teachen expressed:

it probnbiy does noi matter. I h not inrerested in bcing an administraior becrrcrre I f i d it
is o rhanklessjob.

Teachea indicated the need for training and leaming opportuaities. if mentorship,
intemship, and traÏnÏng oppornuiities were avaiIable, teachers indicated that they then felt
that a more Uiformed choice codd be made regarding entering the profession. Many
thoughtfüi ideas were generated by thÎs response.

For exampie, teachers mentioned the folIowing:
Provide COurse credits for practicai erperience
Development of a Masters in Educational Administration that could be taken entirdy
by distance education

Workshops, mini-courses, inservice sessions or programs, and meetings offered to
teachers on a regular basis
Some t o m of progressive training program

Mentoring and job-shadowing o p p o d t i e s

The creation of oppomuiities to learn more about administration and to receive
training

The need for a clear and proven approach to developing the necessary skills
Scholarships and Fuoding support
Before mmy teachers would consider a career in administration. they aiso indicate the
need to leam more about the operationai side of the school, such as budgeting and school

finance.
From a policy perspective, changes to the Powers and Duties of School Counch as
described in the Edilcation Act wouid need to occur. As one teacher stated:
*+Schoo[
Coonci[s \vozcld have ro becorne Parent d htisory Commiflees. me biggesr
deterrenifor me in consirlering udmhisrrcrion us a cureer ivoztld be deahg with peop[e
ivho wozdd not be pdfied to be 'inchargr' or ivho I wozild be unswerable to even
thozigh I woztldprobably have more h w t c d g e and education in thefield of edzucation
thun rhey woziId!

"

Others indicated that they feIt SchooI CounciIs had 'Yitoo much power" and that the

seiectioo of administrators shouid uitimately be the Department of Education's roIe.
Responsibility for the hiring of administrators was feIt to be the responsibiIity of

educators, not School CounciIs. Changes to the Education Act would need to be made
for these concerns to b e addressed.
Teachers indicated that the Department of Education could take a greater role in the
development of administrative talent. For example, the assurance of an assignment upon
completion of training wouid be viewed as beneficid. Though not specific, more support
for the endeavours of prospective candidates and a change in hiring practices (possibly
relating to the roles and powen of School Councils) was indicated. More money and
more decision-making authonty at the school level were also seen as positive steps.
Superintendents' Current Attitudes on School Leadership
Superintendents were asked 8 questions to address key issues relnting to the
probIem/opportunity. This was done through the use oFa questionnaire that wiis sent to
superintendents in advance. A focus group that centered on the questionnaire was &en
conducted with the superintendents. The views of superintendentsare very important
sources of int5rmation: they, more than anyone in the profession, need to be aware of the
broader system perspective. Having '-risen through the ranW of teachen and school
administrators, supetktendents are often somewhat more experienced and may have the
benefit of -the long view". The fmt question superuitendents were asked was:
1.

IYhy do you rhinkfever remhers ore considering the ptirsctit ofa career in school

udmirtistrrion?

Superintendents expressed a variety of factors that have lead to this trend.
From a demographic perspective, the workforce is not as yomg as it used to be.
Fewer people ui the younger age guup are therefore considering such a career move,
and the older worIâorce is Less LikeIy to invest in a master's degree due to the reduced
cost benefits. One supe~tendentnlso hypothesized that newer undergraduates were

more Iikely to be burdened wÏth high snident loans, and therefore may be Iess wifuig
to go into debt once more to eam a Masters-Ievel degree.
Financiai compensation does not appear to be reilective of the responsibility, nor
proportionate (atier taxes) to the amount of time required to do the job, meet the
demands, and haadle the responsibility. As one superintendent expressed:

Thefinamid curnpenmion in relc~tfon
tu that of what a teacher gels paid is n clear
indication that principals are not in the job for "the big btrckr :'

Al1 supenntendentsexpressed a change in the nature of the job. What was once a
somewhat inward educational system has had the doors tumed widc open to s c d n y ,
where everyone wants to have their Say. In the process, principals have to meet a
wider variety of needs and work with a wider variety of more vocd groups. Schools

are now one of the Few, if not the ody institution wiIling to ' W e kids on". The stress
of the position, the lack of respect for administrators, and other career opportunities in
education dso contribute to this.

There is a trend of fewer quaiifed applicants over the years ~ Ï t ahdirect correlation
to the powers/responsibilitiesof the posÎtion.

The effect on lifestyle. PeopIe want a life and are placing more value on thek f a d y

and Ieisure Ume outside of the job. The increased time demands are no Ionger of
interest.
SchooI Councils that can either act in a supportive role or a judgmentai role.

3
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IVhat roie, ifary, do you fiel the Edzrcarion Act (as itpertains ro the role of

School Councils)plays in this?

By the number of issues and the depth of discussion, it appears that superintendents view
the Education Act, and by extension School Councils, as a factor. Detaiied comments of
superintendents included such issues as:
School Councils do not have the broader system perspective and see things only as
they pertain to their school. They are not sensitive to what the total market of

administraton is, and may have no concern whether a specific individual may be
striving towards a specific career path within the Yukon.
School CounciIs have a very narrow view, and superintendents expressed the view

that this discourages administrators. It was felt that it would not necessarily be hard
efforts and good performance in one situation that wodd open the door to other new
oppomullties. School Councils m q ntle out a candidate based on a wide range of
extmneous factors.

School Councils have been established, and the role of the principal has been defmed,
but it is yer to be determined how they effectively function together. As one

superintendent offered:
Ive have nor foarsed on how those nvo entities exist and CU-existtogether, nor has
training beenfocrrsed enough on this.

When a principai is k d under the ctrnent Education Act, it is to a term appointment.

This innoduces a degree of tmcertainty, as it is the School Corncil that recommends
on the next tem. The School Councii that k e d the principai may, two years Iater, be
comprised of a totaüy different group ofpeopte who do not support the pcincipd.

The School Councii has may have relatively Iittie in the way of qualitications and
accountability, whereas the principal has a Iot of accountability in their role.
Section I6 of the Education Act States that it is the principal that designates the
exceptionality of midents. This requires a higher Ievel of expertise, is time
consuming and combined with shared decision-making, results in a Large measure of
a p ~ c i p a i ' stime being spent in meetings.

In the Yukon, the principal is the CE0 and the School Council is the Board. This
relationship is different than in any otherjurisdiction in Canada. The dynamics are
there that when you have a Boardird,
they c m either work for or agallist you.
What changes, ifnny, cordd be rnclde in the Educution Act ro facilirate the

generarion of 'opporrrrnirirsfor rhe recruifmentand rraining of prospecfivr
cundidures?
As a system, we need to determine the role of the Vice-Principal: is it a training role

for the principdship, or is it a position that one can aspire to and remain in?
The term of appointment codd be considered fiom the point of view that it does not
oEer a principal much in tems of stability.

ShouId School CounciIs be the ones to make the £balchoice on who wiii be
principal? Overail, this c m be a good thuig, but depends on the caiiber of the peopIe

on CounciI, the Ïndividud members, and their respective agendas. it evokes the
highest level of ownership on their part, but does not assist those who are trying to

establish a career path. School Counctls are amateurs when it cornes tu Human
Resource hctions, though the Department of Education c m play a proactive roIe in

establisbg a Est of desirabIe candidates. This works when there are enough
prospective candidates- superhtendents gave examples where they have faced
situations where there has not been a strona fieid of candidates fiom which to choose-

This is of concem, especiaily in a large Yukon school where delegation, technicd
skills, and knowledge of technology are very specifk skills that a principal must
possess,

The Education Act has gone beyond what an Act shouId dictate. Items such as tenns
of appointments and evaluation are considered to be more Collective Agreement
issues, not "Law of the land" Education Act issues.

We need to train peopk here in the Yukon. We've got good people here and we need
to encourage them. We need to provide opporninities and provide incentives.
The University of Oregon principal certification program that Yukon principals
attended approximately 10 years ago was considered one of the best, most enriching
professiond expenence by one supe~tendentin p d c d a r . Although the
superintendents couid not remember specZcaiiy how the program came about, it
provided a bridge between the B.Ed and MEd. levels. It gave those interested a
chance to try adminimation before making a senous peaond and fuiancial
cornmitment. The combination of coursework and practical on the job appücation
was felt to be very beneficid.

The na&

Dow of the conversation resuIted in questions 4 and 5 being discussed

together; hence comments to both questions are included together below.
4.

Do yori ihhk the Deparment of Edzication shozikiplay a role in the leadership
devebpment of prospeciive administrative candidates? I f o , how?

5.

Shoul' other stakehokters 6e holved in the recncitment and training of
prospective candidates? Ifso,how?

FÏrst Nations coursework is required by al1 new teachers and administraton in the

Yukon, offered through Yukon CoIiege.
We aiready involve parents, teachers. and support sraffin the process

The training given by the Department is "pretty thin", it was feit. A one-day
workshop is not enough and should be more extensive. There are logistical
difficulties to this, with schools starting at diffierent thes, though is something that

was felt shodd really be enhanced.

Training,as distinct üom pro&ssional development, was somethhg that the
superhtendents feel is not done very well by the Department, though both are
necessary. The logistics of working around school years that aiI commence at
different times exacerbates this.

The present policy book is somewhat fngmented. A short, clear, and concise policy
handbook is something that the Department could create that wouid help d l

administrators and would avoid the 'what did we do last year?" approach.
The policy book couid be posted and updated on our website, and someone shouid
spend some t h e doing this.

nie Department has an important role to pIay in the training of matters deaiing with
personnel management. When do you grmt leave? How do you properly document?
How do you write Ietters that are sustainabIe and give clear direction and avoid
grievances? These are specific training issues where you don? necessarily need a
master's degree. These are thùigs specinc to our jurïsdiction and organkational
culture.

A few years ago, a workshop was heid at the beginning of the year that was felt to be

very beneficiai. It waiked new pruicipds through procedtrres and was weiI planned,

though this level of support is no longer given. It was held over one day, though it
was felt that it shouid certainly be more extensive. One superintendent expressed the

c m n t practice and the attitude towards it:
Wejzrst t h w people in there and they go ut it- nor becmise that is what we think is

right.
How can we be proactive? We need to be proactive in this area and use a systemic
approach. A nickel and d h e approach wiii not be sufficient in addressing these
issues.
Mentoring oppomuiities could be created to give candidates exposure before making

the big commitment to post-secondary education.

What spectjk training do yozr fiel new administrators are mosr in need of to be
nrccessfid in their neiv position? How corrtdthey best obtain fhis trnhing?
Superintendents felt that new administrators needed assistance in the folIowing areas:

The Education Act and Govemance, as the Act has so many different areas
How it "aii f t s together"- Department, Councils, Curriculum, Policies
How exceptionaiity is determined

Where to go when you need help?
Putting into context the local situation: getting Councils, Department, and

Community ail to work together

How to relate to people: teachers, students, and parents
Stress management
Personnel management

Law

One supe~tendentstated:
Note fhut 1 have not rnentioned the process of Edzrrcation or Edrrcational Leadership. I
befieve the role has changed significantl) into that of corpuvate manager.
Resemch c(ctufiom both udministruiors und îenchrrs indicutes fhat fime and fhe
rntiltitzrde of dernad plcrceci on an udministrator affects their choice to either pursrre
or remain cm cdrninistrutor. Do yotr see uny ivay to address these isslres? ifsa. how?
Administrative time couid be increased, especiaiiy in rumi schools. There is not an

even distribution between schools. Older adm*nistratorsseem to prefer to have more
student contact.
An increase in secretarïai tirne, especially in schools where the secretary lerives

pamvay through the day. This means that the principal, if they are in the office and
not teaching, are there to answer phones. It was not feIt that this was a cos-effective

use of administrative time.
Meet with administrators as a means of finding out where the Department cm offer

more support in their roie.
Using the AumaIian mode1 of two administrators: one deaIing with "business", the
other the educationd leader

Decrease demands? How do we do that? It is a toughjob. Ad*

more technology,

at h e s , can complicate matters. Simplificationappears unredistic, so we need to

h d out where we can add more nrppoa in order to address concems.

In the research I have condzrcted to date, 10 ozrr of 28 odministrators (38%) indicnre
that they will retire within the next 6 yews. mat impact, ifany, do youfee[ this wiil

have on the qzrality of leadership in Yukon schooïs?
We've been fortunate to have had the stability over the p s t few years. There will be

an impact. Hopefully, w e wili be able to foster the same degree of cornmitment, and
interest will follow,
A big change has been the willingness of rural admini*stratoato actudly stay in their

They wiii retire anyway- there is no point "moaning and groaning" over it. We might
as well look at this in a positive light. It is a red opportunÏty to bnng younger people

in,
Change is hedthy every 5-6 years. There needs to be more of a recirculation of
administrators. Bringing in new people is hedthy.
Few people are interested at ail: hopefdly an interest wiii be created out of ai1 of this

If we want our teachers to asjire to Leadership positions, then it starts with people
feeling valued within their curent position, and there existkg a mutuai respect
between the Govenunent and the Association which represents them. This may
influence whether people are d i n g to make an investment.

The public view of public institutionsmust change. Who wants to head an
organkation that is constantiy having to defend its people? The Us vernis them"

attitude has to change.

To conclude, one superintendent nimmed up with the foiiowing thoughts towards the

It may be good to get some fiesh blood into the systern and get rid of the oldfarts (of
ivhich I nm one). Unfortunate&,the knowledge base and continzri& wili be [est on
factors ihat have produced the good rhings thnt exist. Ifhe indntiduals replacing us are
totcdly naïve abour ud'inis~rc~tion cînd the change-over is high andfast, then nvo
opportimiries r.rist: chaos, andor the cibiliry (O sturt a nnv crciminisnative reniity.
Summary: Current Attitudes of Teachers, Administrators, and

Superintendents Towards School Leadership
Dominant themes emerged €rom the quditative data provided by Yukon teachea.
Teachers indicate that they value in administrators many of the same skills which
administrators themselves feel they must posses in order to be effective. The majorïty of
teacher responses indicate personai traits, such as leadership, effective communication,
fahess, enthusiasm, and being open and approachable are just a Few key trademarks of

an effective administrator.
Teacher responses as to how one becomes an effective administrator corresponded with
those given by administrators. Mentoring with an administrator and gaining direct

experience in practicd situations was viewed a s very irnportiint Teachers indicated that
they wouid be interested in m e n t o ~ with
g an adrninistmtor. Education and professionai

development were aiso viewed as key to administrative development.
When focusing on the challenges administrators face in their role, teachers mentioned
some of the same considerations offered by cunent administraton. These included such
factors as the demands of the job and the toiI on the personal Be, the workload, and the

balancing act between School Council, the Deparûnent of Education, teachers, and the
comrnunity. Bridging the gaps between stakeholders is a difficdt and cornplex task,
Teachers indicated that the act of deaihg wah teachers wodd dso be quite chaIIenging

fkom an administrative perspective. In spite of the challenges of the job, with some
opportunities for training*some teachers appear willkig to l e m more about what is
unfortunately perceived to be a ihankiess job".
The challenges facing a teacher c o n s i d e ~ ga career in administration appear to be many.

Deaiing with the muItipIe demands in the job. combined with the balancing act between
home and school is pro blematic due to time constmints. Teachers feel that training and
Iearning oppomuiities are generaily not rivailable to them, and even if they were, that
engaging in them wouid not necessmily eam them an administrative position Time and
fiancial limitations, cornbined with having to leave the Yukon to engage in post-

secondary prognms, are also viewed as iimiting factors.
Teachea indicated that, For them to consider a career in administration, uaining and
leamuig oppomuiities need to be created. If mentorship and intemship programs existed,

and there wiis the oppominity to leam more about administration before making a
cornmitment, more teachers would Iikely consider the pursuit of such a career path. A
fom of progressive training and developrnent pmgram is viewed as necessary. School
Councils and the roIe they pIay is ais0 a limiting factor that discourages prospective
candidates. The Department of Education, it is felt, codd take a greater role in the
devdopment of administrative talent.
Perhaps the strongest proof of the effects of the concems summmized above lies in the
fact that of the 32 Yukon teachers responding, oniy one is currentiy considering a career

as a school administrator, given the current situation and leveI of support.
Administrators indicate that the best way to become an effective administmtor is through
directiy experiencing the position. Many of the necessary strmgths required by an

administrator are oot those that c m be Learned through the study of theoretid

knowledge, Cunent school admùiistratoa ùidicate that earning the requisite
organkationai, ~ o m m ~ c a t i oprobIem
n,
soIving, and Ieadership skiIIs codd be done in
part through m e n t o ~ and
g inteming. There Îs recognitionof the need for such activities,

on the part of many administrators within the Yukon Department of Education, and a
willulgness to engage in them

The focus group session with superintendents was an excellent leaming expenence.
Many of the concems highiighted by teachers and principals were also expressed by
supe~tendents,thereby u n d e a c o ~ gM e r the key issues to this problem and
o p p o h t y . A major "piece of the pude" wouîd be missing from the research acùvity

if the broader system-wide view of superintendents was not included.
Superintendents tùlly agree that the role of the principal has changed over t h e , ruid that
the job is not an easy one. The pool of candidates has diminished, making it more
dificult tiom a staffmg perspective to f i d new principals. The nature of the job itself

has an impact on lifestyle, and rewer peopIe are w i h g to make the penonai sacrifice

required in choosing administration as a career path. Changes to the Education Act as ir
relates to the powers and duties affiorded to School CounciIs wouid possibly encourage

more interest in the role. Money is generaily not seen as a motivator, given the present
remuneration of administrators in relation to that of teachers. Lastiy, there is
acknowledgment that more could and shouid be done by the Deputment of Education in
terms of training and leaming oppomuiities.

To cl-

possible courses of action, not oniy on the part of the Department but dso on

the part of ail stakeholders, snidy conclusions wifl now be presented as a foundation to
approach how the probledopponunity may be addressed.

Study Conclusions
"

We v e n d al2 of our tirne on people. The day ive s c m crp the people thhg, this

cornpurty is over"(p.20)

Jack Welch, CE0
(in Parker and Brown, 2000)

Introduction

As with the snidy of any complex series of problems, the solutions and oppomullties that
arise are many and varied. The solutions to problems and the creation of oppomuiities

are not the responsibility of one group or organization. instead, lasting and effective
change is generated by integrated and shared actions taken by ail stakeholders. The

nature of this problem is such that it is broad and far-reachuig, and by extension, so to are
the oppornuiities that serve to generate solutions

The primary conclusion mÏved at is this: the research conducted indicates that there will
not be enough orthe rÏght people in the right places at the right t h e with the nght skills,
shouid this problem be left addressed. Oppomuiities m u t be created in order to nurture

the next generation of schooi administrator. The nature of the job, and the conditions
under which one serves as an anministratordso req& scnitiny. Of key importance to
the researcher was validation of the research question itseIfand the need for the creation

of learning opporniniùes to address it
More specific conclusions that are central to the probIem arose out of this research
activity. These concIusions are supported foremost by the fact that stakeholder groups-

teachers, adniinistrators, and supe~tendents-are to a large extent expresshg the same
things, f e e h g the same way about the problem, and s t a ~ the
g same types of appropriate

actions necessary to address k

Key Condusions

Key concIusions arisingfiom this snidy are presented below as a series of 'needs'
identifed Erom the findings:
1.

Make the pursuit of a career as a school administrator more attractive to
teachers

Presentiy, teachers fmd the job of school administrator unattractive to them. There is

liale interest, incentive, and security when considering such a move. There is a general

attitude from the majority of groups surveyed that is best summed up with .who wodd
want such a job?" Teachea indicated strong responses regmding their views on school
leadership, but also expressed some willingness to leam more about it given the

opportunity to do so. A major deterrent for teachers is this apparent Iack of opportunity
to experience the role of administrator without any prior leaming or skill-development.

2.

Training and Learning Opportunities for prospective administrative
candidates

Teachers, administratoq and superintendenu di express the need for training and
ledng

oppomrnities. Presently, there are few opportunities, ifany. The EeId of

educational administrationdoes not draw upon a &gIe body of titerature nor use a single

set of schoIarly tools (Campbell et ai., 1987). To this may be added that a sbgle set of

experiences, such as those of a teacher, do not provide an adequate experientid

background to step into such a compIex role. This was expressed not ody from the point

ofview of teachea considering a move to administration, but aIso by current
administrators. This is compounded by the fact that teachers and administrators feel that
thÏs lack of oppoaunity exists at a time where the nature of the position is becoming more

complex. StakehoIder groups aIso ÎndÏcated that there appears to be iittle support for new
administrators, thereby compounding the probkm,

Earning a Masters-level degree does not in itseif prepare for the acnial ngours of the day

to day job which are expenenced by a school administratoc. At present, there are no ongoing, developmentai leaniuig opportunities for prospective administrators at a t h e
where there is a shortage. While the goal has centered on a culture of teaching, Little

emphasis appears to be given to that of the creation of a Learning organization. We have
experience in creating a teaching infi.astructure, but have littie expenence creating a
learnuig infirastnicture that supports the growth of individuals in a mutudly beneficial
m u e r for both the individuai and the orgmization.

3.

PracticaI, hands-on, and realistic training opportunities need to be ereated

for prospective administrators.
As indicated in the Literature review under Adult Leaming, adults are experiential

leamers fmt and foremost. As addt Ieamers, we create knowledge from reflection upon
our experiences. The resenrch conducted indicates that an experiential approach to

leadership development should be taken. Teachea especiaily expressed the need for
actuai experience. mentoring, and coaching in the rote of an administmtor in order for

them to consider such a career move. Until teaches can experience the role of
adminimation, few appear be willing to consider a career move into this area.
Superintendenrs dso expressed that this is an area that codd be addressed from a
Department of Education perspective.

4.

Career counselihg for teachers

At a t h e where an administrative shortage looms, ody 28% of the teachers surveyed in

this research activity agreed that oppomuiities to pume a career in administrationexia.
Teachee gave examples where they did not feeI that they knew what their career options
or oppoaimities were. A career-counsehg session at the Teachers Conference held in

September of 1999 may have been a woahwhiie opportunity for teachers. There appears

to be an information gap in this area that, if fiffed, would enhance understanding and
possibly encourage more teachea to entertain the pursuit of a career in adminisnation.
5.

The development of a succession plan or model to address emerging
retirements and demographic trends

The demognphic trend across North America and the Yukon indicates an aging
workforce and an increase in retirements in the near future. This,when coupled with

fewer people interested in rising up the ranks and tèw practical training opportunities,
serves to exacerbate a leadership drain that is aiready occurrhg. The research activity

clearly indicates that this is not a trend specific to the Yukon, nor ody to educationd
organizations.
Organizations that have a succession plan in place are positioned to address the
anticipated needs of the kture. Succession planning does not have to mean the selection
of a specific individual for a specific role. Tnis wouid be counter to the principles of fair
and open cornpetition. Instead the goal of succession plamhg would be to m a t e a pool
o f potentid candidates that couid move into future administrative positions. should they
be found acceptable.

6.

Changes to the Education Act as it rehtes to School Counciis

Supe~tendents.p~cipals,and to a lesser extent teachers (likely due less direct contact
with School Counciis) ail indicated a need for the Education Act to be revisited as it

pertains to the role, powers, and duties of School Councils. There are problematic areas
fiom the point of view of School Councik hiring and evduating p ~ c i p d s .The
recommendation that School Counds can make regardhg a principal's conthued
appointment is ais0 an area of concem. The Education Act was procIaimed in 1990, and

after IO years of it being the educationd "Iaw of the Iand", adjustments are felt to be
needed by aii three of the key srakeholder groups included in this research activity.

7.

Apply systems thinking w k n s t r u c t u ~ gSchooI Councüs

At question is not whether School Counciis shodd exist In question is the current
structure of School Councils. At present, School Counciis are councils made up of
parents. The nature of the curent structure of this system often resuits in administrators
and Councils ending up '-at odds" with each other. This is probIematic, as some

administrators and superintendents have indicated. Considering that the title of the
Education Act is "Partners in Education', the rem *partnef' implies sharuig or an equal
stake in an enterprise. It appears difficdt, in some situations, to forge a sense of

partnership when one party has control over the pmfessional destiny of the other in ternis
of evaiuotion and recommendation on a term of appointment. Of interest is that the
relationship between School Council and Administrator does not include either teacher or
student representation- the two key groups rnost atyected by the relationship between
Council and Administrator and the outcornes of their relationship.

The focus of the past appears to have been to increase involvement, but this has corne
without the use of systems thinking to ciearly m d y how the *-partners"could or shouId
interact. A non-systems approach has permitted greater involvement and control on the
part of parents, but this appem complicated in the absence of a clearly anicdated view

of how aakeholder groups intenct. The result is the propensity for the reIationshÏp
between SchooI CounciIs and administrators to be h e d , It is diffictilt to frnd where
the active participation of teachers and students, dthough it may be Mplied, is either
solicited or vdued in this relationship.
8.

The devolopment of a learning culture where knowledge transference occurs

as a matter of course
Leadership is best learned through a c W y experiencing it The nature of addt LeanÜng
indicates that addts Leam best thmugh experienceand reffection upon those experiences.
At this the, teachers and administrators feel that few IearnÏnig opportunities ex& in the

organ.ization. Ewe accept that leadership can be leamed, then the creation of more

oppoaunities for experiential Ieaming wiil improve both the quaiity and numbers of
Ieaders inoui. midst.
A dominant thread which nins through the course of the research undertaken is the need

for clear training and development opportunities at the Iocal level. Srnding people for
training is not an answer in and of itself. Both an organizational and individuai culture

which promo tes and supports learninp in a Local and safe environment is also required.

9.

A more clear and concise definition as to the job description and role of
schools and school administrators

Admininrators indicate that the demands of the position have increased due to the

growing demands placed upon schools. This also has corne at a thne where there is IittIe
În the way

of training in place to improve skiIIs to better address the changing demands

of the role. Combined with this is the mount of time that administrators actuaily have
to do their job. An increase in administrative time,especidly in those schools where

there is less than I .OFTE of administrative time ailotted would help. This wouId not
address the issue regardhg c M t y of the role, but would afford hcreased oppormnity for
administrators to do a more effective job, given the diverse dernands of the position.

10.

Change the t e m of appointment for principals

A concem &ses for teachers when they wish to become an administrator. They must

give up their indeterminate statu and move to a three-year appointment as a principal.
Teachers, especidy those who are older and have been in their career longer, may be less
willing to give up their safety and security to move to a job which is viewed as stressIaden and thankless. Superintendentsand p ~ c i p a l also
s expressed concern regardkg the

three-year term appointment This is an organizational deterrent that cm be best
addressed through a change to the Education Act.

11.

A charer definition and understanding of what is the role of the VicePrincipaL

What is the roIe of the vice-principai position? Both the titerature and research suggens
it is unclear as to whether being a vice-principal is adequate training to be a principal.
One factor to consider is how a principal deploys their vice-principal. There appears to
be two schools of though in this mea. Ifthe roIe of the vice-principal is stnctiy that of

training position, then it may limit those who aspire to beùig a career vice-principal and
not a principal. This may deter may people who are willuig to give and grow as an
administrator in a role which they would be both capable and conitortable. If the viceprincipal position is a training position, wodd the vice-principal get a sense of the wide
range of duties that the principai pehrms in a 2 Full-Time Equivalent ( F E )
assignment?

Summary: Study Conclusions

The conclusions arising tfom this research activity are broad and fi-reachhg. They
would be incomplete ifnot coupled with recommendations that serve to address some or

ail of hem. Some of the conclusions can be implemented in a relatively suaightfo~rard
marner while othen will require a deeper individual and organization cornmitment in

order to eKect meaningtùl and lasting change. The foIIowing recommendations will

attempt to address both those conclusions that are quite direct, as welt as those that are
more compIex in their nature.

Study Recommendations
The key recommendation arising out of this study appears to be quite clear: that there is a
need for action@)to be taken that will make a career move to the job of a school
administrator more attractive to teachers. This can be achieved through creating a
smoother transition Erom the role of teacher to admhistrator, in addition develophg a
structure to support candidates willing to consider such a career change.

A Public Relations and Media Campaign
A public relations or media campaigu would Uiform School Councils, teachers, parents,

and the public at large of the chmging role of the school administrator not only in the
Yukon but North America wide. Not only is the changing role a topic. but also that of the
demographic trend coupled with limited numbers appearing to be interested in the
position. These topics appears to have been discussed at Iength in professiond literature
airned at administrators, but teachea, parents, and the public at hrge appear to have linle
idea of the problem and the issues contribuhg to it. This wouid hopefully help to build
support for and interest in the profession of school administrator.

Career counselling for teachers
Teachers indicated that they do not know what the opporninities are that may await them.
Career counselling wouid engage teachers in planning their %turc, create greater
awareness of what system needs may be in the hture, and then afEord them the
opportmity to rnake choices to meet both their own needs as weli as those of the system.
Increased congruence between individual needs and system needs wodd certainIy be a
"value-added" or win-win approach. This couid be approached as a jouit activity
between the Yukon Teachers'Association and the Department of Education.

Additional Administrative Time Required
Ovemhelmingly, responses fÏom teachers, administrators, and superintendents spoke to
the increasing demmd placed upon administraton and the increasing complexity of the

position. While it is hard to make the job less dificult, it is conceivable to give schools
more administrative time to deal with the volume of demands placed upon schools. O d y
26% of the administrators surveyed do not have a teaching assignment in addition to their
administrative duties, while 60% fée1 that a teaching assignment does detract Eom their
overdl effectiveness. Additional administrative time directed specifically to viceprincipals would serve to benetit schools. Additionai t h e would also increase viceprincipalst opportunities €or leadership development by providhg more time to work
with principals. Increased time would provide greater oppormnities for principals to

share in their duties, as well as irnprove the rxposure to the complete role of the
principalship for vice-principals. For a vice-principal in a .2 (FTE)position with a
classroorn assignent to get a sense of leading a whole school would be dificult at best.
Such an arrangement provides back-up for the principal, and offea littIe time for
Ieadership development.
Clearer definition of the role and purpose of the Vice-Principal position
C1a.rit-y in this area would be of assistance for current vice-principals, as well as those
teachers c o n s i d e ~ ga career in adniUüstntion. There does not appear to be a clear
career path here, meiining that one does not have to be a vice-principal fikt before
becoming a principal. 1s the role of the vice-principal one that stands on its own, or is it a
training role for the principalship? From the perspective of school administrators, 46%

were uncertain and 25% disagree that beùig a vice-principal is adequate preparation for
becoming a principal. Of conceni is the fact that, even ifa vice-principal views their
time in the position as a developmentai step to the p~cipdship,it dtimateiy will be

decided by a School CounciI as to whether they wilI become a principal. As research
indicated, a SchooI Counca has the ability tu decide on a principd for other than specinc
educationai rasons,

The Development and Writing of an Administrative Handbook
The development of a short, clear, and concise Administrative Handbook that acts as a
ready reference for principals wouid provide practicai exarnples for new and experienced
administrators alike. This is different from a Poiicy Manual. Samples of Ietters,
exarnples of best practices, procedures, things to consider at the start of the year,
protocols. references on how do ded with Iegai or social senrice issues- where to go for
help- ail could be hcluded in this. We know that there will be a turnover of
administntoa. therefore a publication such as this should be prepnred in advance in as
one means of gathering the present corporate knowledge that exists. Intbrmation such as
this could be posted on the YESNET site, in addition to being published in booklet form.

In the absence of any specitic training, such a resource would be especidly useful to
newer administraton, yet would not be an expensive undertaking.
Create a Mentoring Program
Principals in the Yukon indicate that, given the tirne, they would be willing to enter into a
mentoring relationship with new administrators. At the same time, teachen indicate that
they would be more wiIIing to pursue a career in administration should rnentoring
opportunities exist.

New administrators couid be paired with a current administratoras a means of providing
support through partnering and the creation of a '-safety net". Such an approach does not
go so far as genenting new principds through developmental learning o p p ~ ~ t ithat
es
wouid e x i t in a Leadership development program. Mead, it wouid serve to assist new

principals to the Yukon through the sharing o€organhationa( knowledge and expenence.
As a new pnncipd eqerienced the chaiIenges of the position, they wodd have a skilled
guide who wodd provide the mord, inteiiectual, and acimhÎstrativesupport that is

presentiy lacking in the system in a fomaIized manner. This step wodd serve to
enhance retention and improve skills, and wouid be of benefit to both individuais and the

organization aiike. Additionaiiy, in rurai schooIs where there is no vice-principal, such a
relationship wodd be of exceptional benefit by serving to reduce the professiond
isoIation ofien experienced.
Such a step would require support and assistance from Yukon Education, the Association
of Yukon School Administrators (AYSA), and the Yukon Teachers' Association. In
addition to support given to such a relationship by the three groups mentioned above,

monthly release time (for exampk. one day a month, or 10 days in the fmt school year)
could be allocated to participating administrators. Experienced administrators couid ais0
receive monetary compensation. additionai penond days, or additionai professional
developrnent oppominities in exchange for sharing their time and expenence with new
administrators. Developing such an intelIectud support network couid be a cost-effective
way to support and retain the new administraton that will be entering Yukon schools. A

value-added benetit would be the s h h g of corporate knowledge currently held by many
experienced Yukon school leaders.

Establish a Yukon School Leadership Program

68% of teachers are either unsure or disagree that post-graduate training wouid prepare

them for a career as an administntor. Conversely, 77% feel that mentorship with an
experienced adminimator wodd be an effective means of preparation. The formation of
a program would serve to create what teachers Say they wodd need for them to consider

a career in administration: an opportunity to experience the job fim-hand, coupted with a
mentoahip opportunity and the ability to p u m e coursework. This would serve the twofold purpose of encouraging teachea and increashg their knowledge and skius base in
order for them to have as successful start as possibfe upon entering the administrative

ranks. 62% of teachea sunreyed expressed that they wodd consider such a career
change, given relevant suppon These figures hoid promise. The imptementation of a

leadership deveIopment pro-

wodd dso serve to address the need for trainhg and

teaming opportdties that is highlighted by supe~tendents
and p ~ c i p d s .

This program wodd require the support of three key ~ r g ~ z a t i o nThe
s : Department of
Education, the Association of Yukon Schooi Administrators, and the Yukon Teachers
Association. Such a program wodd attempt to take a systerns approach by attending to
ail aspects of leaming, and dovetail both individuai and organizational needs.
A value-added component of such a program is that it involves liale, ifany, additionai

time for teachers and administraton to be away from their schools. Such a program

could easily m in synchronization with the school Yeu9and provide the oppominity for
post-graduate study to be pursued at the local level.
Establish a Learning Coordinator Position

The Leaming Coordinator wodd responsïble for the fostering of Organizational Leaming
and Training within the Department of Education, specitIc to teachers and administrators.

This organization, comprised of approximately 475 educatoa, presently has no such

specific role. This position wodd be instrumental to address what superintendents.
principals, and teachers view as a lack of coordinated effort and information in terms of
the generation of leaming oppomuiities to address both individuai and organimtional
needs,

The research conducted indicates the need for organizations to take the responsibiiity for
their own leaming, shodd they wish to remain cunent, effective, and/or cornpetitive.
This job shodd not fdl to supe~tendentsnor is it a duty of supe~tendentsunder the
Education Act. They are more than busy enough managing the day to day operation of
the organization. Their role is not that ofa trainer, nor are they hired to be ones. They
simply, due to the compiexity of their positions, do not have the time to nucture
administrators.

n e creation of a leaming orgmization would serve to avoid the mickel and dime"
approach that supe~tendentshdicate will not work when deveIoping leadership Ieamhg
opportunities. A one or two day course before the start of the school year is not sufncient

enough to provide new administrators with the skills they need. Such an approach
focuses more on the disseminationof information, and very littie on leaming and the

building of support networks. Understanding that the creation of such a position is a
budgetary item, opportunities to CO-fundthis position should be pursued between
stakeholder groups.
As principaIs ùidicated, they generdy disagree that superintendents are effective

numiren of adminisntive talent. Supe~tendentsindicated that any training presen*

provided is minimal, if existent at dl. The role of the Leaming Coordinator would be to
manage and expand the intellectud resources of the organization. Duties would include
the following:
Development of key leadership cornpetencies that administrative candidates would be
required to demonstrate
Liaison between AYSA. YTA, the Department of Education, School Councils, and
administrative candidates

Liaison with post-secondary institutions to coordinate the development of relevant
post-graduate study which would be accessible at the local Ievel
Responsibility for the effective coordination and management of the Yukon Schocl
Leadership Program

Sit as a member of the selection team that wouid choose administrative candidates
entering the prograrn.
Organization and facilitation of the mentorship process between candidates and
mentors

Development of Problem Based Scenarios and coordination of the presentation of
sohtions to supe~tendents

Evaiuation of candidates in conjunction with mentors
Coordination of the cohort group of candidates and visitations to other schools
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The value-added benefits of the creation oFa Leaming Coordinator position include:
Supe~tendentsgain exposure to the prospective candidates available for
administrative positions when candidates present solutions to their probiem-based

scenarios

The position fulfills a need identified by both the organization and individuds
Organizational leaming occurs when candidates are able to generate knowledge for
both themselves and the organization h o u & atternpting to solve relevant andor

emergent problem issues. This woiild shift the focus Gom classroom leamhg to
action Ienming and inventiveness
1s on-going through the school year, causing minima1 time Iost kom work on the part

of mentor and Iearner. These savings would help to undenvrite the saiary costs of the
position
Reduces the need to attempt to recniit and rely on outside resources for administrative
candidates
Modifications to the Education Act

Modifications to the Education Act as it pertains to the powers, duties, and structure of
School Councils need to be considered. in many jurisdïctions, a more pluraiÎstic
approach is used to build School CounciIs (David, 1996). This involves decision making
tearns composed of a combination of teachers, parents or community representatives,
school administration, -dents,

and business representatives. Models which apply a

systems approach require M e r study, especidy in t e m of how they may enhance
student Ieaming in Yukon schools.

AS nipe~tendentsindicated, there are sections of the Act that may better be addressed as

policy statements. This is a longer-term recommendation, though is a timely one,
considering that the Education Act is undergohg a two-year review process. It will take
the politicai will and fortitude to implement refmements and changes. Important is the

need to educate both the public and politicians as to the reasons why changes need to be
made, and including them in the process. This could be assisted through the public
relations and media campaign leading up to the beginning of the Education Act review.
Summary: Study Recommendations

The four sections of the Litenture Review provide a basis for the recommendations
which are made within the scope of this research activity. A looming leadership shonage
requues the developmerït of leaders with the skills to address both present and future
chdenges.

In order to create leaming opportunities that are effective, an understanding of the nature
of how iidults l e m is vital. For leaniing to be supported, there must be a requisite
organizationalculture that values both individual and organizationai learning.
Understanding that organizations are greater than the sum of their parts (and school
administrators are required to work effectively with each part), an irnproved awareness of
systems thinking will be a key to long term success. The recommendations genented
through the undertaking of this research activity employ a systems approach. By
addressing the whoIe system that has led to the problem and the resulting oppoctunities,
a different and higher level of thought is being used to generate sohtions that encompass
the whole.

This study recommends a wide variety of actions that can be taken by Yukon Education
and other organizaati facing both present and future Leadership shortages, The
recommendations made Vary Gom short-term, inexpensive steps that c m be taken, to
Ionger-term activities that wodd require a concerted effort on the part of aiI stakeholder
groups. The recommendations, as stated, also mcnclude many vaiue-added benefits, the
greatest of which being impmvement of schooncls and schooI leadership. This wodd

ultimately strengthen the system as a whole, ensuring quality l e h g experiences for
administrators, teachers, and snidents aIike.
The recommendations that are made within the scope of this project do not aise solely
out of the research activity conducted with teachers, admuiistrators, and superintendents.

The research findings compliment those of the Literature Review, and both sets of data
underscore the need for organizations to invest in the human capitai that already exists

withh their respective organizations. As Unportant, the d i n g n e s s on ihe part of
individuais to enter into some manner of leadership development is recognized as needed

and important. A systematic approach to leadership development, fostered and
Mplemented with a clear understanding of the needs of adult learners is required. An
organizational culture that enhances such an approach will then be a clear step closer to

becoming a leaming organization (Senge, 1990). A Human Resource strategy that
creates value by developing oppomullties for lemming and the development of intellectual
capital within the organidon wiil serve to address the fbture leadership requirements of

Yukon schools,
The implications of this research, and the choices that can be made, shdl be discussed in
the following section.

CHAPTER FIVE- RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS
Organization lmplementation
The focus of this research activity is to address factors that discourage and deter teachers
tiom pursuing a career in school administration through the generation of leadership
leaming o p p o d t i e s . A loomuig shortap of school administrators exists. at a time
where the development and nurturing of the intellectuai capital already within the

organization is not occurring.
The research activities conducted within the scope of this project indicates sorne
willingness on the part of teachen to pursue a career in administration, should
educationai organizations be willing to support them in that endeavour. From a
demographic perspective, the need for developrnental leadership oppomuiities is timely.
At present, few teachers are interested in the pursuit of a career in school administration
in the absence of any training or leadership leaming oppomullties. This shonage is
compounded by the number of administrators that will retire over the next iive yem, not
ody in the Yukon but also in other jurisdictions. The fact that the intellectuai capitai

already possessed by the organization is neither being motivated or aligned to address the
leadership shortage does not bode weIl for the fûttire quaiity and qumtity of leaders in

our schoois.
The implications of this research activity are many and varied. Regardiess, distinct

choices and possibilities present thernselves to Yukon Education and other organizations
on the eve of what is a looming leadership crisis.
Option SI: Do Nothing

Even in light of the evidence genenited by the research activity, the demographic
projections afEecting o r g ~ t i o n sfewer
,
younger people aspiring to leadership roIes at a
time of impending retirements, one option is simpIy to do nothing. This choice wouid

permit orgmhtions such as Yukon Educaûon to Save money in an immediate sense, and
not hcur any addition expendinires in order to address the root causes of the problem.

Recruitment nom outside sources would be required to meet füture demand, though as
the research indicates, a dearth of skiIled candidates aiready exists.
The nsk involved in this somewhat myopic approach would be that, if administrators are
going to retire-and

they wiH- the quality of leadership in our schools wil1 ultimately

decrease. This already appears ro be the case, as quoted in the Vancouver Sun's January

13,2000, edition. In an article by Janet SteEenhagen titled -5honage of Principals
Looms in B.C. Schools", the author highlights the dearth of candidates which is expected
to get even worse in the next ctve to ten years. The qudity of candidates that do apply for
jobs is "decidedIy thin".
At a tirne where the need for effective administraton appean to be greater than ever, not
addressing the problem in a systematic manner will have senous implications on the

quality of leadership in schools. If the administrator is a key person in ensunng a

positive and enrichhg school climate (Barth, 1990), then ensuring the continued quality
of administrators wiIl be a major step towards ensuring the continued quality and
improvement of education in our schools.

Option #2:

Make an lnvestment in the Current Human Capital Through
Leadership Development

The research activity undertaken w i t h the scope of this project indicates the need for
invernent to be made in the human capital within organizations. The research activity
dso indicates wiUingness on the part of individuais to make a cornmitment to explore a
career in school administration,shouid their organization be wiliing to make a paralIeI
investnient in them.

The Iong-term value-added benetits are rnany, and the possibilities exciàng ones. For the
organization to grow, innovation and experimentation16th Leadership devebpment is

needed. Not o d y wilI a leadership crisis be avoided, but an opportunity to deveIop the

leadership enicacy of those already Ï n the organization wiiI dso be created. Less
dependency on outside resources at a time of scarcity will be a result. Increased
ownership and loyaity to organizations wiLi resuIt when an organization shows interest
and enthusiasm in the leadership development of their empIoyees.

What is uitimately required in such an approach is the cornmitment of top management.
A value-added benefit is that Yukon Education has the oppominity to become the

educationd system of choice, where highiy skiiled people wii1 choose to work, devote

themselves, and remain in what is already an increasingly cornpetitive environment. The
Yukon risks losing admininraton to organkations that make Uivestment in human capital
a pnority. This investment is, in the final anaiysis, a win-win proposition for both the

individual and the organization.
What is needed to grow a Leadership Development Program?
Foremost, the participation and involvement of five stakeholder groups would be
required: These are the Yukon Department of Education, the Association of Yukon
School Administraton, the Yukon Teachea' Association, School Councils, and postsecondary institutions. Commitment on the part of individuai teochers is dso required.
and would be central to the ultimate success of the program.

The Department of Education would be responsible to provide additionai administrative
t h e to each school that supported participahg candidates. This tirne is required for

both for the candidate and mentoring administrator. To provide additional LeanÜng, the
leadership candidate wodd aiso have to engage another administrator in another location

in order to broaden their learning experience.

The Association of Yukon School Administrators (AYSA) wouId be responsible for the
encouragement and seIection of mentors to work with leadership candidates, and for
i n c h h g them in AYSA professional developrnent activities. Both AYSA and the YïA

would devote h d i n g and suppon for those candidates pursuing professionai
development activities.
A conunittee compnsed of a Superintendent, the Learning Coordinator, a School Council
Chair, a representative from AYSA, and a representative fiom YTA would be responsible
for the interviewkg and selection of leadership candidates on a . annual basis.

A Suggested Model To lncrease Bench Strength
Before any such a program couid begin, it wouid be necessary to idente the core
leadership competencies that Yukon Education and other nakeholden feel are necessary
for a school administrator to possess. This wouid be an activity that would foster
participation and ownership on the part ofaii stakeholders nom the onset.

The suggested mode1 builds upon both the research data collected and the fmdings
described in the Literature Review. Teachers indicate a willingness t~ Ieam more about
school administration. Before they will move from the position of teacher to that of
administrator, developmentai oppominities need to be in place for them. Current
administrators expresseci a desire to be invoIved as mentors, indicating that postsecondary mtdy on its own does create an effective school administmtor. Departmentlevel personnel indicate that at the present there is no development of administrative
talent, and that this places the Department of Education in an unfavourable position,
given the current shortage of skiIled leaders.
A systems approach to problem soiving is empIoyed, as root issues are addressed for ail

involved groups. Increased recrWting activity, for example, does not empioy this
approach and wili not in itseif nurture new leaders. In the plan descnied beIow,
oppoaunity for [eaming and knowIedge generation is created, as is the provision for this

knowIedge to be fed back into the organi7ation even before candidates compIete the
P=ogram-

Such a program is based on the premise that niccess WUbe assured through the

aliment of both individual and organizational needs. To date, this has not occurred in
ternis of Ieadership development for administrators in the Yukon. In effect, all involved
groups are expressing the desire for many of the same things. The success of such a
program wilI hinge upon stakeholders being involved and moving forward together to
create the "bench strength" required to meet firhue needs.
Applicants would i d e n t e themselves to the Organization as being interested, and wouid

need to demonmate the willingness, desire. and aptitude to l e m more about school
administration. This would be done in writing, supponed by a resume that indicated a
tlack record OFboth personal gcowth, prokssional development, and leadership potential.
Interviews would be conducted in such a manner that would include the input of
stakeholder groups. The suggested length for such a program would be two years. and is
centered upon the experiential nature of d u l t learning. The program could be strucmed
to include the following elements:

Year 1

In the fint year. participants would be gmnted .I FTE release time from their assignrnent
(one haiEday per week) to tàmiliarize thernselves on a weekly basis with school
operations and work with school administration. In order to facilitate this, participating
schools with a Ieadership candidate would also receive an additional .I FTE in their
administrative ailotment to provide school administraton with matching collaborative

time. Tasks required of the candidate, conducted under the q e M s i o n of their mentor,
wouid include:

The deveiopment of a personal leadership podolio
Attendance at School Councii meetings
Attendance at Department of Education Area Meetings

Attendance at n meeting of Chief and Council (XapplicabIe)
Org-g

and chairing a number of staff m e e ~ g s

The development of a professional readings Lia and annotated bibliography
A visitatioa and i n t e ~ e w
conducted with 2 other school adminlstrators
A year-end reflective report nimming up their year's activities, including interviews,
readings list and annotated bibtiography, and growth plan for Year 2
Regular participation in a cohoa group of leadership candidates to enhance leaming
through retlection, dialogue, and sharing of experiences

Many of the Year 1 activities are of low or no-cost. The majority of responsibility is
placed upon the participating candidate. The highest cost item wouid be the cornmitment
on the part of the Department of Education commit the equivaient of .2 F E additional
administrative t h e to facilitate interaction between mentor and candidate.

Year 2

Year two would be comprised of the following elements:
An increase in release time for candidates and participating schools to .ZFTE each

Application and acceptance to an approved post-graduate program
Continued mentoring with and assisting school administration
A study of reIevant documents: The Education Act, Collective Agreement, Teacher

EvaiuatÏon Guide, etc.
Visitations to two other schools (2days each)
Visitations with leaders fkom a department or organization other than the Department
of Education
A study of emùient leadenhip/managementauthors

Participation in appIied Problern Based Learning scenarios that require the generation
of workable solutions. These would be presented to Superintendents for evduation in

an "authentic" presentation, with feedback given by Superintendents
A £inaievduation compIeted by the Leamhg Coordinator and Administrative

Mentor, presented to Superintendents
On-going participation in a cohort group of Ieadership candidates

in this second year, the Iargest expendinire would be the additionai -4 F E administrative
time aiiotted to participahg schools. Funcihg to cover expenses such as travel to other

schools for visitations wouId be applied for through the M A . At the end of the two-year
program, candidates would receive a certEcate of completion that codd be added to their
persond portfolio. AYSA and the Learning Coordinator would be responsible for the
arrangement of an event to celebrate the accomplishments of the candidates. Candidates
wodd be able to apply to the YTA Professional Development Fund for reimbursement of
tuition expenses hcurred by the attendance at an approved Mastes-level program.
Involvement in post-secondary midy would be easier if such cornes were offered in the
Yukon,
For candidates that hooid a Masters-level degree in Educationd Leadership, facility for
tailoting the program to meet their specific leaming needs would be required, in order to
prevent duplication of lenming experiences.

in specific instances, there may be individuais who are current administrators yet do not
possess a Masters-level degree. For them, the offering of accessible and relevant coursework in the Yukon during the summer couid be beneflcid. ïheir working knowledge of
school administration codd dso be shared with newer candidates in the program through
interaction in the cohort group.

Financial Costs and Future Benefits

Using the term -investmenr" implies an expendinrre, but one that aIso generates a future
benefit or profit. What wodd the cost and fùture benefits be of making such an
investrnent in the current human capital? One clear bene& as already discussed in th3

project, is the fact that engaging in leadership development will eIiminate the reliance on
outside resources at a time where a shortage of administratorsexists nation-wide. Yukon
Education has the abiiity to take positive steps that wiIi parantee effective Ieadership for

schools in the firme. A sample of the invesmient required foiiows below. For the
purposes of correlating tirne with costs, the foIiowing conversion factor wilI be used.
1.O FTE (Full T h e Equivalent) position = $72,000

The suggested leadership model requires that both mentors and candidates be given
.1 FTE reIease tirne in order to participate in mentoring and leadership development

activities. Four candidates in the Grst year wodd incur a cost of -8 FTE,or $56,700. in
the second year, this additional thne is doubled to 1.6 FTE,or $1 15,200, At the end of

the f~st
2 years, for a prognm cost of 2.4 FTE. the Yukon wiii have generated four
administrative leadenhip candidates.
At the beginning of the second year, four more candidates wodd enter Year 1 of the

program. By the end of four years, if no more candidates enter the program, there would

be 12 candidates generated, for a cost of 7.2 FTE, or $518,400 over 4 years. This
amounts to an average of $129,600 per year, or 1.8 FTE per year devoted to leadership
development. The followùig tables serve to clan& the financial considerations p e r t d g
to a leadership development program.
Table 5.1 :

Costs and Benefits of Leadership Development

Year

1

2

3

4

Total

FTE

,8

2.4

2.4

f -6

7.2

$172,800

$172,800

$1 15,200

%518,400

4

4

O

12

Dollar Cost

$57,600
:

New
I

Candidates

4
I

I

t

I

I

The corn of this leadership approach are lmdemnitten by a number of other expenses that
wouid not be Ïncurred through the use ofthis form of leadership development. This

approach does not hcur substitute costs or dÏsmpt the conhuity of teachuig whiie
candidates attend a program out of the schooI, benefitting students and schools. For

I

example, if an approach such as the Yukon Govemment Leadership Forum (YGLF)were
used, substitue costs would be uicurred at a rate of 28 days over 1 8 months, or 19 days

per year. For 12 candidates to attend this prognm, substitute costs done would amount

to $57,000 over 4 years.

The figure of 12 candidates over 4 years wouId serve to address the need due to
retirements. Data provided by Yukon administrators indicates L 5 school administraton
will likely retire over the next 5 years.
Table 5.2: Opportunities to Realize Savings

1

Potential Savings

1

Averaged over 4

years

1 Relocation Coas

f 14250/year

$57,000

Substitute Costs

1

$48,000

1

$ I2,00O/year

RecnUting Costs

$20,000

%5000/year

Tota1 Potential Savings

$125,000

S31JSOfyear

Table 5.3:

The Bottom Line

Annuai Cost over 4 years
Average Annuai Cost Per CandidateNear

$98,350

$8 196

The Leaming Coordînator position wouid be an expenditure required in order to make
such a program workable. The ievel of h d i n g given to this position wodd be based
upon the support given participating stakeholders. It wodd be unredistic to expect that

nich a program coufd deveiop and be implemented without some form of personnel

support. Adding such a role to the duties of supe~tendentsis unrefistic, given the
responses provided by administrators. Superintendents, while tending to the operation of
their schools, are not effective in the numiring of administrative talent.
Opportunities to cost-share the amounts required may exia between the Public Service
Commission, Yukon Education. the Yukon Teachers' Association. and the Association of
Yukon School Administrators. Such avenues m u a be explored in order to gain
commitment and support, understanding that each group mentioned above stands to gain
Eom the development of leadership.

Involvement of Post-Secondary Institutions

One of the duties of the Leamhg Coordinator wodd be to liase with post-secondary
institutions. Their involvement is important for the generation of workable, practical, and
relevant leaniing opportunities. Duruig this two-year time frame, the Leaming
Coordinator would be responsible for working with post-secondary institutions to
develop course work and materiais which could be deiivered on-site in the Yukon during
the m e r . Teachers indicated that one of the Iimiting factors for those wishing to

pursue graduate study is IeaWig the Yukon to do so. Teachen, especially from a f a d y
perspective indicated this to be problrrnatic. Travel to a major center and fuiding

affordable accommodation is ais0 diEcuit. In discussion with superintendents, the
benefits gained from previous leoming opportunities being offered in the Yukon during

the summer were made apparent.

The Leaming Coordinator wodd soficit and work with a number of post-secondary
institutions in order to develop programs most relevant to the needs of both individuais

and Yukon Education. Room within programs wodd be required in order to allow for
individuaikation and specialuation, This wodd avoid a g'cookie-cuttef' result where
graduates Lefi with the IargeIy the same leaming experiences, but wodd add to the

diver*

of knowledge of school administrators in the Yukon. The knowIedge of

experienced Leaders fiom both within the Yukon and otherjtrrisdictions couId be

incorporated during the sumrner sessions. This incorporation and validation of
experience would Iead to the generation of knowledge that can be fed back into the
organization on the part of new and expenenced administrators aIike. A systems
approach to learning is employed, as the pursuit of post-secondary education occurs
within the context of the organization, not sirnply as an extemal activity resulting in a

professional qualification.
Thinking Win-Win
What are the 'win-wui" scenarios that emerge from an integrated approach such as this?

For each stakeholder group, there is the opportunity to realize value-added benefits from
the undertaking of some or ail of the recommendations arising Eom this Major Project.

Yukon Education
Within two years, Yukon Education takes an active role in growing the leaders
needed for the future. This will serve to address the increased retirements of the next
5-10 years
Financial costs are underwritten by the swings realized through decreased
dependence on recruitment and cornpetition with otherjurisdictions

Research activities undertaken by hnire participants wiii add to the body of
educationd knowledge within the orgam*zation(as has this research activity).
Superintendents will have a Iarger, more qualined pool of suitable candidates Eom
which to create short-tists for cornpetitions
Supe~tendentswiU benefit by having more expenenced administrators, rather thao
neophytes that are Ieanillig in an incidentai maMer

interested candidates have the opportunity to eqIore school administration in a safie

and supported rnanner, while a~astingtheir organhtion at the same the.

There is the opportunity to pursue partidy h d e d post-graduate study offered in the
Yukon.

The development of Ieaming networks between leadership candidates and mentors
that could be maintained as they move into school administration. Leaming does not

cease once the program ends.
Teachers c o n s i d e ~ ga move into administration can Ieam topics that are
organizationally specific but not covered specificaliy in post-graduate study, such as:

Budgeting

Staffmg
Evaluation
Community and Media Relations

Contlict resolution/legal issues

First Nations Governments
History of Education in the Yukon (corponte knowledge)

School Administrators
Administrators and their schools benefit fiom increased understanding of the nature
of the role of school administration through the encouraged knowledge sharing

Expenenced administrators share in new approaches and feeI that their leamed
knowledge and experience is vaiued within the organization
Administrators can tap Uito new areas research being conducted by leadership
candidates, thereby remaining current in the Iatest developments in education and

leadership without having to pumie M e r study
Students
Students wilI benefit Eom having better schools in which to l e m . The key to a good
school is a good principal (Barth, 1990).

The quality of educational programming for students and the numinng of a positive
school climate and comrnunity is dependent upon the qudity of Ieadership
As community and students' needs change in the firme, effective leadership will be

able to address and meet those needs, keeping schools relevant to leamers

School Councils and Schools
School Councils benefit Eom having a tdented pool of candidates Eom which to
choose future administrators

The qudity of educational leader wilI be maintaùied and preferably enhanced, leading
to more effective working relationships.
Creation of a greater awareness of the need to be a supporting member in the
development of t h e administrative talent

Providing A Range of Options

This research activity has resulted in a range of options that serve to address the
leadership shortage faced by Yukon Education and other educationd organizations. Each
recommendation requires a different Ievel of commitment in terms oftirne. support, and
financial resources. One specific recommendation, implemented in isolation, may not
serve to compIetely address the leadership shortage that challenges Yukon Education.

The recommendations that have emerged fiom the research activity would be most
effective when applied in combination with each other. nie recommendations are listed

below in ascending order in t e m of the degree of the prospective organizaûond and
fiancial commitment required.

Level of
Commitment

Option

Greatest
Commitment

Modifications to the Education Act
The establishment of a Yukon School Leadership Program
hcreasing administrative time. with specific
ernphasis on the M e ailoned to vice-principals

The creation of a Leaming Coordinator position
A public relations and media carnpaign

Creathg and supporting mentoring opportunities
for new administrators

The development and writhg of an Administrative
Handbook
Career counselling for teachen
Commitment

As mentioned above, the pursuit of one activity alone will not serve to adequately address

the leadership shortage facing Yukon Education. For example, changes made to the
Education Act may not address the fact that teachers indicate the need for developmentd
oppornuùties to be in place in order for hem to consider a career in admhCstration.A
systematic approach, which preferably applies sorne or ail of the options presented and

fosters cornmitment fiom dl key nakeholders, will be what is required to create Iasting
and sustainabIe change.

Future Research
Future research activities wouid be centered on the anaiysis of the effectiveness of such

an approach to leadership development and organizationai Iearniflg. Research in the area
of the socidization of administrative candidates, especidy in northem isoIated areas

appears to be scant at this time. Emergùig from this research wodd be the ability to
evahate the effectiveness of such an applied approach to organizationai leaming, in the
absence of any other such model.

For example, Leithwood (1996) highiights the fact that organizational learning (the
process of improving both individual knowledge and the collective skills and practices of

an organization) is a perspective used to view and understand orgzinizations other than
schools and school systems. Because organizational leaming is an approach rarely
applied to schools, littie ifany systematic evidence that describes the conditions that
encourage or inhibit such learning in schools currently exists. Leithwood offen one
c1ea.r and renlistic view thnt encourages further exploration of organi;?ationd leamhg as it
retates to schook:
"Envisionhg schools as teming organizations, however, does not require
exceptional accuracy in predicting consequences for the hnire of current trends.
That schools will continue to face a steady strearn of novel problems and
ambitious demands is the o d y prediction required. These demands and problems

most certainiy will generate considerable pressure, for both individuais and
groups, to learn new and more effective ways of doing business. For aiI these

reasons, then, organizational Ieaming seems Like a productive Lens through which
to begui to view schools. And tr~~ndormational
foms of leadership appear to
hoid considerabte potentid for develophg the organîzational ieaming capacities
of schools" (p. 4).
WouId such a model sewe to enhance the learning of experienced admùiistratoa that

may be c o n s i d e ~ ag move to the supe~tendency?During the research activity,
superintendents niggested that one of the contriiuting reasons why there is an aged
administrative force is because there is Iittie mobility out of the principal rote.

Educationai organizations, and the people withlli hem, may be better sewed by a mode1
that serves to hcrease the movement of p ~ c i p d tu
s grow into senior-IeveI positions for
a penod of time and then a move back to a schooI. One perceived benefit of such an

approach wouid be increasùig principals' awareness and understanding of the larger
organization as a whole. This would serve to offer mid-career principals some career

mobility, a broader view of the system, and where thek school and othea fit within that
system,
Understandmg that one hallmark of a leader is their ability and capacity to aIso be a

lemer (Kouzes and Pomer 1999, the following chapter shall address the lessons temed
through the process of conducting this research activity. These are not lessons leiinied
simpiy fiom the results of the reseorch acùvity, but discuss in detaiI the personal Iessons

that have ernerged as a resdt of conducting such a project.

CHAPTER SIX- LESSONS LEARNED
Research Project Lessons Learned
Introduction: Lessons learned

The lessons learned within the scope of this research activity serve to underscore a key
components of the process of this study, and support one of the main conclusions. This is
the fact that aduits are expenentiai leamers that need to do in order to know. The Lessons

Ieamed in the undertaking of this research project could likely not have been learned in
any other way. As Shank and Cleave (in Abboa 2000) so aptiy point out, the humm
mind l e m s more about the worId by operating within it, not through reading, hearing

lectures, or studying abstract models of it.

By extension, the nature of schooI administration is the same from the point of view that
one cannot simply study to become an effective school leader. In addition to there being
no clearly applicable body of knowledge fiom which to study, many of the lessons
administrators leam are those Learned through the process of doing. Unfortunately at this

tirne, the c m n t o~anizationaicuIture of Yukon Education promotes the fact that much
of the Ieaming that does occur goes on in ÏsoIation, Leaming oppomuiities for teachers

in the administrative area are not presentIy nurtured, encouraged, and suppoaed, to the
loss of both individuah and the organization alike.

There is Littie time to share, refIect upon, and generate new knowledge together. To b d d
upon Einstein's Eom eariier in thÏs project, Yukon Education is not using a higher level
of thought above that which serves to reinforce the clment situation. At present, the
emerguig shortage of administrators and Iack of willingness on the part ofteachers to

pursue an administrative career is compensated by oniy hcreased recruiting activities.

This approach, as stoted eariier, serves only to treat symptoms and fds short of
addrPssuig core issues.

Nonetheless, individuai learning does go on, and fIourishes given the appropriate
opportunities and environment. This project is representative of that fact. The Following
paragraphs descnbe the lessons leamed by the writer through the conduct of this research
mdy.

The Need for Time Management Skills
In hindsight, likely the most important ski11 that is required in completion of an applied

research project is time management. Having a schedule and outline is important, but of
greater importance is how one manages the time within the Fnmework of the schedule.

The ability and willingness to immerse oneself in the project is important For this
researcher. working on the project couid not be a 10 minutes o d l O minute off &air.
Blocking off sections of time, perhaps on a Friday night or Saturday morning, created
productive time. At the end of this t h e , a sense of accomplishment would often emerge.
When working on such a large undertaking as a Major Project, those minor miIestones of
complethg a section or even just isolathg a dominant trah of thought and summing it up
on paper are important to recognize.
Another management ski11 related to time management is knowing when to stop. At
some point Ïn the project work the data collection must stop and the synthesis needs to
begh

One of the most inspiring (and daunthg) aspects of undertaking nich a research

activity is the realization of just how rnuch intonnation there is "out there". With the

advent of the WorId Wide Web, the abiiity to access materid is endless. Be sure to be

fiexÏbIe, but aiso endeavour to stick to the Project MiIestonedSchedule that you have laid
out for yourself.

The Research is Al[ Around You

In an action research project, the information is all aromd yolt In the case of this
project, the research did not Le simpIy in literature review and m e y activities but

insights emerged in the hdways, the staff rooms, the Central Oflice, and the parking lot.
The "off the cuff', casuai conversations, though not easy to quote and reference, help one
to form new mental models, especially after such a project draws your own mental
models into question. The beauty of action research is, if one is perceptive, that it is
observable and al1 around us. An example of this is when people are cesistant to change.
Once the change is made, generally people are more cornfortable with it. During the
change, the reasons given for the resistance cm hoId interesthg Ulsights into how both
individuals and groups thiak. In an action research project, do not separate your topic
from your day to day work and observations. They often are more closely related than
you might think-live your project!

Be Prepared To Be Surprised
By this, be prepared to be surprised by what you learn about yourself, your profession,

and the context in which you exist professionaily. One example of this wouid be the

shifts you make in your own thinking. Coming to tenns with just how much we don?
know is a daunting realization. Diplomaticdly getting others to redize the same thing is
even more diffcult! Anotheer eexample would be the skepticism that intelligent people or
organizations may have for research- even action research that they themsehes might
have panicipated in. Research is at times viewed as "something out there", done by

someone else in another time or place that does not have direct devance to the present
situation. The beauty of action research is that it calls the here, the now, the why, and the

fiiture ÛII into question, and is more relevant than some care to recognize. One of the
goals of the researcher has been to, through this project, show others the power of our
coIIective capacity to Iearn more about ourseives and what we do.

Learn to Listen To Yourself

By this, two things are meant: h
t,
Iisten to your internai mechanisms, regardess of the
schedde you have crafted for your project. if the writing, thinking, or reading is not
fIowing, take a break fiom it, Many a non-productive hour can be spent trying to "get

your head around" a topic, issue, or readuig. The best advice is to do something
completely different, such as make dinner, go for a walk, or work on sornethllig with your
hands. Often, the thoughts and ideas wiiI aiign themselves in this time without you
having to even think about it. Even if you don't experience an epiphany, you'U approach
your work in a better frame of mind. Likely, the best advice is to dso spend some of this
"down-time" with your family. Whether you believe it or not, they will see and sense
exactiy what you're feeling. They might even provide that slightly difXerent lens that you
needed to view a given situation. Don't forget to include them!
Secondly, listen to yourseff when you s t m questioning your beliefs. You are not being a
traitor to yolllseifwhen you cal1 your own mental rnodels into question. This is what
doing such a project is dl about. Don't forget that it is not only the mental models of
others that you want to cal1 into question and analyze, but more Mponantly your own. If
you think the same way about your topic(s) by the end of the project as you did at the
start of it, then you may have strïp-rnined the issues and missed the motherlode of

knowledge that rested just a Iittle below the surface. Don? be scared to dig a Little deeper

into your own thoughts and beliefs! This is where the red leamuig and knowIedge Lies.
The lnterconnectednessand "Loopiness" of it al1
Undertaking a project such as this requires a wiiLingness to broadening your scope. This
means stepping back and tryuig to take in as wide a view as possible. In your view, you

need to keep your problem in the center. The broader view may not emerge aiI at once,
but once you begin your research it is as if you are seeing your problern through a zoom
Iens that is sIowIy being scaied back to increase the mgle of view. As this occurs, you

wilI begin to see that which previousIy appeared to be unco~ectedis rdated to a larger
whoIe.
This is where the interconnectedness, or converseiy the awareness of uncomectedness,
cornes in. Pertaining to this research actiMtyra moment of reari;ration carne when the
focus group with superintendents was completed When thW responses and feelings

were combined with those expressed by teachea and school administrators it ernerged
that everyone was, in effect, saying many of the same things.

The "loopiness" r e d y applies to systems thinking and is almost the same as
interconnectedness. Loopiness is more of a way to describe tirne, where the concept of
things moving '-full-circle" rather than in a lïnear fashion emerges.

In our daily lives we

focus so much on the event-level or pattern- level of thinking. This appears to be
supported by the fienetic pace ofwork, where tirne to actively reflect on events and
patterns becomes secondary tu "dealing?' with problems. in the course of this research
activity, the necessity for retlection has become clear. It is during these times of
reflection that the hterconnectednessand loopiness of events and patterns cm be studied.
and sustainable solutions to problems will emerge. The need to incorporate this kind of

reflective time in the workplace never has appeared more important.
Program Lessons Learned
The followhg chart contains a view of the project with considention to MA LT program
competencies. Cornpetencies I believe that I have mastered are listed below and include
comments indicrithg those requiring strengthening in the hture. In order to assess the
successful completion of the Major Project, 5 competencies required by Royal Roads to

be demonmated and 5 lemer-selected competencies have been selected.
Tabie 6.1
Evidence

Cornpetency

lc. Provide leadership

0

Comments

Willingness to attempt

in the workpIace, 1have

to solve a probtem

assumed the role of

affecting many

principal of my schooI

educationai institutions

due to the sudden

Active effort made to

absence of the

share the nature ofthe

incurnbent, This was

probiem with peers and

done while writhg the

I
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1.c Provide ~ e a d e r s h i ~

soiicit their input

Major Project.

The undertaking of a

I have exercised

large project with

personal and mord

signifcant system-level

Leadership through

implicationsTand the

declining a promotion in

seeking of solutions to

the workplace next year.

orgaaizationd

This is based on the

problems.

impending arriva1 of our

Conducting a major

fmt child. Leadership

research project while

aiso means being able to

balancing the multiple

consider those you love

demands of both home

at home fist.

and the workplace.

Id. Evaiuate and enhance

Enhancernent of the

Practice in the

leadership style

skills of advocacy and

workplace has

negotiation in order to

underscored the fact that

have this Major Project

when txercising

sponsored and

leadership, there is "no

approved.

one nght way". A

Conduct of research has

leader must be

created contact with

adaptabie to the myriad

other leaders at the

of situations faced.

school and Department

Discussing leadership

Ievei. This exposure to

with peers in and around

other leaders has

the field of education

bcreased the knowledge

has given others the

base q o n which 1can

opportuaity to refiect

reflect,

upon their preferred
styfe of leadenhcp.

Competency

Evidence

Comments

2b. Apply systems thinking

Systems thinking

Systems thinking can be

to the solution of leadership

approach used to

used as a means to

and leaming problems

address a complex

isolate root problems

organizationai problem

and core issues. This

and generation of

bas been especidfy

possible solutions.

useful in large group

Greater ability to use a

meetings in the

systems perspective

workplace, where the

when studying problems

tendency, at times, can

of various magnitudes

be to treat symptoms

in the workplace.

rather than problems.

Increased awareness of

The Iack of systems

how the workplace and

thinking when

home intercomect and

addressiag problems

relate as elements of si

due to the rush of the

greater whole.

"here and the now" hm

Used systems examples

become increasingiy

with peers to answer the

apparent, and is of

question "what is this

personai concem.

systems thinking min
you aiways mention?"

3b. Provide consuiting

Major Project is a report

Whenproviding initiai

services to help

that provides redistic

ciraft surmaries of the

organizations succeed

and workable sofutions

project to my

to organizations. It

organization, the

contains action research

feedback given was that

which is relevant and

it appeared to be the

timely to organhtions.

work of a consultant,

increased confidence io

1reaiize more that a

act as an internai

c o d t a n t is not a

3b. Provide consulting

consultant when

person with the answers,

services to help

assistïng peers address a

but more of a guide who

organizations succeed

range of personal and

heIps others see for

professional chdenges.

themselves where they

may need to go.
4a. Assess the implications

The lack of Iearning

It is interesthg to

of leaming environment

environments within

consider that schools in

and between schools is

general strive for the

apparent and is

same goals, yet in the

discussed within the

process communicate

scope of the Major

Iittie with each other.

Project.

A major distinction

nie use of technology

between teaching and

can Mprove this area,

leamùig as been made

though t h e continues

clearer for me. As an

to be a Iimiting factor.

educator, teaching was

Schools appear to be

foremost in my mind.

adept at teaching

This has been sucpassed

students, though there is

by a focus on leaming

room for gowth in

and how we leam.

t e m of addt leaniing
opportunities. This has
been addressed through
the creation of a

Ieadership Learning

mode1 for school
administrators.

4c. Create Leamhg

outcornes of the Major

This competency is of

opportunities in the

Project focus on

personai interest to me.

workplace

leaming within

Learning oppominities

organizations, not solely

for addts in the field of

on training delivered by

education appear to be

externd sources,

few, at the same t h e

Created Ieaming

that continudy there is

oppominities on various

a wider range of skill

IeveIs: teachers,

sets required.

administrators.

[ncreased personal

superintendents, policy-

awareness of how we,

makers.

as humans, Lem, create,

Leaming opportunities

and employ knowIedge.

created wouid aiso
generate new

knowIedge for both
individuais and
organizations.
Sa. I d e n e , Iocate, and

Research materiai found

This has been difficult

evaiuate research findings

on the intemet is current

to do Ui a n o h e m

and relevant to the

settuig where geognphy

pro bIem.

complicates mattes.

Designed a study,

This required improving

carried it out, and

my ability to access and

evaluated the resuits.

evduate Internet sites

Conduct of cesesuch in

and web documents-

Literature Review and

Awareness increased

synthesis of kdings in

regarding the quaiîty of

order to address a major

research data that

orgauizationd probIem.

currently exists.
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Sb. Research methods to

My project is founded

I have been amazed at

solve problems

upon the belief that

the wealth of

much of the knowledge

information that exists

required to sotve

on the topics of my

problems is aiready in

titerature revîew, except

our organization. The

in one area: there

reai gains lie in realinng

appears to be h i e

and building upon our

research data on how

current knowledge in

educationai

order to generate new

organizations are

knowledge.

succession planning in

Research conducted

order to develop leaders

which synthesized input

for the hture. This may

for teachers,

be an area for M e r

administrators, cind

research and

senior management in

development.

the generation of

workable solutions,

Researched methods
employed by both
pubIic institutions and
private industry to
address a major
demographic and
organizationai problem.

increased awareness of

the problem through
conducting research
activity.

DeveIopment of s m e y

An area of personai

instruments and

strength, though can

communication as to the

aiways be improved.

importance of the data.

This document is the

Communication to gain

Iargest piece of written

permission to conduct

communication that I

research activity.

have ever generated.

Writhg/presenting a

hcreased confrdence in

research report Erom an

my writiag abilities has

internai consuitant's

resdted Eom the

viewpoint.

undertaking of this

Formulated Executive

Major Project.

S m a r y to

cornmunicate a large

body of work in a short,

concise manner,
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Appendix A:

Administrator Suweys

Part One: Demoaraphic Information: (mark "x'' baside vour answerk
1.

Number of cornpleted years with your district:

-f 1-20 years
-21-25 years
-26-35 years

less than 3 years
3-5 years
6-10 years

2.

Total cornpleted yean of administrative experience:
11-20 years

less than 3 years

-21-25 years

3-5 years
6-10 years

3.

Gender:

26-35 years

Female
Male

4.

My current position is:

-Principal
-VicePrincipal

5.

I will be considering retirement in:

-1-3 years
-4-6 yeafs
-7-10 years
more than 10 years

t

Level of professional training

-Iess than 4 years
Ph.D
-Masters

4 years

5 yeats

6 yeârs

1. I fulfill teaching duties in addition to my administrative assignment
Yes

no (If yes, approximate percentage teaching time

Part Two:

%)

Current Attitudes

Below is a series of staternents relating to school administration and different
aspects of the research questions. Please indicate your agreement or
disagreement with each statement. using the following scale.
Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutrai

Agree

Strongly agree

Please circle the number that best indicates your views on the following
statements.
1, I feel supported by my employer in my career development as an
administrator

12345

2. Opportunities currently exist with rny employer for me to enhance my
leadership skills as an administrator

12345

3. Training and professional development opportunities exist for me to continue
to improve as an administrator

12345

4, Sufficient opportunities exist for me to network, communicate, and share ideas
12345
with fellow administrators in my jurisdiction

5, 1 will rnost Iikely take the first avaiiable opportunity to retire
6-

The job of a school administrator is becoming simplerleasier

12345
12345

7. The job of a school administrator is becoming more complexldifficult

12345

8, Administrators are adequately compensated for their administrative duties

1 23 45

9.

Ln your opinion, the additional time required to be an administrator would
deter teachers from choosing administration as a career

1O. Professional isolation is a reality that exists for administrators

f2345
i2345

Z 2. Adequate opportunities exist for the nurturing of prospectiveadministrative
candidates
12 Adequate support and training exists forfirrt or second-year administrators

1 2 3 4 5
12 3 4 5

13- A teaching assignrnent detracts from an administrator's overalt
effeciiveness

1 2 3 4 5

14. Being interviewed, hired, and evaluated by a SchooVParent Advisory CounciI would
deters teachers from applying for administrative positions
1 2 3 4 5

15- The wide range of demands placed on an administrator deters teachers from
considering a career in school administration
1 2 3 4 5
15. SchooVParent Advisory Councils would be effective evaluators of administrative
etfectiveness
1 2 3 4 5
17. Post-graduate training prepares teachers to become effective administrators 1 2 3 4 5

18. Practical experience prepares teachers to become effective administrators

12 3 4 5

19. Being a viceprincipal is adequate preparation in becoming an effective
principal

1 2 3 4 5

20. Superintendents are effective in the nurturing and devetopment of
administrativetalent

1 2 3 4 5

21. Leadership development should be ongoing throughout an administrator's
career

1 2 3 4 5

22. Mentorship or intemship prograrns would help prepare teachers to become
effective administrators

1 2 3 4 5

23. 1 would participate in an lnternet discussion group for administrators as a
rneans to keep in touch with colleagues, share organuational
knowtedgelculture, and help problem-solve

1 2 3 4 5

24- 1 would consider acting as a mentor or leader in order to assist in the
leadership development of future administrative candidates

1 2 3 4 5

25. The development of a Human Resources strategy (Le.Succession Planning)
would assist school districts in the timely training and placement of administrators

Part Two:
1.

Short Answer Format

What do you consider the top 3 characteristics of an effective school
administrator?

Additional characteristics?

What would you consider the best way for a teacher considering a career
in administration to acquire, practice, and sharpen the characteristics
mentioned in the above question?

Part Three: Open-ended, Ione answer format
Your perceptions bused on yow experience me power$d SOLm e s of knodedge. PIease
take P minute or rvo to thirtk about the folbwing [ong-mver tpesrions.
1.

In your opinion, what are the 3 greatest challenges fachg school
administrators today?

ln your opinion, what are the 3 greatest challenges facing anyone wishing
to pursue a career in school administration?

Research indicates an increasing shortage of administrators is an
emerging trend across North America. How do you feel that learning
opportunities for the training of prospective candidates could be created?

Thank-you foryour valuable üme and insighbl
'Please feel fee to use the backpage to add any addifronal commenfs, fhoughts, or suggesfions

Teacher Suwey

Appendix B:

Part One: Demoara~hic
Information: (mark c6x"beside vour answerl
1.

Number of completed years with your present employer:

-1 1-20 years

-less than 3 years

-3-5 years

21-25 years

-6-10 years
2.

-26-35 yeaw

Total completed years of teaching experience:

-11-20 years

less than 3 years

-2-5 years

21-25 years

-26-35 years

-6-1O years
3.

Gender:

Female

-Male
4.

My current position is:
primary teacher
intermediate teacher
secondary teacher

5.

I will be considering retirement in:

-1-3 years
-4-6 years
-7-10 years
-more than ?O years
1.

LeveI of professional training
less than 4 years

-Masters

Ph.D

4 years

5 years

6 years

B-2

7.

1 have previous experience as an administrator:

Part Two:

No

Yes

Current Attitudes

Below is a series of statements regarding my thoughts as they relate to school
administration. Please indicate your agreement or disagreement with each
staternent, using the following scale.
Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutra1

Agree

StrongIy agree

Please circle the number that best indicates your views on the following
statements.
1. 1 have, at some point, considered pursuing a career as a school administrator

yes n

o

2. 1 am currently considering a career in administration

d e sn

o

3- 1 have a dear understanding of the nature of the duties that administrators
perform

1 2 3 4 5

4. 1 woufd feef supported by rny employer to pursue a career as an administrator 1 2 3 4 5

5. Opportunities currently exist for me to purçue a career as an administrator
with my employer

1 2 3 4 5

6. Training and professional development opportunities exist for me should I
wish tu pursue a career as an administrator

1 2 3 4 5

7- My employer provides opportunities for me to pursue a career in administrationZ 2 3 4 5
8. The job of a school administrator is becoming simplerleasier

1 2 3 4 5

9. The job of a school administrator is becoming more complex/diffÏcult

1 2 3 4 5

10.Administrators are adequately cornpensated for their administrative duties

12 3 4 5

11. Contract concerns (seniority, leaving the collective agreement)
deter me from pursuing a career in administration
12, The additionai time requiredto be an administrator would deter me Rom
choosing administrationas a careef
13- The wide range of demands placed on an administrator deters me fiom
considering a career in schooi administration

1 2 3 4 5

14- Being intenriewed and hired by a PACJSchoot Council would deter me from applying
for administrativepositions
1 2 3 4 5

15. Being evaluated annually by a PACI School Councii would deter me from
becoming an administrator

1 2 3 4 5

16.Post-graduate training prepares teachers ta become effective administrators 1 2 3 4 5
17. Practical experience prepares teachers to become effective administrators

12 3 4 5

18. Mentorship or internship programs prepare teachers to become effective
Administrators

1 2 3 4 5

19.1 would more likeiy consider a career in school administration if opportunities 1 2 3 4 5
existed for mentoring or interning with a skilled administrator

Part Two:

Short answer format

What do you consider the top 3 characteristics an effective school
administrator?

Additional characteristics?

1.

What would you consider the best way for a prospective administrator to
acquire these skills?

Part Three:

Oaen-ended answer auestions

Y o wperceptions based on yoor qerience are poiveijiii so urces of knowledge. Plense
tnke a rnirncte or nvo to think ubout the following Iqtcesriom.
1. In your opinion, what are the greatest challenges facing school
administrators today?

2. In your opinion, what are the greatest challenges facing anyone wishing to
pursue a career in school administration?

3, What types of changes to the present situation, or opportunities would have
to be in place for you to consider a career in administration, if any?

Thank-youforyour valuable time and insightsl
Wease feel free to use thebackpage to add any additrona!cornments, thoughts, orsuggesüons!

Appendix C: Superintendent Questionnaire
Dear Superuitendent.

As you may be aware, I am conducting research in order to complete my
research project for my Masters of Arts (Leadership and Training) Degree at Royal
Roads University. My research question is:

What fartors discourage and deter teachers from pursuiag a career in school
administration?

How can stakeholders generate opportunities which will support the creation
of Iearnhg opportunities to enhance the recruitment and training of
prospective candidates?
Understanding that conduchg interviews is a very tirne-consuming process.
1 wouid ask ihat you take a few minutes to type in answea the following quenions and
e-mail the responses back to me.
1. Why do you think that tewer teachen are considering the pursuit of a career in

administration?

2. What role. if any, do you feeI the Education Act (as it pertains to the rote of School
Councils) plays in this?
3. What changes. Xany, could be made in the Education Act to faditate the
generation of opportunities for the recniitment and training of prospective
candidates?
4. Do you think the Department of Education shouid pIay a roIe in the Leadership
development of prospective administrative candidates? If so, how?

5

Shouid other stakeholdea be involved recruitment and training of prospective
candidates? If yes, how?

6. What specific training do you feel new administrators are most in need of to be
successfur in their new position? How could they best obtain this W g ?

7. Research data fÏom both administrators and teachers indicates that time and the
multitude of demands placed on an administrntor affects their choice to either
pursue or remah as an administrator. Do you see any way to address these issues?
If yes, how?

8. In the research I have conducted to date, IO of 28 adminrdminrstrators
(36%) indicate
retire within the next 6 yeam What impact, ifa .do you feeI this
that they
wiIi have on the quality of Ieadership in Yukon schools?

L have obtained permksion fiom Mr. WdIy Seipp to conduct research within the

Department, and am w i h g to present and discuss my project efforts to date .Thank
you for your efforts on my behalf. A copy of my thesis will be provided to the
Department, foliowing its completion.
S incerely,

Simon Blakesley
Phone/fa,x:I -867-39M684
blakesly~Z!vknet.vk.ca

Appendix D:

Project Correspondence

Education
Box 2703, Whitehorse, Yukon Y I A 2C6

September 10, t 999

Mr. Simon Blakesley
18 Tamarack Drive
Whitehorse, Yukon
Y I A 4WZ

-

Thanks you for your latter of August 30 in which you outline your prospective plans as a
Masters of Arts Leadership and Training Candidate for action research involving some of our
ernployees.

-

I think that the answer(s) to the specific question you pose woufd be of great interest to our
superintandents and principals and those othen who may be involved in the recruiting of school
based staff.
1 understand that you will be surveying staff members and drawing upon some of them to f o n
focus groups for discussion. I futther understand that any and al1 staff participation would be
voluntary. For those who do participate, their identity will remain protected and confidential.

With this in mind, 1 am pleased to support your request 1 look fornard to being of assistance
where possible. I would be pleased to meet with you at a mutually convanient time for an
interview. Please contact my Administrative Assistant Ms. Deby Bodman at 667-5127 to
anange a date and time-

-

Wishing you the best on mis project, lremain

Waiiy Seipp
AlAssistant Deputy Minister
Public Schools Branch

c:

Wolf Riedl
Fred Smith
Chris Gonnet
Carol McCauley
Wayne Jones

-

From: Garry Roth cgaroth@cln.etc.bc.ca>
10:
blakesley@yknet.yk.ca cblakesley@yknetyk.ca>
Date:
Wednesday, September 15.1999 1 13 8 AM
Subject: Action Research
Simon.
This is authorkation to conduct reseach in the Stikine School Disarnong the Administration and Teachers. Please note that this is on a
volutary basis for the staff. Also. I will be only to happy to assist your
reseach via an interview in Whitehorse during the YTA conference.

Best Wishes.
GariDc Garry Roth
Superintendent
School District#87 (Stikine)
P.O. Box 190
Oease Lake. B.C. VOC 1LO
250-771 -4440 ph 250-771-4441 fax

